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IT'S IN OUR LIBRARY UNDER "R" 
by 


Gordon Jones 


""i='=='::==~~~~~===:::::::==1 Easy description. An 
association copy. The 
Wine Press and the 
Cellar by E. H. Rix· 
ford, San Francisco: 
Payot, Upham & Co. 
and New York: D. Van 
Nostrand, 1883. Small 
octavo, 240 pages, pale 
blue cloth with title 
and grapes and leaves 
gold stamped on cover. 


On the copyright page, boldly written, Tomoki Ijichi, 
and rubberstamped, Fountaingrove Vineyard Co., 
Santa Rosa, Sonoma County, California, dated May 24, 
1898. It is considered the first California book on 
wine-making. 


We ask, who was Rixford? Who was Ijichi? 
What happened to Fountaingrove? 


First question, who was Rixford? He has been 
alleged to be a doctor, lawy~r, (Indian chief?). The 
confusion is probably because there were lots of 
Rixfords in Northern California. Indeed, there were 
both doctors and lawyers. One of the lawyers, as 
confirmed by family and fact, was the author of this 
book. 


Luther Parker Rixford and Elvira (Pickering) 
Rixford had two sons, both born in Vermont. Gulian 
Pickering Rixf ord was .born in 1838, Emmet Hawkins 
Rixford in 1841. This family accounted for all the 
lawyers, doctors and vineyard owners named Rixf ord 
in Northern California. 


When the boys were very young, Luther 
moved his scythe manufacturing business and his 
family to Canada. Both sons went to McGill 
University and graduated-Gulian with a degree in 
civil engineering and Emmet a degree in law. 


Gulian moved . to San Francisco in 1867; he 
married Caroline Corey and had four children -


Emmet, Geneve, Loring Pickering, and Carry. 
Gulian's son Emmet graduated in 1891 from 


Cooper Medical College (later Stanford Medical 
School). He went on to have a distinguished medical 
career and fathered four children - Mary Campbell, 
Henry Covington, Emmet Lane, and Loring Campbell. 


Gulian was no doubt well pleased with his 
offspring, as they followed successful careers in 
medicine, architecture and the arts. 


Gulian himself switched from engineering to 
horticulture. He wrote a column on horticulture for 
the San Francisco Bulletin, and was a consultant with 
the U.S.D.A for whom he wrote Bulletin No.732, 
Smyrna Fig Culture. He was a leader in California 
agricultural affairs until his death in 1930 at age 92 
(having been hit by a train at the Los Altos station). 


Emmet Hawkins Rixford 
Now, the book's author, Emmet Hawkins 


Rixford. He was admitted to the bar in Montreal in 
1865; by 1871 he had moved to the San Francisco area 
and was admitted to the California Bar. He had 
apparently acquired a wife, because he had two sons, 
Halsey L., who served in World War I, and Allan P. 
Rixford. (At some point, Luther P. Rixford followed 
his sons to California; by 1876 he owned a 500-acre 
ranch, with 20 acres of Zinfandel vines, near Sonoma 
City.) 


a:; INSIDE THIS ISSUE 


• INDEX: W-T Newsletter, Vol.7 No.1·4 
· • Books & Bottles: Two New Wine books 
• A Profile of Dewey Markham & his 


new book ... by M. Beekley 
• News & Notes 
• Bibulous Bibliophile ... E. Buehler 
• Foster Reviews Burgundy & Hungary 


In a 1901 volume, Men of California, Rixford 
is listed under attorneys. In a 1904·5 issue it is said 
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"He enjoys a very lucrative San Francisco practice, 
represents the California Title Insurance & Trust Co, 
and many other firms ... a devotion to detail, hard 
work, with high moral character and a genial 
disposition." Obviously, lawyers were more highly 
regarded in 1905. His picture in this book shows him 
wearing a wing collar as did most of the others in the 
book. By 1923, photographed for the Bar Association 
of San Francisco Illustrated History, he is still 
wearing a wing collar, one of the few who did. He was 
a man of firm convictions. 


He was a long time member of the Bar 
Association of San Francisco. Although most records 
of the Association were destroyed in 1906, it is known 
that in 1900 he was a vice president and in 1901 he 
was the chairman of the Admissions Committee. In 
the 1923 History he is still a member at age 82 and 
had beenjoined in the membership by his son, Halsey. 


The Wine Press & the Cellar 
Next, the book. Rixf ord apparently felt that 


there was a lack of readily available information on 
winemaking procedures and technical details. Apart 
from his law business, he had become very interested 
in grape growing and winemaking. There had been a 
long history of horticulture and agriculture in his 
family, so it is not surprising that he established his 
La Questa Vineyard at Woodside; and the more he 
became involved with wine, the more technical 
questions arose. His answer was research that led to 
his book and he so acknowledges that his book is a 
compilation of the best information he could find. His 
bibliography lists twenty sources, seven in English and 
the balance in French. 


The book was well received. Arpad 
Haraszthy, President of the State Board of Viti-


cultural Commissioners, said that it is "about the best 
book on viticulture that has been written for many a 
year," and E. J. Wickson of the California State 
Horticultural Society commented, "Certainly there is 
nothing in the English language which can be at all 
compared with it as a guide." 


Even with his busy law pr~ctice, Rixf ord 
devoted a considerable amount of time to wine. 
During the 4th Annual State Viticultural Convention, 
held in San Francisco, March 1886, he was appointed 
to the fifteen-member Committee on Wine Exhibits. 
In 1888 he was Secretary of the Vine Growers and 
Wine Makers' Association, and in the same year he 
participated in the 6th Annual State Viticultural 
Convention and gave an address, "General Hints on 
Viticulture." Other speakers at the convention 
included C. J. Wetmore, Prof. E.W. Hilgard, George 
Husmann, C. A Wetmore and Arpad Haraszthy. He 
was also a member of the White Wine Committee 
along with George Husmann. With all these activities, 
he found time for another speech, "Some So-called 
Sherry Flavors in Wine." 


In 1893 and 1894 Rixf ord served on the 
planning committees for a collective California 
viticultural exhibit at both the 1893 World's 
Columbian Exposition in Chicago and the 1894 
Midwinter International Fair in San Francisco. Fellow 
members of the Midwinter Fair committee were Isaac 
DeTurk, Chas. Bundschu, A Sbarboro, C. J. Wetmore, 
and F. Korbel, among others. 


In his wine-related activities he certainly knew 
a Martinez grape grower and winemaker, B. H. 
Upham, who joined in many State Viticultural 
Commission affairs. Upham owned a ten-acre 
vineyard, "Glorietta," and won third place awards for 
California Claret and Alicante at the Midwinter Fair. 
It is not unlikely that the acquaintanceship was 
responsible for Payot, Upham & Co. (pronounced "Pie-
011) publishing Rixford's book. 


Rixf ord is believed to have first planted 
Zinfandel vines at his La Questa Vineyard in San 
Mateo County. When this original vineyard was 
destroyed by phylloxera, he replanted with Bordeaux 
varietals, . primarily Cabernet Sauvignon, along with 
Merlot and Petit Verdot. His red wines were very 
highly regarded-La Questa was often the most 
expensive Cabernet wine on California wine lists of 
the early 1900&-alld he won a gold medal at the 1915 
Panama Pacific Exposition. 


A Rixf ord family remembrance is of the last 
pre-Prohibition vintage that was sent for bottling to 
the San Martin Winery south of Gilroy. To everyone's 
misfortune, the winery burned down taking the La 
Questa wine with it. 


During the dry years of Prohibition, the 
vineyard was maintained and La Questa grapes were 







sold to home winemakers. 
Emmet Rixf ord did not live to see Repeal; he 


died in 1928, having been one of the most important 
figures in shaping the California wine industry. 


In 1934, La Questa reactivated its winery, 
with Halsey Rixf ord in charge, and made wine until 
1945 when the winery was closed and the property 
subdivided. Today, a small winery, Woodside Winery, 
is on part of the original property and still has some of 
the old vines. 


Other winegrowers also have vines from La 
Questa. Martin Ray saved some in the 1940s. Fritz 
Maytag of the appliance family and owner of Anchor 
Brewing Company found some La Questa Cabernet 
wine from the 1930s. He was so impressed that he 
hunted for cuttings in the old vineyard; these cuttings 
now form an acre of his York Creek Vineyard near St. 
Helena in Napa County. 


Fountaingrove Winery 
Now, back to Tomoki Ijichi. We had no 


knowledge of him until we began to research this 
article. A local Santa Rosa historian informed us that 
Ijichi (or Ichiji) was a nephew of Kanaye Nagasawa, 
the famed Japanese "Baron of Fountaingrove," and 
assisted him with wine-making duties. Nagasawa had 
sent for Ijichi and two other nephews in Japan to join 
him at the Fountaingrove Vineyard Company. 


The history of Fountaingrove is possibly the 
strangest of any California winery. It began in 1875 
when Reverend Thomas Lake Harris moved his 
Utopian colony from Lake Keuka, New York, to Santa 
Rosa, California, and established his "Eden of the 
West," called Fountaingrove. Harris had been a 
Calvinist, Universalist, spiritualist - and a 
Swedenborgian. He founded a new belief called 
Respirationism, which seemed to include socialism, 
oriental mysticism, and free love. 
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His colony thrived for ten years, starting with 
700 acres and growing to nearly two thousand. Flat 
areas were planted to grain initially, later to fruit 
trees, while the hillsides were planted to grapes. 


The vineyards and winery were managed by 
Nagasawa, and the Fountaingrove label became well 
known. In New York City the colony's outlet was 
called Fountain Grove Wine House, and was of 
personal interest to Harris, who wrote notes to the 
manager. For example: 


"The wine carries a potential 
vitality ... There is one-a one-twain 
from the Lord - who passed three 
times within the last few days 
through the finer electro-vinous spirit 
of the collective body of the wine in 
the Winery, and That it is now being 
potentialized in the joy spirit ... As the 
Great Coming moves towards the 
surface it takes with it the arch 
quality of the divine wine, making this 
vintage produced ·in consecration to 
the Father- Mother a vehicle of the 
quickening influence. Yet if this were 
known the wicked would take 
advantage of it to prevent its passing 
into consumption and therefore we 
must be as silent as the grave." 


The Wine House and Fountaingrove are listed 
as being owned by Lay, Clarke & Co., which was 
owned by Harris. 


Harris prospered until 1885, when he became 
the subject of numerous indictments and rumors 
ranging from adultery to fraud and swindling. So 
many charges were brought against him that "for the 
good of the colony" he departed for New York, where 
he died in 1906. 


------------------------------, . Nagasawa had been Harris' secretary, 
· ~ · , ·. ·t· principal disciple, vineyardist and 


FOUNTAINGROVEWINERY- 1898 


... ,: . .. ,-:~ -
• • • ·, ,. ! , , 


.... : • • 11.·. •, 


~ .. _..... . ~ 


winemaker. After the departure of 
Harris, Nagasawa took over the 
operation of Fountaingrove, dimin· 
ished the cult activity and increased 
the wine operations . 
He was a unique character in 
California's wine history. Born 
Hikosuke Isonaga to a Japanese noble 
family, he was sent to Europe in 1865 
at the age of thirteen (which was 
somewhat unusual in those days); at 
this time his name was changed to 
Kanaye Nagasawa. He grew up in 
Aberdeen and spoke English with a 
Scot's accent. He went to work in a 


London book shop, and it was there he heard a speech 
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by Harris. He joined Harris at Lake Keuka and 
followed him to Fountaingrove . He renounced his 
Japanese citizenship and was a Californian for almost 
sixty years. 


Nagasawa was an associate of famed 
horticulturist Luther Burbank and a co-worker with 
Professor Frederick Bioletti. Both he and Bioletti 
served on the Wine Jury at the 1915 Panama Pacific 
Exposition. A plump, genial man, he was known for 
his accent, for constantly smoking expensive cigars, 
and for carrying a pocketful of biscuits to eat before 
wine tasting. 


He took over Fountaingrove and ultimately 
owned the entire property until his death in 1934. 
Under his guidance Fountaingrove was recognized as 
a superior producer of Pinot Noir, Cabernet 
Sauvignon and Pinot Blanc. His Cabernet won second 
place at the Midwinter Fair and many medals and 
honors thereafter. 


After his death the winery closed and fell into 
a state of neglect. The property was for sale in 1937 
when it came to the attention of a gold country 
notable, Errol McBoyle. He bought Fountaingrove 
and began its restoration. The combination of gold 
and grapes was a very good one for Fountaingrove, 
which once again became a premium winery with 
award-winning wines. 


McBoyle, too, was a very interesting 
personality. Trained as a mining engineer, with 
degrees from California and Colorado, he worked for 
the California State Mining Bureau from 1917 to 1920, 
where he was the author of three volumes that are 
now classics in the field - Mines and Mineral. 
Resources of Nevada County, and ... of Plumas 
County, and ... of Sierra County. 


By the time of the Depression he had fallen a 
victim of the times . It was necessary to ask a friend 
for a ride to Grass Valley from San Francisco, as he 
didn't have the bus fare. (My father was the friend.) 
What he did have was a theory that the worked-out 
Idaho-Maryland mine had a rich, undiscovered vein of 
gold. 


He convinced Dr. Carl Jones (no relation) and 
some others to back him. Dr. Jones, a fine physician 
and surgeon, was himself a character . Well regarded 
throughout the Mother Lode , he was called "Dr. Carl " 
by most, but "The Butcher " by the miners because of 
all the amputations he performed as a result of mining 
accidents . 


McBoyle was right . He found an immensely 
rich vein of gold. How did he fare? He didn't like the 
locally produced Grass Valley cream for his morning 
coffee, so he bought a herd of Wisconsin cows for his 
ranch. He took up breeding race horses. He built Dr. 
Jones a hospital , and he bought Fountaingrove . 


The end of Fountaingrove came when 


McBoyle died in 1949. The Fountaingrove label 
became the property of Mar tini & Prati Winery , and 
the ranch, with the stone winery in ruins , has sadly 
become an industrial park. 


Looking back upon the two principals of this 
narrative, Rixford and Nagasawa, it is obvious that 
neither man has been recognized for his contributions 
to the California wine industry . Little is remembered 
about Emmet Hawkins Rixf ord, and there are few 
who ever heard of Baron Kanaye Nagasawa 


Both names should join Hilgard, Bioletti, 
Wetmore and Husmann as honored pioneers in 
California 's wine history . The fine wines we drink 
today came about due to the great efforts and 
dedication of men like these. 


WOODSIDE 


CABERNET 
P"r")C'IVCEO & 190TTLED AT l'H r; WIN E RY ev 


-s~ o,. 


(Label (reduced ) from Roy Brady Collection] 
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[Gordon Jones and his wife, Dorothy, are long-time 
book collectors, with a special. passion for books on 
wine and Western American.a. (See Vol.6 #4 for a 
visit to their library.) Gordon makes a fine bottle of 
red wine and garlicky green olives that are absolutely 
addicting. · Editor] 


AProf'tleof 
DEWEY MARKHAM, Jr. 


and his 
1855: A HISTORY OF THE BORDEAUX 


CLASSIFICATION 


by 
Marts Beekley 


ewey Markham, Jr., a native of New 
York City, first moved to Paris in 
1986. As director of the French 
cooking school L 'Ecole de Cuisine la 
V arenne, he introduced a wine studies 


111 program to the curriculum. It was at 
Ii this time that his interest turned from 


cuisine to wine. 
A graduate of New York University, with a 


Bachelor's Degree in English and a Master's in 
Cinema, he enjoyed various cooking assignments at 
several restaurants before entering the Culinary 
Institute of America in 1983. While a student at the 
Institute, he began writing about the many aspects of 
gastronomy; following graduation he earned a 
fellowship as an editorial assistant researching and 
writing for the Institute's textbook, The New 
Professional. Cook. He then enrolled in the Ecole de 
Cuisine to follow a career in cooking. 


(Dewey had acquired his French language 
skills earlier. While visiting Europe in 1977, as a 
young man of twenty-two, he missed his airplane flight 
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out of Paris. Et voilal he remained in Paris for 
several months and learned French.) 


In 1989, back in New York City with wine in 
his future, he worked in the respected wine shops of 
Morrell and Co. and Sherry· Lehman Wines and 
Spirits. He consulted as an associate director of the 
Swiss Information Council and taught wine courses at 
the Culinary Institute. His wine courses materialized 
into his first book, Wine Basics: A Quick and Easy 
Guide (1993). 


I met Dewey in the home of Professor Gerard 
Crochet in Bordeaux in 1995. Gerard teaches English 
in the Lycee de Agricole in Bordeaux-where English 
classes for wine industry tourist guides are offered
and has a passion for wine and wine history. Dewey 
had been introduced to the professor when he first 
began his research; I, fortuitously, work with Gerard's 
cousin, a fellow physician in the Bay Area, who 
suggested I contact Gerard during my Bordeaux visit. 
By this time Dewey was well into 1855. We spent 
most of the time talking about Louis Pasteur, for 
whom we both have a special fondness. When I 
returned home I promised our Editor that I would 
learn more about Dewey Markham and his new book 
as its publication time drew near. The release date 
for 1855: A History of the Bordeaux Classification is 
scheduled for mid-December, 1997. 


An Interview with Dewey Markham 
(via S·mail • as in snail) 


M. BEEKLEY (M.B.) Dewey, 1855 seems like a long time 
ago, especially in the wine world. How did 
you come to select this study? 


D. MARKHAM,JR . (D.M.) You will find a rather complete 
answer to this in the Preface of 1855 when it 
comes out, but briefly, the book is the result 
of some of the investigation into the 
classification that I did while working at wine 
shops in New York to help with customers' 
confusion on the s4bject. As far as I was able 
to discover, no one had ever written a book on 
the history of the 1855 classification. This 
seemed like a pretty sizable omission in the 
literature of wine-one which I thought would 
be interesting to provide. 


(M.B.) Were your findings pretty much what you 
expected? 


(D.M.) Yes and no. When I started the research in 
New York, all that I was able to come up with 
about the classification's history were the 
standard stories that are printed and re· 
printed in most books dealing with Bordeaux 
wine, so I really had no idea that there was a 
"hidden" story to be unveiled; I figured that it 
would just be a matter of filling in the 
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numerous gaps by finding out the names and 
personalities involved in the classification's 
creation. It was only after I had arrived in 
Bordeaux and began looking through the local 
archives and libraries that I discovered the 
history was much more involved than is 
generally believed. The difference between 
my original project and the finished result can 
be summed up by the fact that I had 
originally planned on spending one year in 
Bordeaux on research, then going to Paris to 
spend one year writing the book. As it turned 
out, the entire project took four years in 
Bordeaux, continually researching details and 
returning to recheck various sources as the 
writing progressed. 


(M.B.) That was a big project. Sounds like you went 
from repeating and reporting old history to 
searching for missing parts. 


(D .M.) To some extent. Perhaps the aspect that 
doesn't really come out is that after a point 
the research began to take on the air of a 
detective investigation. A small detail that 
numerous other researches and writers before 
me had seen and passed over as unimportant 
(for their purposes) took on an entirely 
different light and much greater significance 
when joined with another similarly small 
detail found somewhere else weeks or months 
before; together the two came to explain some 
fundamental aspect of the classification's 
history, and often, of how the Bordeaux wine 
trade operated in the last century. After a 
while, the importance of these small details 
became more evident and I would often spend 
weeks tracking down some little item like an 
exact date of birth, knowing that it could 
make a difference to the book in some way as 
yet undetermined. Very often this determi
nation and legwork paid off handsomely, and 
I feel that the resulting book is richer in 
texture and detail because of it. 


(M.B.) Have you experienced any what we might call 
ramifications or side effects? 


(D.M.) That is difficult to answer now; we'll have to 
wait for the book to be released to get an 
answer to that. What I do hope is that once 
1855 is released people will have a much 
clearer understanding of exactly what the 
classification is, how it came to be created, 
and why, because of the process that was 
used, the classification is still valid today
albeit not in the way most people think of it 
as being important. 


(M.B.) Were you influenced, impressed, surprised, or 
even disgusted by what you learned? 


(D.M.) Influenced, no. Impressed, perhaps, that the 
manner in which the classification came to be 
drafted over 140 years ago, has given the 
result an accuracy that is still fundamentally 
valid today. Surprised, yes, that so much 
original source material exists in Bordeaux 
that has been so under-utilized by wine 
writers. Disgusted, no, nothing in the subject 
matter really lent itself to such a reaction. 


(M.B.) Are you one of those persons who have short, 
medium, and long term plans? 


(D.M .) Most definitely, especially long term ones. This 
book was the result of over two years of 
preparation before I ever actively started the 
research for it. What I mean is this: I knew 
that to write this book I would have to go to 
France for several years. To fund research on 
such a scale I wrote my first book, Wine 
Basics, to give me the financial resources 
necessary to allow me to undertake such a 
long term and in depth period of work. 
Fortunately, Wine Basics has become one of 
the four or five introductory books that are 
standards in the literature of beginning wine 
drinkers and has gone through a new printing 
practically every year since its publication in 
1993. The book has achieved the success that 
I hoped it would, and the result is this book 
on the 1855 classification. Now if this new 
book does well, a third book may well be in 
the works. 


Dewey Markham, Jr. - A BIBLIOGRAPHY 
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(Franck, ... Vms du Medoc, 1864] 







BOOKS& 
BO'ITLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


A CHILD'S BOOK OF GRAPES 


The Book: The Grapes Grow Sweet. A Child 's First 
Harvest in the Wine Country, by Lyrme Tuft 
(illustrations and story) and Tessa DeCarlo (text). 
Napa, CA: River Press, 1996. [38 pp, 11 x 9). $24. 


hen Julian Rossi was 
4~ years old, he knew 
it was time for the 
harvest when he saw 
the gondolas arrive at 
his parents ' vineyard 
the night before . At 


· five a.m. Julian was 
fully dressed and 
ready to join the 
harvest .. . 
The Grapes Grow 
Sweet is a gentle, 
charming pictorial 
story of what happen
ed . . . seen through 
Julian's eyes; every 
page of the book is 


. illustratedwithheart-
warmingwatercolors (see above). This book will make 
a delightful gift for any child, before or after a visit to 
a vineyard. Furthermore, the careful account will 
teach most adults a thing or two about the harvest as 
well. It is highly recommended. 


Julian 's enthusiasm about the family vineyard 
is not unique. In fact, a number of winning bottles in 
our recent tastings were made by earlier Julians: 


The Bottles : Fred Cline spent his boyhood summers 
in the 1960s on his grandparents ' ranch 50 miles east 
of Oakland, California. Grandpa taught him how 
grapes were grown and wine was made. Today, Cline 
Cellars owns 250 acres of prime vines, and produces 
25,000 cases annually. Their latest winner was a zesty 
white Marsanne. 


Robert DeLeuze began working in the family 's 
small ZD Winery when he was 11 years old; 1997 is 
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his 15th year as a most successful Napa wine-maker. 
His Chardonnays have dazzled my tasters for years, 
and his '95 Carneros Pinot N oir is equally memorable. 


Bernard Portet's father would take his young 
son into the vineyards and "tell me why Merlot or 
Cabernet Sauvignon was planted in that certain spot 
on that certain rootstock, and what conditions would 
indicate it was time to harvest ." And, what a distin
guished harvest it was! Papa Portet was technical 
director for one of the world 's greatest wineries, 
Chateau Lafite-Rothschild! Today , Bernard presides 
over the 80,000-case, much-respected Clos du Val 
Winery in Napa Valley. 


So, it will be no surprise if some day young 
Julian makes his inark in the business ... 


Postscript: As far as I know, The Grapes Grow 
Sweet and a 22-page booklet, The First Book of Wine, 
produced by Torres Wines in 1991 "to be given to 
young people when they come with their parents to 
visit our vineyards" are the only books for children on 
grape-growing and wine-making. The Torres booklet, 
illustrated with colorful cartoon drawings and 
photographs, is (while supplies last) free for the asking 
from Torres Wines North America, 221 Caledonia, 
Sausalito, CA 94965. 


HOW TO PICK A PERFECT PAIR 


The Book: The Vintner 's Table Cookbook, by Mary 
Evely. Published by the Simi Winery. Nashville, TN: 
Favorite Recipes Press, 1998. 176 pages. 


Your boss is coming to dinner Saturday night. 
You have bought two bottles of his favorite wine, 
Sauvignon Blanc. But you haven't a clue as to what 
dish to serve with it. 


Open Chef Evely's book to page 30 and find 
listed 21 recipes for dishes that pair particularly well 
with Sauvignon Blanc . You will also find a warning 
about twenty-one items that conflict with the varietal. 


The book represents ten years of research, 
and it shows. There are recipes for all of the more 
popular varietals plus sections on roses, sparklers, and 
dessert wines - with color photos of every dish. The 
first printing is only 15,000 copies; there will be many 
more . ._ 


-- THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not-for-profit 
organization found ('.d in 1990 for Wine Book Collectors. 
Yearly Membenhip /Subscription to THE WAYWARD 
TENDRILS Newsletter is $15 USA and Ca11ada,· $20 
Overseas. Pennwio11 to reprilll is requested. Please add= 
all correspo11dence to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS, Box 
9023, Santa Rosa, CA 954()5 USA. FAX 707-544-2723. 
Editor. Gail Unzelman. Assistant Editor. Bo Simons. •• 
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IN THE WINE LIBRARY /ifvJ» 
• by Bob Foster W 


The Wines and Vines of Hungary by Stephen 
Kirkland. Budapest: New World Publishing Inc, 1996. 
Distributed by the Wine Appreciation Guild, San 
Francisco, 137 pages, softback, $15. 


With the demise of the Soviet Union, Hungary 
has started down a road that encourages forms of 
private enterprise. This movement is particularly 
noticeable among the wineries of Hungary; but much 
of the rapid development has gone unseen on this side 
of the Atlantic. The author, an American who has 
worked as a journalist in Eastern Europe for years, 
has assembled a first rate guide to this emerging 
region. 


The book begins with a short history of the 
nation which carefully chronicles the problems caused 
by the formalized system under the Communists. As 
the author points out, Hungary is entering a trial and 
error era as it pulls away from this past and struggles 
to attain broader levels of quality. 


The core of the book is comprised of chapters 
on the seven major wine regions of Hungary. Within 
each chapter the author gives a short history of the 
region and a history of each of the producers. There 
is a small sidebar that has a color reproduction of the 
label and a data block giving the name of the wine
maker, the formal address and a telephone number. 
Detailed tasting notes for the wines are provided. 
There are general maps of the region but they are, at 
best, quite general. In the back of the book there is 
a series of appendices: One discusses all of the grapes 
grown in the region (from Cabernet Sauvignon to 
Zweigelt); one is an English-Hungarian glossary of 
wine terms, one is a comprehensive list of all the wine 
producers in the region, another covers places to buy 
wine in Budapest and places to stay in the wine 
regions. 


This well written book provides solid 
information about an emerging wine region. Highly 
recommended. 


Cote d'Or, A CelebraJion of the Great Wines of 
Burgundy, by Clive Coates M.W. Berkeley: Universi
ty of California Press, 1997; 1008 pp, hardback, $55. 


Clive Coates, well know English wine writer 
and publisher of his own newsletter, The Vine, has 
assembled a massive book celebrating the wines from 
the center of Burgundy. But this work is not simply 
a mass of tasting notes compiled from the newsletter. 
Instead the author has written profiles of the various 
villages and producers and he uses his tasting notes to 
flesh out these materials. 


The first section of the book begins with the 
land. Coates covers over thirty of the villages, vine-


yards, and domaines within the Cote d'Or ranging 
from the little known Maranges to the legendary 
Vougeot. For each of these segments there is a short 
summary of the author's overall assessment, a detailed 
map showing each of the vineyards in the area, a 
description of the grand crus in the area (and the 
growers with land in those areas), and a description of 
the premiers crus (and the growers with land in those 
areas.) The second section is the real meat of the 
work. Coates presents long, detailed, thoughtful 
profiles of over sixty-one of the best producers in the 
region. For each of these producers there is a section 
on history, vineyards, winemakers, and the wines. He 
not only describes the wines in general terms but 
provides tasting notes, often going back for decades. 


In this regard, Coates staccato-like tasting 
notes take a bit of getting used to. Rather than 
drawing analogies (waves of ripe blackberries and 
cherries) the author tends to give a summarizing 
comment ("good nose," or "lovely nose.") For those 
raised on the gushing of some American wine writers 
there is a bit of transitional shock. For those readers 
addicted to numerical scores for wines, be forewarned; 
many of the tasting notes are bereft of such data. It 
forces the reader to concentrate on the written de
scription which, in the long run, is probably to their 
benefit. 


In the final section of the book, Coates groups 
the wines vintage by vintage from 1996 back to 1945. 
For each vintage the author gives an overall rating of 
the reds and the whites from that year, numbers 
showing the size of the crop, a description of the 
weather and a short essay on the style of the wines. 
This is followed by pages and pages of tasting notes 
(with scores on the 20 points scale.) An additional plus 
is that the author gives the date for the tasting note. 


While there is an index, it is less detailed than 
a work of this length deserves. For example, Coates 
presents a lengthy discussion of the advantages and 
disadvantages of new oak. (It ought to be required 
reading for every winelover.) As Coates notes, more 
and more growers are making two batches of wine: 
one with high oak for the American market and one 
with lower oak for the French market. He concludes 
that there is no one answer about oak-the amount of 
new oak ought to be in proportion to the strength of 
the fruit. But there is no mention of this essay in the 
index; there should have been several references to it. 


This is a top-notch work on an area that is so 
difficult to fully understand. Coates' book is a must 
buy for any lover of French Burgundy. Highly 
recommended. 0 


[Bob Foster, a founding member of tire Wayward Tendrils, writes Iris wine 
book review column for tire Cali(omia Grapevine. We appreciate their 


generous permission to reprilll Bob~ reviews.] 







LVl!ll!!&lr=Ni=O=T.='E=S== NEWS ~ 
• Happy Harvests for 1998, our 8th 


season! Your Newsletter Editor sends congratulations 
and heartfelt thanks to all the Tendrils who have 
given of their time and knowledge to contribute seven 
years' worth of reading pleasure, and guidance, on 
wine book collecting. With continued member 
participation, we are assured of bounteous harvests in 
the future. (See page 19 for list of "1998 wanted 
articles.") 


• WELCOME NEW MEMBERS! Neil 
Roth (62 Montague Street, Apt.2D, Brooklyn, NY 
11201) has joined us courtesy of a gift membership 
given him by Tendril Jacques Bergier. ROSTER 
UPDATES! Please note a new Internet address 
(http://www.beran.ch/) and e-mail address 
(bibliotheca.gastronomica@bluewin.ch) for Hans 
Weiss and his Bibliotheca Gastronomica book
shop. Although still in the same location, Linda 
Walker Stevens reports a "bureaucrazy" address 
change: 1229 Taylor Road, Hermann, MO 65041. 


. Updated ROSTER 
. to • be mailed in April. 


Please send any changes as soon as 
possible! 


• New EASTERN WINE and GRAPE ARCHIVE 
at CORNELL UNIVERSITY 


Hudson Cattell, Tendril and Publisher I Editor of 
the bi-monthly Wine East magazine, applauded in his 
Sept/Oct 1997 issue the establishment of the new 
archive facility at Cornell University. Here, primary 
source documents-letters, diaries, pamphlets, winery 
publications, photographs, field records and notes, and 
any first-hand accounts pertaining to the history of 
the Eastern wine and grape industry will be housed, 
catalogued and preserved. Researchers, under a 
monitored, safe-keeping system, are welcome to access 
the collection. In a continuing effort to preserve these 
historical papers that document the wine history of 
Eastern America, donations of such materials, from 
any period, are sincerely encouraged. Hudson adds 
that books, monographs and periodicals will still be 
housed at the University's library at Geneva, NY. 
[Editor Note - The curator of the new archive, Lorna 
Knight, can be reached at Cornell University Library, 
2B Carl A Kroch Library, Ithaca, NY 14853-5302; 1r 


607-255-3530, Fax 607-255-9524.] 
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• MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL TIME !l 
Annual memberships are due in January - a renewal 
form is enclosed for your convenience. Our Treasurer 
has furnished us with a 1997 Year-End Report, which 
we pass along: 


TOTAL EXPENSES - $2,676. 
Printing - $1,311. 
Postage - $833. 
Phone I Fax - $178. 
Supplies - $354. 


TOTAL INCOME - $2,315. 
Dues - $2,065. 
Back Issues - $250. 


Our quarterly Newsletter totaled 76 pages and 
was mailed to 135· members. 


• Konnerth's CEILAR NOTES Hi-lighted 
In a four-part series in our Newsletter (Vol.6 #4 -
Vol.7 #3), Philephemera (aka Tom Pinney) gave us 
an excellent review of winery and wine merchant 
newsletters in the U.S. In the Nov-Dec 1997 issue of 
Wine East, Hudson Cattell provides a further look 
at Bill Konnerth and his Presque Isle Wine Cellar 
Cellar Notes, "some of the most original and 
entertaining reading in the world of wine thirty years 
ago." 


• Notes on SAINTSBURY's Jackets, a Variant 
and a Check List Addition 


John Thorne, English bookseller and supportive 
Tendril, sends along "some points of interest" in 
response to Tom Pinney's article on George 
Saintsbury ("George Saintsbury and His Notes on a 
Cellar-Book," Vol.7 No.4). On the "Bibliographical 
Note" of the article, John writes: 


Firstly, . dust jackets. I note you mention 
some, but not others. I think that all the printings 
from the first edition to the 1953 reprint had dust 
jackets, although I cannot be sure. I have listed both 
the 1931 and 1953 reprints with dust jackets which 
would suggest that those dated 1939 and 1951 also 
had jackets. Unfortunately, I do not record designs of 
jackets, but have a feeling that they were quite plain, 
brown in colour with red printing. I also seem to 
recall seeing earlier editions listed with jackets in 
other dealers' catalogues. The 1978 re-issue (UK) had 
a jacket, which if! remember rightly was a heavy grey 
paper embossed (?) with a design and title printed in 
silver. 


Secondly, there appears to be a 1927 paper 
bound edition, as per the listing in Peter Willis' 1990 
Catalogue: "Unusual paper-covered edition (the only 
such?) ... a very crisp, clean copy." Willis no longer sells 
wine books, but was experienced enough to know if 
the copy offered was a rebound hardback, so I assume 
it is a genuine variant. It could have been a "proof 
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copy," but I think Peter would have spotted this, and 
I cannot see any reason why Macmillan should require 
a proof at this stage. [Editor Note - Interesting, this. 
I have a copy of this simple paper-covered edition, and 
assumed it was some rather cheaply put-together 
facsimile reprint of the original 1927 edition, although 
I never pursued a comparison. One reason to suspect 
it being a facsimile, besides the poor quality of 
printing and make-up, is the page numbering which, 
immediately following the title page, commences with 
page uii. Also of interest is that pp.uii-xxi. and pp.201-
228 are printed on a pale blue paper, while the middle 
part of the book is ivory-colored paper. So, is this 
paperback the only 1927 issue? Or, is there a 
"standard" 1927 edition, and this paperback is indeed 
a facsimile reproduction?] 


Thirdly, an addition to the last section of your 
article. "Le Temp Jardis: Wallet V., 90's and Later" in 
A Last Scrap Book, pp.304-307 (London: Macmillan, 
1924). Mainly a list of some wine prices in 1803, but 
also some comment. 


• Sotheby Auction of WRETMAN Collection 
Although the 1000-volume library of celebrated 
Swedish chef Tore Wretman auctioned last October 
consisted mainly of cookery books, there were a few 
wine books included. Tendril possessors of the rare 
1622 book by Francesco Scacchi, De Salubri Potu 
Dissertati0--0ne of the earliest texts on sparkling 
wines-must be excited to know that the book sold for 
$26,100.00, more than four times its presale estimate. 
(Those of us who still desire a copy are not so 
ecstatic.) Other notable wine books sold were William 
Speechly's 1790 classic, Treatise on the Culture of the 
Vine ($3,000), Luigi Alamanni's 1546 La Coltiuatione 
($1,050), Rendella's 1629 Tractatus de Vinea, Vin
demia et Vino ($5,000), and the earliest wine book in 
the collection, Liber de Proprietatibus Rerum, written 
by the monk Bartholomaeus Anglicus in 1485 ($9,300). 
Reportedly, the bidding was intense, with over a third 
ofWretman's library being purchased by the Swedish 
University of the Culinary Arts. 


Tendrils: What's going on in your wine 
book world? Our Newsletter editor is . 
anxious to hear and keep us all informed! · · 
Book fairs, auctions, interesting newly
found bookshops new releases ... worldwide!! 


• WANTED!! 
DUPUCATES! WANTS! Get those lists ready for 
the April Newsletter and send them in! 


•BOIS BACK! 
As of the first of the 1998 year, Bo Simons has been 
returned to the Sonoma County Wine Library as Wine 
Librarian, after having spent the past couple of years 
developing the county-wide library computer system . 
Patrons of the Wine Library have missed his enthus· 
iastic presence and extend a hearty "welcome back!". 
(The Tendrils can once again look forward to more 
Newsletter articles from him.) 


• ENCAPSULATION? 
A member asks: "Is encapsulation a good solution for 
protecting broadsides?" 


Tendril Ruth Walker , book conservation and 
restoration specialist, replies: 


The term encapsulation is often thought of as 
the process used to vacuum seal a paper item (your 
driver's license), but there is an archival encapsulation 
process also. Since vacuum sealing adheres the plastic 
covering to the document being protected, it is a 
permanent process and will damage the paper over 
time; it is not recommended for keeping collectible 
ephemeral pieces. 


Archival encapsulation is a safe, reversible 
procedure and is recommended for all paper 
collectibles, including broadsides-the large one-page 
printed documents and announcements found through
out all collections-and similar one-page ephemeral 
pieces: postcards, letterheads, bills of fare, menus, 
wine lists, trade cards, etc. Here are the suggested 
steps to follow: Carefully flatten each ephemeral piece 
to remove or lessen any creases that might be present; 
place each item separately between two larger sheets 
ofMylar®·D plastic (which is chemically stable and will 
not discolor, damage or adhere to the enclosed 
material); then use a double-sided archival tape to seal 
the edges. The enclosed document is held in place by 
the electrostatic charge that builds up between the 
sheets ofMylar®-D. (Note: Do not use zip-lock bags.) 


It is also recommended 
that you keep your 
encapsulated sheets in 
a flat, archival-quality 
storage box. 
A good source for 
these and other 
archival storage and 
conservation supplies 
is Gaylord Brothers: 
call 1-800-448-6160 for 







THE BIBULOUS BIBLIOPHILE 
(Adventures in Wine-Book Collecting) 


by 
Eberhard Buehler 


[Abstracted from a taJ.k given at a meeting of 
Bibliophiles Anonymous, May 1985.] 


~~~E~! ne fine day in the very early 1960s, 
E not long after Nancy and I were 


married, a good friend of mine, who ,~~111 was always looking for excitement and 
of course people to share it with, 
called to ask if we would share a great 


<~
1 
• ." • -.:~ . ~2=:"~ bottle of wine with him. The wine 


if" " - ..,.,._ was a Chateau Haut-Brion of the 
excellent 1955 vintage, for which he had paid the 
extravagant sum of five or six dollars. We were used 
to drinking an occasional bottle of wine with dinner on 
special occasions, and I don't think we had ever paid 
much more than a dollar, a reasonable price at that 
time. 


Our wine interest had been awakened and we 
promptly purchased our first wine book, L. W. 
Marrison's Wines and Spirits, a Penguin paperback. 
This book taught us a great deal about wine in 
general, covering history, geography, chemistry etc. 


Well, we not only tried new wines, but more 
books as well. Using the bibliography in Marrison's 
book as a guide, we bought those we could find, and 
went to the New York Public Library to browse 
through the others . Lower Broadway and Fourth 
Avenue were meccas for book collectors at that time 
and prices were low. I particularly recollect an 
experience from the first year or two of collecting. 
Strand Bookstore offered me a copy of the Haraszthy 
book on grape culture and winemaking for $20. 
Agoston Haraszthy was the flamboyant Hungarian 
who is often cited as the father of the California wine 
industry. He had brought back a huge number of vine 
cuttings from Europe and reported his trip in the 
famous book published in 1862 entitled Grape Culture, 
Wines, and Wine-Making. Until then, I had not paid 
more than three or four dollars for any wine book, 
and although I did not doubt that the book was 
scarce, I felt I ought to think about it. I went back 
the next day to say yes, but it was too late. 


As the general interest in wine books grew, 
with the first big surge about 1968, the Haraszthy 
book became harder and harder to find. The next 
copy I saw was the one used to produce the 1971 
facsimile reprint and it was offered at $200. But the 
price just did not appeal to me so I said no, although 
I wondered whether there would be another 
opportunity. A few years later, on one ofmy frequent 
visits to Eleanor Lowenstein's Corner Bookshop, she 
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invited me to look through a box of books she had just 
received. In it was a copy of Haraszthy's book. "This 
is a scarce book", said she, "and I'll have to charge you 
at least $75." I quickly agreed that it seemed like a 
fair enough price. At the auction of the Marcus 
Grahan collection of books on food and wine, held at 
Sotheby's in New York last October [1984], the 
Haraszthy book_ went for over $2000. I should say, 
though, that almost all the prices at that auction were 
inordinately high. 


Some of the subjects covered in our collection 
are grape-growing or viticulture; oenology or wine
making; the use of wine in cooking and with food in 
general; the use qf wine in the treatment of disease; 
the tasting and evaluation of wine; regional wine 
guides and maps; the marketing of wine; literary 
anthologies; temperance, intemperance and prohibi
tion; beer and brewing; other alcoholic beverages; and 
so on. Books on cocktails grew to be a big part of the 
collection, and also gave it a decidedly American flavor. 


The languages represented in our collection 
follow the geography primarily of wine production, but 
to some extent also of wine consumption, especially in 
the English speaking world. Our material is mostly in 
English, French, Italian, German, Spanish, and 
Portuguese, but there are a few items in Rumanian, 
Hungarian, Russian, Dutch and Swedish. We have 
one little paper item on the making of beer, wines and 
liqueurs, written in English and Czech, published in 
Omaha in 1942. And we must not forget the books in 
Latin and Greek. 


[Cocks & Feret, 2nd ed, 1868] 


Some of the most interesting books are those 
that cover a very small geographic area, or even an 
individual vineyard property. Perhaps the area 
documented in the greatest detail over the years has 
been the Bordeaux region, which includes the famous 
Medoc, Graves, Sauternes, St. Emilion and Pomerol 
districts. After the publication of Charles Cocks' 
Bordeaux: Its Wines and the Claret Country in 1846, 
there followed the famous "Cocks and Feret" series in 
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French, beginning 1850, with revised editions publish· 
ed at roughly ten-year intervals, the twelfth in 1969 
listing some 4000 Bordeaux vineyards, and describing 
many of them in detail. This series contains such a 
wealth of historical information on individual vineyards 
that it has become a desirable item to collect in all 
editions. Our collection is missing only the 1st, 6th, 
9th and 10th editions, but it does have the 3rd which 
was missing in the Bibliotheque Nationale the last 
time I checked. 


There are many good historical studies or 
guides to the wines of a country or region, such as 
those by Medard Barth and Lucien Sittler on the 
wines of Alsace; Schellenberg on Switzerland, Dick 
Scott on New Zealand, Percy Rowe on Canada, 
Antonio Reis on Portugal, Paul Reboux on Algeria, 
Leon Adams on the wines of America. Adams' book 
is a goldmine of information, this year in its third 
revised edition. For even more detail, you can turn to 
books on the wines of the Zurich area, or the wines of 
Colmar, or the Roero district of the Italian Piedmont. 
Perhaps you'd like to read about the history of the 
vineyard owned by the city of Bern in Switzerland, or 
the history of the wine village of Borsch, in Alsace, in 
the middle ages. The list goes on and on. 


One of our favorite regional works is the 
famous book on the Jerez region of Spain by Manuel 
Gonzalez Gordon, both in its original edition of 1935 
and in the lavish limited second edition. The latter I 
found in a bookshop in Madrid. At first the dealer 
said he had absolutely nothing on wine, but then we 
got into a conversation about books in general, and I 
asked a lot of questions about Spanish books I knew 
very little about. A half hour later, he thought 
perhaps I might be interested in this particular book. 


IN THE VAILEY: ill.Napa Wine 
[Si/verado Squattm, John Hen,y Nash, 1923] 


Robert Louis Stevenson's Silverado Squatters 
captured our interest because it contains a chapter 


entitled "Napa Wine." Although that passage adds 
little to our knowledge of wine, Stevenson's name 
adds a great deal to the prestige of California wine. 
The chapter, which contains a bare half dozen pages, 
has been published several times as a separate 
booklet, and the Grabhorn Press of San Francisco did 
an edition of the Silverado Squatters and another of 
the Silverado Journal, Stevenson's notebook for the 
Silverado Squatters. The most beautiful edition of the 
Silverado Squatters was the one by John Henry Nash, 
also of San Francisco, in 1923. We also tracked down 
the first published version in Century Magazine, 1883, 
and the first edition in book form of the same year, 
and other editions. 


Then there was Longfellow's famous poem 
"Catawba Wine." As far as I know, it was first 
published as one of a group of poems called "Birds of 
Passage," included with The Courtship of Miles 
Standish (1858). Of particular coincident interest to 
a wine-book collector is the fact that the first issue of 
Miles Standish is known by the "treacherous wine" 
reading in the poem "The Ladder of Saint Augustine!" 
"Treacherous wine" was changed to "ruddy wine" in the 
next edition. 


A surprise entry is Benjamin Rush's Medical 
Inquiries and Observations upon the Diseases of the 
Mind, published in Philadelphia in 1812. It came from 
the basement of Nancy's family honie, in a box of 
medical books which had been collected by her 
grandfather. Luckily, Dr. Rush did prescribe the use 
of wine in the treatment of some mental illnesses, and 
there was our justification. On page 101 of his book, 
on the subject of remedies for hypochondriasis, he 
says: "The drinks should consist of old Madeira or 
sherry wine, and porter diluted with water, or taken 


alone, provided the stomach be not affected 
with a morbid acid. I have once known this 
disease cured by the liberal use of Madeira 
wine ... " 
I guess the point at which we discovered that 
there was no cure for the wine-book disease 
was after our first visit with Betty and Keith 
Robertson (or Elisabeth Woodburn) of Book· 
noll Farm in Hopewell, New Jersey. It was a 
long day that lasted well into the night, and at 
the end of it, we were richer by several 
cartons of books, and poorer by a share or two 
of IBM stock. 
It was here that we learned about the very 
interesting material on grape culture and 
winemaking to be found in the various 


horticultural and agricultural journals, especially for 
19th century America. Our long run of U.S. Agricul· 
ture reports begins with the Patent Office report for 
1844 on through the years after 1862, when 
Agriculture was made a separate Department. Some 







of these reports, especially during the period just 
before the Civil War, contain a wealth of historical 
information on the state of viticulture in the country. 
In the 1858 report there is an important article on 
wine in California, which had not been much written 
about until this time . We also have a long run of the 
New York State Agricultural Society reports beginning 
with the first one in 1841. One of the most interest
ing of these is the 1864 report which includes a full 
description and maps of the vineyards of Keuka Lake, 
then called Crooked Lake. And there is a good 
sprinkling of reports from other states as well, from 
New Jersey to California. Of course, the bulk of the 
material in these reports is not wine-related and thus 
represents a poor bargain with respect to the amount 
of shelf space occupied. Personally, though, I find so 
much other fascinating "Americana " in these reports, 
that I don't mind making room for them. 


The middle half of the 19th century also saw 
a proliferation in the United States of books on grape
culture and wine-making. Although there had been 
other previously published material in the U.S. on 
viticulture, beginning about 1770, the first American 
book dedicated to the vine was Major John Adlum's 
Memoir on the Cultivation of the Vine in America, 
published in Washington in 1823. Other early 
American books in the collection include William 
Prince 's important Treatise on the Vine (1830), and C. 
S. Rafinesque's controversial American Manual of the 
Grape Vine (1830). Then in 1847, J. Fisk Allen 
published his Culture of the Grape, another scarce 
item, followed by enlarged second and third editions 
and numerous subsequent printings. There were 
other authors after 1850 whose works also went 
through a number of editions . Of these, Andrew 
Fuller was probably the most reprinted. Reprints of 
some works continued on into the early 20th century. 


The first wine book with a California imprint 
was T. Hart Hyatt 's Hand-Book of Grape Culture, 
(Bancroft, San Francisco, 1867), but note the 
interesting dedication : "To the Honorable Ezra 
Cornell ... " 


It certainly won't surprise you that most of 
the inspiration and expertise for American grape 
culture and wine-making came from continental 
Europe. It was brought either directly by the 
immigrants who started up vineyards in the U.S. or 
through the importation and translation of European 
books. One of those translated was Thiebaut de 
Berneaud 's treatise on viticulture, The Vine-Dresser's 
Theoretical and Practical Manual, published in New 
York in 1829. Another interesting item in this 
connection is Chimie Appliquee a / 'Agriculture by 
Chaptal, who earlier had written a treatise on wine
making. Our copy had belonged to Charles LeFranc 
of San Jose, one of the French pioneers at Almaden 
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Vineyards, and contains his annotations. I found the 
book in San Jose, near Almaden . Fortunately, it had 
1;>een shelved in the wrong place by the bookstore. 


The Europeans wanted to cultivate the vitis 
vinif era grape varieties from Europe, but people like 
Major ·Adlum of Washington and Thomas Jefferson of 
Monticello felt it was too difficult to grow the 
European varieties, and that in any case the native 
wine was as good as the imported. Adlum had sent 
grapevine cuttings to Jefferson for planting at 
Monticello. The second edition of Adlum's book (1828) 
includes in facsimile a letter from Jefferson to Adlum. 
In this edition, Adlum also includes material from 
Andre Jullien's Topographie de Tous les Vignobles 
Connus (Paris, 1822) and rectifies what he considers 
Jullien's unfair treatment of American wines by 
including testimonials from Jefferson and others. 


Although there were many experiments over 
the years with vitis vinif era in the East, most of them 
failed. Another popular trend in the East is the 
growing of so-called French-American hybrids, general
ly crosses between some variety of vitis vinifera and a 
native American variety of vitis labrusca, rotundifolia, 
rupestris, etc. While the natives and their hybrids 
were flourishing in the East, California turned to vitis 
vinifera varieties almost exclusively, triggered around 
1860 by the enthusiastic work of Agoston Haraszthy, 
and aided and abetted by the ideal soil and climatic 
conditions. 
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The biggest setback for the California wine 
industry was the destruction of large portions of 
vineyards by the phylloxera vine pest between 1870 
and 1900. Even earlier, the same disaster struck all 
of Europe and was perhaps the most destructive plant 
disease epidemic of all time. The cure for Europe was 
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to graft their vines onto native American vine roots, 
which were apparently immune to the plant louse. 


Thomas Volnay Munson of Denison, Texas, 
who had shipped carloads of phylloxera-resistant root 
stocks to France and was among those who were 
awarded the French Legion of Honor, was America's 
most famous grape breeder, having developed more 
than 300 new varieties when he died in 1913. Most of 
his collection of vines was lost, prey to the prohibition 
movement, but efforts are currently underway to 
reassemble all of his grape varieties at the Munson 
Memorial Vineyard in Denison. His book, 
Foundations of American Grape Culture, published in 
1909, is now a rare ampelography item, though not as 
spectacular as U.P. Hedrick's The Grapes of New 
York, published in 1908, and also fairly scarce. 
Hedrick was horticulturist at the New York State 
Agricultural Experiment Station in Geneva, New 
York. 


The highlight of our wine-book collecting was 
our visit in 1969 with the dean of winebook writers, 
Andre Simon, a Frenchman who went to London to 
sell champagne and stayed the rest of his life, 
collecting and writing books, and organizing the world
wide Wine and Food Society. Several years earlier we 
had written to Simon to tell him that we were hoping 
to assemble a complete collection of his books. When 
he saw the list of what we already had, he informed 
us that we even had an edition of Bottlescrew Days 
which he did not have and didn't know about, ap
parently a pirated edition, published in Boston. At 
that time he also sent us a half-dozen or so of his 
books, all of them signed, of course. When we visited 
him in November of 1969, he was 92 years old, and 
partially blind, but he happily guided us through his 
collection, which was probably the finest ever 
assembled. He seemed to be particularly fond of the 
earliest printed book on wine in English, by William 
Turner (1568), and a beautiful edition of a work by 
Crescentius; he had some fifteen items by Crescentius 
from the 15th and 16th centuries. Before we left, Mr. 
Simon posed for a photograph and shared a small 
bottle of champagne with us. 


Andre Simon was proof of the German 
proverb that there are many more old winedrinkers 
than there are old doctors. How many people have 
written two autobiographies? His first, By Request 
was published in 1957, his second, In the Twilight in 
1969. He died in 1970, less than ten months after our 
visit with him. His first book, History of the 
Champagne Trade in England had been published in 
1905. Of the many books that followed, we managed 
to find about a hundred. Of the books from his 
collection that were sold after his death, we did 
acquire one: Boullay's Maniere de Bien Cultiver la 
Vigne, the second edition of 1712. 


Simon made a great contribution to wine 
bibliography. His Bibliotheca Gastronomica (1953), 
Bibliotheca Bacchica (1927 and 1932) and Bibliotheca 
Vinaria (1913) are often cited. We were lucky to find 
them all in their original editions. At a time when the 
Bibliotheca Gastronomica was already commanding 
rare book prices, Nancy found three copies at the 
British Book Center in New York. I guess nobody had 
thought to look there. Being greedy, we bought all 
three. Of the other bibliographies in our collection, we 
particularly prize Vicaire's Bibliographie Gastrono· 
mique in the original edition of 1890. 
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One of the most important developments in 
the history of wine was the publication of Louis 
Pasteur's Etudes sur le Vin in 1866, which explained 
the mystery of fermentation. H. Warner Allen in his 
History of Wine offers the whimsical statement that 
Nature, resentful of the disclosure of the secret of 
fermentation, caused phylloxera to descend on the 
vineyards like the Black Death, with science looking 
helplessly on. 


Pasteur also inspired a closer study of the 
medical uses of wine. This is certainly a big subject in 
Europe and has in recent years received a great deal 
of attention in the U.S. as well, especially in 
California, where Salvatore Lucia has written 
extensively on the subject, beginning with his Wine as 
Food and Medicine in 1954. 


In any case, after Pasteur, winemaking moved 
from art to science, the science of the chemist, just as 
grape-growing was in the hands of the botanist. 
Classics of winemaking such as Chaptal's L'Art de 
Faire le Vin (Paris 1801) gave way to scientific 
textbooks, which somehow seem less interesting as 
collector's items. It's not that winemaking methods 







really changed a great deal, only now the wine-makers 
knew why they were doing things the way they were. 


This does not mean that chemists had not 
been busy in the wine business before Pasteur. The 
recipes for the concoctions that were sold as wine 
were widely published for the use of merchants and 
dealers. One example is the Bordeaux Wine and 
Liquor Dealers' Guide (New York, 1853) and there 
were others. Although at least some of them claim 
not to condone the use of poisonous substances, they 
fully support the principle of adulteration. In one 
passage we read, on the subject of "formulas for 
common and low-priced liquors": " ... they are un
objectionable, being free from poisons or poisonous 
drugs, with one or two exceptions, and even then they 
are as free as the genuine importations themselves." 
Of course, even today flavors and essences are widely 
used in the wine industry. We just have a more 
refined definition of adulteration, or sophistication, as 
the French call it. 


At the same time as grape culture and wine
making were making great advances in the U.S., so 
was the temperance movement. The movement 
gained great momentum when the very influential 
Rev. Lyman Beecher, father of Harriet Beecher 
Stowe, entered the fray with his Six Sermons on 
Intemperance delivered in Litchfield in 1826 · and 
published in Boston the following year. Initially, 
following the line of Benjamin Rush, in his Enquiry 
Into the Effects of Ardent Spirits (1785), the purpose 
of the Society for the Promotion of Temperance was 
to promote the use of fermented drinks and ban the 
use of distilled spirits, but gradually the temperance 
movement shifted to a position of total abstinence 
leading in the end to the noble experiment of 
Prohibition, by constitutional amendment in 1920. It 
had taken a hundred years to win the battle, but only 
13 years later, in 1933, the 18th amendment was 
repealed by the 21st. The temperance movement and 
Prohibition generated a vast amount of literature. 
Among the more fascinating items is Frederic R. Lees' 
500-page Temperance Bible-Commentary (1870), citing 
all references to wine in the Bible and offering 
elaborate and methodical proof that in many cases the 
wine was unfermented, including the wine offered by 
Jesus at the wedding of Cana! He appears to concede 
that the famous wine in St. Paul's letter to Timothy 
may have been alcoholic. I also like an 1876 London 
book: The Worship of Bacchus a Great Delusion. An 
anti-prohibition treatise published in Paris in 1932 was 
The Black Horse of the Apocalypse by Celestin 
Cambiaire of Lincoln Memorial University in 
Harrowgate, Tenn. We have Cambiaire's proof copy. 


The temperance people claimed that wine was 
unnatural and offered as evidence that animals dislike 
it. To which Maurice Healy in his famous book Stay 
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Me with Flagons (1940) replied that while he was 
capable of turning teetotaller, he could not see himself 
sharing the cat's enthusiasm for raw mice. He also 
said he could not persuade a dog or cat to drink tea or 
lemonade. This book by Healy is quite scarce in the 
first edition, since the plates were destroyed during 
the war and the printing had not been large. 


Another precious item by Healy is his Irish 
Wine, published in 99 copies ad persom!!!!, Irish wine 
being claret. Healy talks about the many Irish names 
among the chateaux of Bordeaux and supports the 
theory that the famous Haut-Brion is a French 
corruption of O'Brien. 


Not surprisingly, Prohibition generated new 
books on home wine-making, such as the privately 
printed Making of Palatable Table Wines by Bernard 
Chamberlain (1931), addressed to "gentlemen, 
especially in Virginia, for their own use." 


I have already told you that books on 
cocktails, punches, and the like figure quite 
prominently in our collection. One of them is the first 
edition of what is believed to be the first cocktail book, 
Jerry Thomas' How to Mix Drinks (New York, 1862). 
This book was published in a new edition with notes 
by Herbert Asbury in 1928. Professor Jerry Thomas, 
as he was known, was famous for the "Blue Blazer" 
scotch drink, named for its fiery preparation. There 
are also books of toasts, a number of which were 
published in the first decade of this century. Also 
interesting are drink books published for specialized 
audiences, such as Oxford Night Caps, recipes used at 
Oxford University. In German there is a book of 
punches for use by the German Army. Even the DAR 
got into the act with a book of beverages in 1904, 
most of them non-alcoholic. A classic is the Old Mr. 
Boston Bartender's Guide, now in a 50th anniversary 
edition. I was never able to find the first edition, but 
have the 2nd through 6th printings, 1935 to 1946. (A 
book dealer once asked me why I cluttered my 
collection with such junk). There was a rash of drink 
books publishedjust before and after Repeal, say 1927 
to 1937. The colorful Savoy Cocktai.l Book by Harry 
Craddock was published in 1930 in London, with a 
New York imprint as well. 


Of modern American wine writers, one of the 
most important was Philip Wagner, who succeeded 
H.L. Mencken as editor of the Baltimore Sun. He and 
his wife grew French hybrid grapes and made wine at 
their place in Towson, Maryland - known as Boordy 
Vineyards. Wagner deserves most of the credit for 
the popularity of French-American hybrids in the U.S. 
today. 


Another American writer was Selmer Fougner 
who wrote a daily column "Along the Wine Trail" for 
the New York Sun from 1934 to 1937. Some of the 
articles were also published in book form with the 
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same title, AJ.ong the Wine Trai.l, in 1935, while Keats 
Speed was editor of the Sun. One day I found the 
book at Strand in New York for $2.50 and the 
inscription reads: "To Keats Speed who made this 
book possible, this first copy off the press is devotedly 
dedicated. G. Selmer Fougner, September '35." I took 
the book up to the counter and one of the owners 
happened to be there. He looked at the price, looked 
at the inscription, and said "Oh, shit!" I said, "Is 
something wrong?" He said, "No, no, it's nothing." 


In Britain, most wine books were written by 
wine merchants, horticulturists, and travel writers, 
until the appearance in 1920 of George Saintsbury's 
famous Notes on a Cellar-Book, which inspired an 
outpouring of wine books that continued for many 
years. My favorite of the modern British writers was 
the very literary H. Warner Allen. I believe we have 
just about all of his books, including three proof 
copies. 


Among the wine books by more famous 
modern British writers are An Heroic Poem in Praise 
of Wine by Hilaire Belloc (1931) and Evelyn Waugh's 
Wine in Peace and War, illustrated by Rex Whistler. 


A rather unusual book in French was 
E x published in London 


in 1 728, entitled 
Dissertation Sur la 
Situation de Bour
gogne by Mr. Arnoux, 
tutor to the sons of J. 
Freeman. It describes 
the topography and 
wines of Burgundy 
and concludes with an 
ode to King George I 
of England. Our copy 
is from the collection 
of Leon Lambert 
("Deuzel") of Brussels 
who sold his gastron
omy collection to raise 
funds for expansion of 
his Restif de la 
Bretonne collection. 


[Bookplate: Leon Lambert] The Arnoux book was 
reprinted in facsimile in 1978 in a lovely gilt-decorated 
morocco binding. 


The wine books of Italy take us all the way 
back to Roman times. The Natural History of Plinius 
Secundus was first printed in Venice in 1469. We are 
content with the Aldine edition of 1538. Pliny covers 
viticulture extensively in Book 14 of the History, 
including material on grape-growing, winemaking, and 
various kinds of wines made in Italy and elsewhere 
from earliest recorded times to the first century AD. 


Other interesting early Italian books in the 
collection are Iacobus Praefectus' De Diuersorum Vini 
Gt!nerum Natura (on the nature of various types of 
wine), published in Venice in 1559, and a book by 
Charles Estienne on viticulture, in the Italian version 
of Carlo Stefano, Venice, 1545. The Estienne book, 
first published in Paris in 1537, lists a number of 
French wines of the time, most of them still familiar 
today. 


One of my favorites in Italian is the first 
edition of Francesco Redi's Bacco in Toscana 
(Florence 1685), a dithyramb in praise of wine, with 
extensive commentaries on various wines and other 
drinks. Bartoloni's Bacco in Boemia (Prague 1717) 
was modelled on it. I understand that Redi's poem 
also inspired D'Annunzio's dithyrambic poetry. 


Of our German books the earliest is Keller
maisterey, a treatise on winemaking, published in 
Augsburg in 1539. This book in its first edition of 
1536 was probably the first published wine book in 
German. Another German item that is very important 
to us is the scholarly three-volume Gt!schichte des 
Weinbaus by Friedrich von Bassermann-J ordan of the 
famous wine house of the same name, published in 
Frankfurt in 1907, a work that was beastly hard to 
find. 


Among the more technical German books is an 
interesting modern textbook (1950) on the evaluation 
of wines based on color, clarity, smell, and taste by 
Ernst Klenk, director of the wine school in Weinsberg, 
a small town near Heilbronn in the heart of the 
Wiirttemberg wine area To me it is interesting that 
technical wine evaluation texts like the one by Klenk 
are also appearing elsewhere, as e.g. Wines: Their 
Sensory Evaluation by Amerine and Roessler in 
California (1976), and Piccinardi's Come Abbinare i 
Vini ai Cibi in Italy (1980). 


To end this wine odyssey, I'll go to France 
since it would be hard to find a finer paradise for both 
wine and wine-books, with all respect to Italy which I 
love more dearly than France. When the French 
honor their wine in books they do it in what you could 
only call a definitive way. Take wine and literature, 
for example. Rabelais, as the great apologist for 
French wine, is celebrated in a beautiful book by Paul 
de la Borie, illustrated by De van Rompaey, published 
in 1948. Another book much sought by collectors 
celebrates the medicinal virtues of wine under the title 
Mon Docteur le Vin, with fabulous illustrations by 
Raoul Dufy (1936). 


Then there was a 1945 reprint of Sallengre's 
L'Eloge de L'Yuresse (Praise of Drunkenness), first 
published in 1714. We have one of the 50 copies 
which include two suites of the plates, one in black 
and white, the second in color. Of the original, we 







have the second edition, published in La Haye, 1715. 


And when it comes to restaurant wine lists, 
there was one to end them all, done in 1958 for the 
Relais Gastronomique in Paris in 200 copies, of which 
ours is number two. The elegant annual wine catalogs 
of the Paris wine merchant Nicolas have inspired 
imitations. Then there was the beautiful wine atlas 
published by Larmat in the 1940s, with quarto and 
folio-size volumes for each major French wine area: 
Bordeaux, Burgundy, Champagne, the Loire, Cognac. 
As for ampelographies, the monumental seven-volume 
folio-size work by Viala and Vermorel, with numerous 
color plates, has no equal. . 


I can't resist mentioning a book by Edouard 
Kressmann, a Bordeaux wine merchant, whose 1968 
book The Wonder of Wine includes a few pages under 
the heading of ''Wine and Music" in which he talks 
about the affinities between the two and even 
ventures coupling of specific wines with specific 
composers, such as the aristocrats of the Medoc with 
Mozart, St.Julien with Debussy, Wagner with Clos 
Vougeot, etc., but he acknowledges difficulty with 
Beethoven and Bach. Closer to home, Bach was 
honored in 1970 by the Morgan Library with a 
facsimile reprint of a letter in which Bach talks about 
a shipment of wine recently received. 


The only really regrettable thing about our 
collection is that it no longer survives as a collection. 
When we went to Italy in 1978, a large portion of our 
belongings, including the book collection were sent to 
storage in New Jersey. Less than a year later we 
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learned that there had been a terrible fire at the 
warehouse and that all of our things, together with 
those of twelve other IBM families on overseas 
assignments, were probably completely destroyed. 
Because the books were so compact, and because they 
happened to be at the point where the water hoses 
were brought in, there was more water damage than 
fire damage. Through my friend in need, Elisabeth 
Woodburn, whom unfortunately I did not call right 
away, IBM learned about a space-age freeze-drying 
facility available in Philadelphia, and the books were 
immediately deep-frozen while they waited their turn 
in the dryer. But it was too late and many of the 
books had already .mildewed. Being realists, we accept 
the fact that there is no way we could even attempt to 
rebuild the collection, so we think of it as an 
interesting experience which we share with others 
when we can. m 


[Epilogue - Today, Eberhard Buehler intends to 
share more than his wine book collecting experiences. 
He has rescued as many of the books as he possibly 
could, and with the respect deserved of honored and 
departing old soldiers, he is now cataloguing the 
books and offering them for sale. - Editor] 


One Book Collector's CONFESSION 
"Sir, the fact that a book is in the public library brings 
no comfort. Books are the one element in which I am 
personally and nakedly acquisitive. If it weren't for 
the law I would steal them. If it weren't for my purse 
I would buy them." - HAROlD IASKI (1893-1950) 


• • A Winter Hippocras 
"Take about three quarts of the best White-Wine, a 
pound and a half of Sugar, and an ounce of Cinamon, 
two or three tops of Sweet Marjoram, and a little 
whole Pepper; let these run through a Filtering Bag 
with a grain of Musk; add the juice of a large Limon, 
and when it has taken a gentle heat over the Fire, and 
stood for the space of three or four days close covered, 
put it in Bottles, and keep it close stopt, as an 
Excellent and Generous Wine, as also a very Curious 
Cordial to refresh and enliven the Spirits. It easeth 
the Palpitations and Tremblings of the Heart, and 
removes the Causes of Panick Fears, Frights and 
Startings; it giveth Rest to weary Limbs, and heats 
the cold Stomach." - WIILIAM SALMON, 17,e Comp/eat 


English Physician, 1693. 
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The Newsletter asks Wayward Tendril members to 
consider submitting articles on the following suggested 
subjects. (The Editor has a file on many of these -
contact her ... ) 


Cocks & Feret - the authors, the editions of their 
"Bordeaux bible." 


Wine Museums and their Literature/Publications 
(Martini, Christian Bros/Seagrams, Harvey's, 


· Mouton-Rothschild, Cooper-Hewitt, Beaune 
Museum of Wine, Bratislava, etc.). 


Fetes de Vevay and the Programs. 
Nicolas Wine Lists - the story, the issues, the artists. 
Ampelographies. 
Wine Countries: A Selective Bibliography of Wine 


Literature, country by country. We have 
covered Madeira .. we should begin now on the 
rest of the world! Choose a country and send 
a checklist ... 


Collecting Wine Ephemera: Stamps, Postcards, pre-
20th century periodical illustrations, & such. 


Book Auctions - Buying & Selling; important past 
auctions (Schraemli, Simon, Grahan, Lambert, 
Fritsch ... ). 


Wine and Grape Book Illustrators. 
Wine in Art. 
Wine & early Medicine. 
Writings on Wine in Antiquity. 
Wine Libraries of the World (personal, private or 


public). 
Wine Author series - continue our coverage of wine 


authors: select your author and tell us about 
him/her, with a checklist of works. 


Crossword Puzzle: Wine Books, Authors, Quotes . 
Wine Book reviews - new, old, rare ... 


Or, any other topic that comes to mind! 
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[We are pleased to continue our biographical and 
bibliographical wine-author series. Tendril Linda 
Stevens, transplanted from northern California's 
wine country to the heart of Missouri's wine-land, is 
working on a full-length biography of George 
Husmann. - Ed.] 


IN VINOUS VEIN 
George Husmann in Print 


by 
Linda Walker Stevens 


uthors often claim that ink 
flows in their veins, but 
probably few have been 
exposed so young as was 
George Husmann to the 
pulse-quickening aura of 
publishing. Age ten in 
1837, an immigrant child 
unversed in the English 


language, Husmann worked as printer's devil for his 
uncle Georg Wesselhoeft in Philadelphia. Wessel
hoeft, having preceded his sister and her family to 
America only five years prior, had already created 
his epoch-making niche in the New World as the 
nation's largest seller and publisher of German 
language books and as editor of the influential Alte 
und Neue Welt newspaper. His printing skills and 
literary sophistication Wesselhoeft had acquired 
while an apprentice to his uncles, in the famous firm 
of Wesselhoeft and Frommann in Jena. The 
intelligence, liberalism, social activism, and German 
cultural chauvinism that earmarked his publications 
sprang from ingrained family traits. George 
Husmann entered willingly into his kinsmen's 
milieu, and shared their concerns throughout his life. 
What the bookworm boy and his relatives could not 
guess was that wine, not ink, would prove to be his 
lifeblood. 


With naive enthusiasm Wesselhoeft and 
fellow idealists had organized the German· Settle
ment Society of Philadelphia, to realize the dream of 
founding a new German Fatherland in the far 


western state of Missouri. As shareholders in this 
project, the Husmanns soon transported themselves 
to the wilderness colony at Hermann. In Father 
Martin Husmann's prophetic view the steep, rocky 
riverbluff land, so unfriendly to common agricultural 
uses, seemed ideally suited for grape culture. He 
noted that in the dense virgin forest wild grapevines 
thrived. With a few far-sighted compatriots, such as 
Friedrich Muench in Dutzow, he recommended viti
culture to his neighbors and pondered on the native 
grapevines. 


Meanwhile, young George spent his days 
working on his father's farm, and in the evenings 
studied a varied curriculum under the tutelage of his 
elder brother Fritz. By the time Fritz left to study 
medicine in Philadelphia, George was proficient in 
English and French. In later years an acquaintance 
would remark that Husmann spoke English with no 
accent. His writing speaks for itself, showing the 
clear, unerring syntax of a grammarian, sometimes 
lacking in the writings of his Anglo-American 
contemporaries. Nevertheless, the first products of 
George Husmann's pen were written in German. 


a:J INSIDE THIS ISSUE 
• CONSTABLE'S WINE LIBRARY SERIES 
• lllSTORICALAPPRECIATION OF SWEET 


WINES 
• SINGLETON REMEMBERS AMERINE 


• BOOKS & BOTTLES: "WHENCE CAME THE 
NAME?" 


• OAK IN WINEMAKING: A CHECK-LIST 


He had planted his first vineyard in the 
spring of 184 7 and, following his father's death that 
same year, apprenticed himself to his brother-in-law 
Carl Teubner, who owned the model fruit farm at 
Hermann . Although he formed a love for all fruits, 
"especially the noble grape, the finest of all," 
Husmann could not resist the romance of the 
California gold rush. He abandoned horticulture for 
the promise of Eldorado in March of 1850, but heeded 
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the summons of his widowed sister and returned to 
Hermann in March of 1852, to assume the duties of 
manager at the Teubner farm and nursery. 


As heir to Carl Teubner's expertise, 
Husmann readily took up his position as the 
preeminent nurseryman and vineyardist in the 
thriving little winegrowing village . Sought after for 
his advice , he began to publish articles on 
horticulture in the local weekly newspaper. The 
earliest example extant appeared in the Hermanner 
Wochenblatt on November 18, 1853. It consists of a 
long, detailed discussion of two methods for pruning . 
Thus inconspicuously began a half-century career 
that would contribute uniquely to the literature of 
viniculture and the advancement of the American 
wine industry. 


By 1857 Husmann's superior success as a 
grape grower and winemaker had earned him notice 
throughout the American horticultural community. 
That year his first full-blown treatise, Weinbau in 
Amerika. Im Speziellen: Die Cultur der Rebe in 
Missouri, was published in Allentown, Pennsylvania 
by Mohr and Trexler , under the auspices of the 
Bauern Journal. The price asked for this paper
bound booklet was 24 cents, and the publishers 
assured their customers that, "Resellers will receive 
an adequate discount." They further noted that the 
Farmers' Journal agency in Missouri had been taken 
over by the author, Georg Husmann at Hermann. 
This essay , in a very slightly edited English language 
version, won first prize from the St. Louis Agri
cultural and Mechanical Association , and was 
printed in The Valley Farmer. 


Among his writing pursuits , Husmann had 
become a regular contributor to The Valley Farmer . 
That association continued and expanded after his 
good friend Norman Colman (future Secretary of 
Agriculture) purchased the monthly and dubbed it 
Colman's Rural World. Additionally, during the 
troubled 1860s Husmann wrote essays for the Grape 
Growers Association, the Missouri State Horti
cultural Society, the State Board of Agriculture 
Report, and the U.S. Report of the Commissioner of 
Agriculture for 1867 . 


At the height of the Civil War, after 
completing his Union military service, Husmann had 
settled again at his forsaken nursery and winery. He 
used that relatively peaceful respite to write An 
Essay on the Culture of the Grape in the Great West. 
His wife's brother Charles Kielmann at Hermann 


. handsomely published this 43-page treatise in 1863 
and priced it at 25 cents per copy. 


It was another document written during the 
Civil War, however, which especially warmed George 
Husmann's blood . As a delegate to the State 
Constitutional Convention in January of 1865, he 


served as one of a three-man committee who framed 
Missouri's Emancipation Proclamation. Writing his 
private memoir in 1896, the aging German Radical 
referred to that experience as "the proudest day of 
my life .. . fulfilling the claims of my youth." 
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Never one to rest on his laurels, in 1865 
Husmann accepted an appointment to the first 
Missouri State Board of Agriculture and was elected 
vice-president of that esteemed group . All the while , 
his nursery and vineyards flourished. "Our specimen 
vineyards , comprising nearly 100 varieties , became 
known and visited by hundreds," he wrote. "I was 
overwhelmed with correspondence . This induced me 
to write my first little book , 'Grapes and Wine,' in 
1866, which was merely intended as a guide and to 
help new beginners .. . It met with a very rapid sale 
and it is one of my pleasant reminiscences during a 
checkered life to remember the many grateful letters 
received from those, who , like myself, had to work 
their way up from crude beginnings." This popular 
volume, correctly but cumbersomely titled The Culti
vation of the Native Grape and Manufacture of 
American Wines, was reprinted by its New York 
publisher, Geo. Woodward , in 1868 and 1870. 


Acting on his belief in the mutual benefits of 
the tenant farmer system , in 1868 Husmann 
organized the ill-fated Bluffton Wine Company, 
located across the Missouri River from Hermann . 
The Bluffton cellars officially opened in the fall of 
1868. Soon after , in January 1869, Husmann began 
editing and publishing his Grape Culturist, the first 
monthly journal devoted to grape growing and wine
making. This enterprise provided a forum for 







participants in the fledgling wine industry , encour
aging an exchange of valuable correspondence among 
growers in diverse areas of the country . Husmann 
later noted that the periodical, "though a success 
literally , did not pay financially ." Publication ceased 
in 1871. The demise of Bluffton followed in 1872 . 


Financially ruined by these disasters, 
Husmann moved his extended family south to 
Sedalia , Missouri . For six years they struggled 
against adversity , running both a nursery business 
and a grocery-cum-florist shop. "A short gleam of 
light was the large trade in resistant cuttings to 
France , where we shipped millions at good figures." 
Eventually , George Husmann would be recognized as 
America's leading practical expert on phylloxera
resistant rootstock. 


Meanwhile , a saving grace came in 1879 in 
the form of a call to organize and head the new 
Department of Pomology and Forestry at the 
University of Missouri in Columbia . During the 
hours free from his teaching duties , Professor 
Husmann continued his visits and correspondence 
with all the best horticulturists of the day, co
founded the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society , 
and wrote his second full-fledged book. American 
Grape Growing and Wine Making was published in 
New York by Orange Judd in 1880. The book was 
copiously illustrated with Husmann's sketches . In it , 
the professor gave special attention to experiments 
and discoveries relating to the phylloxera scourge. 
This text served as a bible for the American wine 
industry , going through more than a dozen editions 
by 1928-a generation after its author's death. 


Geo. Husmann , ca 1881 
Courtesy MO. Historical Review, 


Apri l 1929. 


"In the summer 
vacation of 1881 I 
took occasion to visit 
California , the Italy 
of America ," Hus
mann wrote. He 
was lauded by Napa 
Valley growers for 
his work with resist
ant rootstock, and 
hailed as the savior 
of their industry. 
Fatefully, "my re
solve was taken to 
choose this as a 
future home ." He 
had not long to wait 
for the realization of 
his dream . On his 
return to Columbia, 


he found an offer from rancher James Simonton 
awaiting him . Simonton had undertaken a scheme 
to plant five hundred acres of vines in the Carneros 
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region of Napa Valley , and desired Husmann to 
oversee the project. Husmann considered this 
endeavor "rash." Nevertheless, he succumbed to 
Simonton's insistence and arrived at Napa in time to 
participate in the successful 1881 harvest and crush. 


For six years Husmann managed Simonton's 
Talcoa property . The 2,600-acre ranch included 
vineyards, orchards, grain fields , a dairy, a winery, 
and a distillery. Yet the energetic viniculturist found 
time to locate and buy land and to plant a vineyard of 
his own in Chiles Valley , Napa County~ventually 
the site of his Oak Glen Winery. In a cabin on this 
isolated place he wrote his third book, during the 
summer of 1887-a book requested by Payot and 
Upham in San Francisco. Titled Grape Culture and 
Wine-Making in California , it was published in 1888. 
In it the ever optimistic author speculated that 
phylloxera might prove a "blessing in disguise" for 
California , since it devastated the old vineyards , 
planted with "indifferent" varieties like Malvasia and 
Mission, also thereby solving the problem of over
production. 


The author expressed a hope that this would 
be his "last attempt ... in book form ." Such it proved 
to be, although George Husmann continued his 
prolific contributions to the national wine press, as 
well as reporting regularly to Washington , in his 
position as Statistical Agent for the U . S. Depart
ment of Agriculture. In 1896 the fourth edition of his 
first book , Grapes and Wine, was published in an 
updated version , containing several added chapters 
on viniculture in California . 


"It has been the ruling object of my life to 
make American wines and to teach Americans to cast 
aside their prejudices ," Husmann stated in an 1897 
article for The American Wine Press and Mineral 
Water News . Age seventy in 1897, he had already 
devoted fifty years of service to his self-imposed task. 
He had participated wholeheartedly in perfecting and 
promoting American wines and vines in every region 
of our expanding young nation-a claim befitting no 
other figure in American wine history . As an 
outspoken authority, he often faced derision and 
opposition from critics of lesser stature and 
understanding. Though occasionally stung , he was 
never poisoned by these attacks. 


On November 5, 1902 George Husmann died , 
almost literally with pen in hand . He had finished 
his last article for Pacific Wine & Spirit Review on 
the previous day, his seventy-fifth birthday . A 
generous heart ceased to pump its sanguine fluid and 
the man who embodied an era in the wine industry 
passed into history-where he merits to remain in 
print.~ 
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!J~ . ) ' 's 
A Checklist: The Writings of George Husmann (1827-1902~ , k 


Books I Monographs . · 


American Grape Growing and Wine Making. With Contributions from well-known Grape 
Growers, Giving a Wide Range of Experience. New York: Orange Judd , 1880. [lst.ed.] 243 
pp. Illustrated. 7W'x5". Gilt-decorated cloth (with gilt-stamped grape cluster to front cover and 
ornate decoration and lettering to spine). 


Also published in 1881 and 1882 (with 1880 copyright date). 
American Grape Growing and Wine Making. With Several Added Chapters on the Grape 


Industries of California. New & Enlarged edition [2nd.ed.]. New York: Orange Judd, 1883. 
310 pp. 7W'x5". 


Although not specifically stated on the title page , the Preface indicates that this is 
the second edition. Reprinted 1885, 1888, 1892 (with 1883 copyright date). Similar 
gilt-decorated cloth covers in dark blue , green , brick-red , brown . [Ed. Note : Others? 
What comprises the third edition?] 


American Grape Growing and Wine Making. With Several Added Chapters on the Grape 
Industries of California. Fourth edition , Revised & Rewritten . New York: Orange Judd, 1896 
[c1895]. 269 pp. 7W'x5". Gilt-decorated spine. 


Reprintings: 1898, 1900, 1902, 1904, 1906, 1907, 1909, 1912, 1915, 1919, 1921, 1924, 
1928. [Ed.Note: Does the gilt grape cluster disappear from the front cover with the 1896 
printing? Is the ornate gilt spine replaced with a plain gilt-lettered spine beginning 
with the 1907 issue? Is there an 1895 printing? Are there other issues not listed here?] 


The Cultivation of the Native Grape and the Manufacture of American Wines. New York: George 
E. and F .W. Woodward, 1866. (lst .ed.] . 192 pp . Illustrated. 7Y:i"x5". Cloth , with gilt-decorated 
spine and blind-stamped Woodward initials to front cover . 


Second edition , 1868. New York: F .W. Woodward. 
1870 [c1866]. New York: Geo. E. Woodward . 


An Essay on the Culture of the Grape in the Great West. Hermann, MO: C.W. Kielmann , 1863. 43 
pp. Illustrated . 7"x4W', printed wraps . 


Husmann's first book in the English language on grape growing , dedicated "to the 
Western Wine Growers ... by their Fellow Laborer." 


George Husmann 's Descriptive Catalogue of Evergreen and Deciduous Ornamental Trees and 
Shrubs, and other Green-House and Bedding Plants, and Flowers, Grape Vines, Fruit 
Trees, &c. Sedalia , MO: Democrat Power Press Print, 1872. 14 pp. 9"x6", printed wraps . 


Issued from his "new establishment at Sedalia ," Husmann calls special attention to 
the large selection of the "choicest varieties" of grape vines (fifty-five listed). 


Grape Culture and Wine-Making in California. A Practical Manual for the Grape-Grower and 
Wine-Maker. San Francisco: Payot , Upham & Co., 1888. [lst.ed.]. 380 pp. Illustrated . 7W'x5W' , 
gilt-decorated cloth. 


A "practical record of California experience , in the vineyard and wine cellar" written 
for his fellow California winegrowers to "be concise , useful, and offer such assistance 
as practical men may need ... the plain facts of every day occurrence." 


Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue of Western and Southern Fruit and Ornamental Trees, 
Grape Vines, Small Fruits, Shrubs, Roses, etc. [Columbia , MO, 1879?]. 72 pp. 9"x6", printed 
wraps . 


Prof. Husmann lists plants "which are reliable and strictly first-class in our Western 
States ," propagated and grown at the Nursery of Missouri Agricultural College "for 
the advancement of Horticulture." 


Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue of Western Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Grape Vines, Small 
Fruits, Shrubs, Roses, etc. New edition, corrected and enlarged . Columbia, MO: (1881]. 72 pp. 
9"x6", printed wraps . 


"The rapid sale of the first edition ... makes a new edition necessary." 
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The Present and Future of the California Wine Interest. Napa , CA: G. Husmann , 1886. 6 pp. 
Written to promote the moderate use of good, cheap wine as the general beverage of 
the people. 


Resistant Vines and Vineyards in California. San Francisco: California Fruit Grower, 1897. 8 pp. 
Self-wraps. 


In a "matter of life and death to the whole industry of grape culture in the State ... " 
the California Fruit Grower produced and distributed this pamphlet "from the best 
knowledge we have at present ... in as concise a form as is compatible with the 
importance of the subject." 
Also : Napa , CA., 1900. 4 pp . " ... a second edition , reviewing the latest experiences ." 


Weinbau in Amerika. Im Speziellen: Die Cultur der Rebe in Missouri. Allentown , PA: Mohr & 
Trexler , 1857. 15 pp. 8"x5". Printed wraps . Frontispiece illustration showing the growth and 
pruning of a grape vine during a four-year period. 


[Georg] Husmann's first published treatise on grape growing . 


Husmann , George (Editor). The Grape Culturist. A Monthly Journal Devoted to Grape Culture 
and Wine Making. St .Louis : R.P . Studley , Printer . 1869, Vol.I No.1-12; 1870, Vol.II No.1-12; 
1871, Vol.III No.1-6. 


Husmann , George and Flamant , Adolphe . Grafting Resistant Vines. Controversy between 
Prof.George Husmann and Adolphe Flamant. [Napa , Nov.3 , 1884]. 24 pp. 


This pamphlet records the rather heated , public exchange (in both the Napa and San 
Francisco newspapers ) of differing views on grafting and resistant rootstock between 
Prof . Husmann and Adolphe Flamant who had inherited the Talcoa ranch upon the 
death of hi s father-in-law , James Simonton . 


Husmann [George] & Manwaring [Charles] . Descriptive Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental 
Trees, Grapes, Shrubs, Roses, Plants, Cultivated and For Sale at the Hennann 
Nurseries, Hennann, MO. Husmann & Manwaring, Prop 'tors . Hermann , Gasconade Co, 
MO: Printed by Charles W. Kielmann , 1864. Seventh edition . 48 pp . 6"x4". Printed wraps . 


The flourishing Hermann Nursery of Husmann and his partner Manwaring was 
advertised as one of the first and most reliable in the State. 


Selected Articles 


"Advantages of Grafting Grapevines ." Annual Report of Missouri State Horticultural Society for 1895. 
Jefferson City : Tribune Co., 1896. [pp.386-387]. 


"American Grape-Growing . The Greely and Longworth Prizes ." American Journal of Horticulture and 
Florist 's Companion , Vol.2 , 1867. Boston : Tilton , 1867. [pp.79-85] . 


"American Wine and Wine Making ." Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture for the Year 1867. 
Washington: Govt Printing Office , 1868. [pp .154-163]. 


"Calendar of Operation s for the Vineyard." The Valley Farmer . St .Louis, 1861. [January-December 
1861]. 


"The Concord Grape-Reply to Mr . Deliot , by George Husmann , Hermann , MO." The Horticulturist and 
Journal of Rural Art and Rural Taste . New York : Mead & Woodward, 1863. 


"Essay on the Culture of the Grape in Missouri. [Written for The Valley Farmer] ." The Valley Farmer 
(Vol.XII , No.3 - No.5 , March-May, 1860). St.Louis: Valley Farmer , 1860. 


"An Essay on Grape Culture ." [Appended to] Proceedings of Missouri Fruit Growers Association for 1859, 
and the Proceedings of the Annual Meet ing for 1860. St.Louis : T.W. Ustick , 1860 


"Essay on the Grape." Proceedings of the Missouri State Horticultural Soci,ety at the 4th Annual Meeting, 
1863. Jefferson City , 1863. [pp.53-56]. 


"Evergreens - Varieties Best Adapted to Qur State , their Culture and Management." Proceedings of the 
Missour i Sta te Hort icultural Soci,ety at the 21st Annual Meeting, 1879. Jefferson City: Tribune 
Printing , 1880. [pp .323-329] . 
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"The Grape--Its Progress and Its Future." Proceedings of the Missouri State Horticultural Society at the 
22nd Annual Meeting , 1880. [pp.243-250]. 


"The Knowledge of Plant Life. An Important Factor in Education." Missouri State Board of Agriculture 
Annual Report for 1879. Jefferson City , 1880. [pp.23-29] . 


"Ornamental Tree-Planting ." Proceedings of Missour i State Horticultural Society for the 18th Annual 
Meeting in 1876. [pp.205-207]. 


"The Past , Present & Future of Grape-Growing in California ." Transactions of the American Horticulture 
Society for 1886. Vol.IV. Indianapolis : Carlon & Hollenbeck , 1886. [pp .37-39]. 


"Phylloxera-Proof Vines." Transactions of the California State Agricultural Society during the Year 
1882. Sacramento: State Office, 1883. [pp.158-166] . 


"A Premium Essay: On the Cultivation of the Grape in Missouri . Prepared for the St.Louis Agricultural 
& Mechanical Association ." The Valley Farmer (Vol.IX, No.4 April 1857, pp .121-123 ; Vol.IX, 
No.5 May 1857, pp .155-157) . St .Louis : Valley Farmer , 1857. 


"The Present Condition of Grape Culture in California." United States Department of Agriculture 
Yearbook for 1898. Washington : Govt Printing Office, 1899. [pp.551-562] . 


"The Progress of American Grape Culture ." Proceedings of the Missouri State Horticultural Society at 
the 6th Annual Meeting, 1865. [pp.284-290]. 


"Pure Native Wines: What and Where are They?" American Journal of Hort iculture & Florist's 
Companion , Vol.2 , 1867. Boston: Tilton. [pp.159-162]. 


"The Value of the Newer Varieties of Grapes for Wine." Proceedings of Grape Growers' Association for 
1868, Missouri State Board of Agriculture Fourth Annual Report for the Year 1868. Jefferson 
City, 1869 . [pp.548-551]. 


"Wine Making in Napa Valley. " Transactions of the California State Agricultural Society during the 
Year 1882. Sacramento : State Office , 1883. [pp.154-157] . 







A ROSE is A ROSE is A ROSE 
or 


Once You Find a Good Title, 
Stick with It 


by 
Gordon Jones 


No.I Burgundy, by Stephen Gwynn. London: 
George G. Harrap, 1930. 


No.2 Burgundy, by Stephen Gwynn. London: 
Constable & Co., 1934. 


No.3 Burg1.1,ndy, by Stephen Gwynn. New 
York: Farrar & Rinehart , 1935. 


~~~~;~~~~:il:l~ ctually, there is good reason 
for the redundant titles: all 
three books are about the 
area or the wine. 
No.I is a travel book with 
chapters also about the Jura 
and Savoy. It was part of 
Harrap's Kitbag Travel 
Books. In 1927 Gwynn had 
written Ireland for the series . 
No.3 is the American reissue 


of the same book, although printed in Scotland. 
While this book is essentially a travel book , it 
frequently delves into the history of the area. It 
qualifies as a wine book because of its coverage of 
Beaune, the Cote d'Or and Chablis . 


No.2 is a true wine book, written as a part of 
Constable's Wine Library, which we shall discuss. 


Stephen Gwynn, an Irishman, was born in 
1864 at St . Columba's College near Dublin where his 
father was warden of the college. 


He graduated with distinction from Brase
nose College, Oxford. After eight years in journalism 
in London , he returned to Ireland in 1904. He 
entered politics and was a member of Parliament 
from Galway City from 1906 to 1918. 


Gwynn took time off during World War I to 
serve in the army . He entered as a private, was 
promoted to captain and was made a Chevalier of the 
Legion of Honor. 


He returned to Ireland, where later in life he 
was honored by the Irish Academy of Letters and 
awarded a doctorate of literature from both National 
University and Trinity. Gwynn died in Dublin in 
1950. 


Although he led a very active life, his literary 
output was immense . He wrote on a wide variety of 
subjects in both prose and poetry - some forty books 
covering travel, wine , fishing, history, biography, and 
novels. His first book was published in 1895, his last 
in 1946. 
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It is considered extraordinary that despite 
the great number of his works, they are invariably 
very competent. And, it has been said of him that he 
lived and died unobtrusively, but for patriotism, 
scholarship and integrity, Gwynn was the greatest 
figure in the Ireland of his time. 


He, of course, knew Andre Simon, who had 
read his travel book on Burgundy. Simon felt that 
Gwynn, with his travel book and nine trips to 
Burgundy - along with Simon's advice, should be 
the one to write the wine book. 


Simon had been selected by Michael Sadleir 
to edit the Constable Wine Library. There was a 
contract for Simon to be editorially responsible for a 
series of popular books on wine, not less than six 
books, each to deal with one particular wine, all to be 
published in less than two years. The books were to 
be about 30,000 words and sell for five shillings. The 
books were to be informative but non-technical; they 
were to be written for the wine-minded public. 


"the Constable Wine Library was a 
monumental ... event in the progression 


of wine book writing. " 


This approach, in retrospect, was revolu
tionary. Wine books of the era starting with Saints
bury and running for about twenty-five years, were 
written by a very few for a very limited readership. 
The era might be called the Golden Age of British 
Wine Writing - writing of a florid, clubby and 
personal style that would have little appeal to a 
general audience. 


The usual authors of the period were H. 
Warner Allen, Andre Simon, Maurice Healy, Ian 
Campbell, Stephen Gwynn, Charles Berry, T. Earl 
Welby, Morton Shand, Elizabeth Craig, Hugh Rudd, 
Len Chaloner and, of course, George Saintsbury. 
Literary vinous disputes could take place, as when 
Berry disagreed with Healy on the relative merits of 
1910 Ch. Haut Brion. Berry accused Healy of letting 
the Irish name affect his judgement and, as a result, 
to give high marks to a most undeserving wine. 


Maurice Healy also provided the ultimate 
opening of a wine book in his first lines of Stay Me 
With Flagons (1940): "'Fulcite me floribus, stipate me 
malis; quia amore langueo.' So runs the fifth verse of 
the second chapter of the Canticle of Canticles in the 
Vulgate, which at Douai was translated into 
English ... ". 


Obviously, this was not written for the 
readers of "Wine for Dummies." 


However, with the public's interest in wine 
and a U.S.A. that had just repealed the 18th 
Amendment, the Volstead Act, this appeared to be 
the ideal time to publish a series of books on wine, 
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written so that the less-than-expert could learn of the 
pleasures of wine . 


As such , the Constable Wine Library wa s a 
monumental , but little noticed , event in the 
progression of wine book writing . Many other 
volumes were still to be written in the old style , but 
a major change had taken place . Wine writing had 
descended from the vinous ivory towers to become a 
part of everyda y life. 


"Eight modest volumes that changed 
the direction of vinous literature. " 


The Constable Wine Library consisted of 
eight small volumes issued from 1933 to 1935. In 
addition to the book on Burgundy , the others , all 
edited by Andre Simon , were : 


Madeira , Wine Cakes & Sauce. Andre L. Simon and 
Elizabeth Craig , 1933 . 


Sherry. H. Warner Allen , 1933 (with folding map ). 
Champagne . Andre L. Simon , 1934. 
Claret and the White Wines of Bordeaux. Maurice 


Healy , 1934 . 
Port. Andre L. Simon , 1934. 
Wine in the Kitchen. Elizabeth Craig , 1934. 
Hocks and Moselles . Hugh R. Rudd , 1935 (with 


folding map ). 


The authors selected by Simon were , except 
for Rudd, outside the wine trade . They were , of 
course, friends. However , he chose them for their 
knowledge and , as with Healy , a passion for wine . 


Andre Simon is so well known little can add 
to the lore of one of the most prolific wine writers of 
all time . Michael Sadleir of Constable could hardly 
have picked anyone else to edit the Constable Wine 
Library. When Simon had written his book on 
Madeira , he discovered that 15,000 words were 
ample and he had only half a book , so he asked 
Elizabeth Craig to use her wine and cooking know
ledge to finish the book. She accomplished this in 
short order , pleasing Simon and allowing the first in 
the series to be published. 


H. Warner Allen has been covered ex
tensively in our Wayward Tendrils Newsletter. He 
was highly regarded by Simon for his writing 
capabilities , his wine memory , his ability to speak 
Spanish , and his familiarity with Jerez and sherry . 


Maurice Healy , King's Counsel , was an Irish
man, a barrister at the British Bar. Simon thought 
his love of claret that of a mystic. He was considered 
a man of great charm and spontaneity, natural and 
unaffected. He was a lover of good conversation , 
good food, and good wine , especially if it was claret. 
It is considered by some that he could have reached 


great heights in the legal profession had he so 
desired , but his wont seemed to be to live a well
rounded and pleasurable life. He seems to have 
achieved it. 


Elizabeth Craig (Mrs . Arthur E. Mann ) was 
on the Advisory Board of the Wine & Food Society 
and the author of numerous cookbooks , a number of 
them involving wine. Those were A Cook's Guide to 
Wine (1959), Woman, Wine, and a Saucepan (1936) , 
and a slight deviation , Beer and Vittles. 


Hugh R. Rudd came from a wine trade famil y 
going back to 1850. At the beginning of World War I, 
Rudd was called up and served for the entire war; at 
its conclusion he was demobilized as a major . 


In 1920 Rudd joined the famous wine firm of 
Berry Brothers and Co. He was considered a fine 
judge of claret , but an even finer expert on the wines 
of Germany . He had spent a great deal of time there 
and spoke German fluentl y. 


The World War II era was a difficult one for 
Berry Brothers and Co., for death had taken both 
brothers . Rudd , who had been a partner , became the 
managing director and the firm became Berry 
Brothers and Rudd , Ltd . Andre Simon thought him 
a man who knew and understood wine much better 
than anyone else in the wine trade . 


So, the Constable Wine Library was publish
ed , a milestone in wine book history. Eight modest 
volumes that changed the direction of vinous 
literature . 


REFERENCE SOURCES 
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[Gordon Jones , a vintage Tendril and a knowledge
able, veteran wine book collector (see Vol. 6 No. 4 for a 
visit to the Jones' library), has graciously succumbed 
to gentle prodding to contribute to our Newsletter. We 
are obviously very pleased . - Ed.] 







~ NEWS. 
& NOTES , 


Welcome to new member Donald Tumasonis 
(Nygardsbakken 4 G, 1482 Nittedal , Norway;~ 47-
67072557) , who writes that he has been collecting 
wine books "in a desultory fashion , about 30 years ; 
seriously, only over the last year or two ." He is 
especially interested in 19th century wine material 
(English) and the works (wine only) of Andre Simon. 
He is preparing his List of Wants and will keep us 
posted of his Duplicates . 


• Roster Update . Please note the new telephone 
and fax numbers for Robert Wegner-973-540-0918 
(Home); 973-942-1515 (Work) ; Fax 973-942-3333. 


"QUOTABLE QUIZ'' Update 
• It is not too late to send in your answers to our 
"Quotable Quiz" printed in the last (April) issue . .. 


A NOVEL IDEA!! 
• Loyde (Bud) Hartley , during a recent book
shopping jaunt, noted a boon in wine book interest ; 
yet , upon inquiry , many book shops had never heard 
of The Wayward Tendrils . Several book sellers in
formed him that they would be happy to post an 
informational notice in their wine book section about 
our wine book collecting group . So, let's spread the 
word-photocopy the enclosed notice about the W-T 
and take copies with you when you go bookstore 
hopping. Aspiring tendrils (prospective members) 
will thank you! 


A LETTER OF THANKS 
• We sincerely appreciate the kind letter sent by 
Dewey Markham : 


"I want to thank you so very much for all the 
kind attention that you have given to 1855: A History 
of the Bordeaux Classificatwn. From the mention in 
"News & Notes" that accompanied the notice of my 
new membership [a gift from Tendril friend Marts 
Beekley], to the article by Marts Beekley, and now 
the review by Gerard Crochet , the Tendrils has been 
most generous in bringing my book to the attention 
of a prime group of potential readers. 


An even greater source of pleasure has been 
the Newsletter itself , which brings together two of 
my great interests: wine and typography (for many 
years I worked as a typesetter in New York , and the 
colophons in my books are a sort of personal 
acknowledgment of this earlier professional life). 
The articles are well-written, the publication is well
edited, and the result is a satisfying balance between 
scholarship and diversion. It is certainly one of the 
most enjoyable "wedding gifts" that I received!" 
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IDENTIFICATION, PLEASE ... 
• Does anyone have any biographical information on 
Antonio dos Passos? A number of books from his 
wine book collection-almost always marked with his 
signature, "Antonio Roma.a dos Passos, Agronomo," 
across the title page-have found their way into 
several Tendril member libraries . Who is he? There 
is an Antonio dos Passos listed in the Esbo~o de uma 
Bibliografia (lnstituto do Vinho do Porto) as the 
author of an 1896 work ... is this the same fellow? 


The CONSTABLE'S DUST JACKETS? 
• Gordon Jones' article in this issue brings a 
question to mind. How many styles of jackets are 
used for the eight books of Constable's Wine Library 
Series? Your editor's copies, alas , are not all properly 
dressed in their dust jackets . .. of those that are so 
attired , there are two variations of the "decanter, 
wine bottles & glasses" theme (one signed by Gladys 
Hymes) and , for Wine in the Kitchen, a woman in the 
kitchen decorates the wrapper . Are there other 
designs? Just curious! 


HERE'S YOUR CHANCE, TENDRILS!! 
The Newsletter has available for immediate use 
author biographical files on recognized wine 
author Henry Vizetelly, and Clement Clarke 
Moore, known for " 'Twas the night before 
Christmas, when all through the house ... ". He 
was a wine author, also! Both should be included 
in our Wine Author Series. 


GRAB ONE OF THESE ASSIGNMENTS! 


WANTS and DUPLICATES!! 


• Robert Smith (39 Scarborough, Hartford , CT 
06105) is searching for a copy of the Compleat 
Imbiber #15. 
• Gail Unzelman, in an effort to tidy up her 
bookshelves, would like to share her "more common" 
duplicates with fellow Tendril members. No cost for 
the books, just shipping . During the first go-round, 
for fairness , each Tendril will be limited to six books. 
Send for the list - help her out! (There is also a 
"finer" duplicates list of books for trade or sell.) 


- THE WAYWARD TENDRJLS is a not-jor-projiJ organization 
fo,mded In 1990 for Wine Book Collector8. Yearly 
Member8hip/Sub8cription to THE WAYWARD TENDRJLS 
Newsletter is $15 USA and Canada; $10 0-seas. Pennwlon 
to reprint is reqw8ted Pletue addreu all corre8/)0ndence lo 
THE WAYWARD TENDRJLS, Box 9013, Santa Rosa, CA 95405 
USA. FAX 707-5#-1713 . Editor: GaU Unubnan. . -
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MAYNARD ANDREW AMERINE, 
Recollections about 


an Extraordinary Man 


by 
Vernon L. Singleton 


y first contact with Maynard 
Amerine was in 1958 by tele
phone to Hawaii where I 
worked at the Pineapple Re
search Institute. He said he 
was offering me a position to 
research wine-ageing at the 
University of California at 
Davis. While I had visited 


the campus and had a very favorable impression of 
the institution, I had no information on the salary or 
other details involved. When I expressed reluctance 
to say yes without more information, he managed to 
imply that I should immediately agree or some other 
fortunate might snap up the position. 


John Ingraham (microbiologist, later to move 
to the Bacteriology Department) and I arrived that 
September and were taken by Maynard on an 
orientation tour of the wineries south of Sacramento. 
Among many impressions from that trip perhaps two 
are worth recounting. Peter Valaer, author of The 
Wines of the World (Abelard Press, NY, 1950) and 
retired from what is now the BATF in Washington, 
D.C ., was working in the laboratory at Perelli
Minetti Winery near Fresno when we arrived 
unannounced. Peter was over seventy, spry, but a bit 
hard of hearing. We came up behind him as he 
worked. He spun around and, I swear, jumped 3 feet 
in the air as he exclaimed, "Maynard Amerine, I'm so 
glad to see you." The obviously sincere warmth of his 
greeting was echoed many times on that trip and 
later. Maynard had literally thousands of friends, 
and had hosted them in his home and been hosted by 
them in theirs. 


Although Maynard cultivated his friendships 
and highly appreciated elegant dining, he was 
anything but a snob, having participated in "down 
and dirty" vineyard sampling and winery processing 
for many years in California and around the vinous 
world. On the same orientation trip, Maynard 
casually asked John and me if we would like to join 
him for dinner at the Morse's in Los Angeles. We 
said we had nothing else planned. When we arrived 
at a palatial mansion in Beverly Hills, we found our 
host was Carlton E. Morse, author of the long
running radio program "One Man's Family." John 
and I still remember figuratively pinching ourselves 
to be sure we weren't dreaming throughout the house 
and personal cellar tour followed by "shall we take 


the Jaguar or the Bentley" and dinner at the most 
famous restaurant in Los Angeles! The next morning 
Maynard routed us out about 5 a.m. so as to make 
our next winery appointment, and we breakfasted on 
fried egg sandwiches from the nearest greasy spoon! 


Maynard was a true renaissance man having 
abilities and interests ranging from etymology (the 
piece on enology in Vol. 8 No. 2 of this newsletter is 
an erudite example), bibliography, elegant dining 
(with wine, of course), travel, languages, writing 
(both popular and expository), history, legislation, 
administration, and conviviality, in addition to 
scientific research and teaching of professionals. 


· For many years he had a relatively modest 
home on Rice Lane in Davis at which he entertained 
a host of notable and important people as well as 
students and fellow researchers. Later he had an 
apartment in San Francisco and, replacing one that 
burned in a wildfire in Franz Valley, a lovely view 
home above Calistoga. 


One evening I was invited to come a little 
early to help prepare a six p.m. dinner at Rice Lane. 
I arrived shortly after five and waited a few minutes 
for Maynard. As a notable klutz in the kitchen, I 
feared the worst. Maynard quickly had me doing 
such tasks as opening a can of garbanzos and by 
seemingly effortless panache, had, on time, a fine 
dinner for eight. Once, he asked me if Kay and I 
were free on Friday night. I said I'd check and 
reported back after lunch that we were. Nothing 
more was said and I assumed the planned function 
had fallen through. Friday night he called and asked 
where were we. I reminded him of the situation and 
said we could be there in 15 minutes, if he still 
wanted us. He said come, by all means, and met us at 
the door on his knees with two glasses of sherry in 
his hands! The guests we had kept waiting included 
John Fornachon, the doyen of Australian wine 
researchers at the time. 


Amerine's socializing and wide circle of 
friends among and beyond the grape and wine 
producers had many benefits. He always knew what 
was happening and could plan for developments. I 
recall a few times when I heard something pertinent 
and thought I'd give him some news only to find that 
he knew about it already and in more detail. 


As chairman of the Department, Maynard 
tried to help me get reclassified to the faculty "track" 
by enlisting me to share teaching of the introductory 
"Vit 3" class. The first year I was involved there were 
26 students, but by the time Maynard retired we 
were teaching it three times a year and had had a 
total of more than 13,000 students! We were using as 
a text L. W. Marrison's Wines and Spirits (Penguin 
Books, London, 1958), but Maynard agreed we could 
do better. The result was Wine, An Introduction for 







Americans (University of California Press, Berkeley, 
1965). In response to advice from overseas friends 
we later dropped the "for Americans" and a second 
edition was prepared in 1977 . We were once told 
that second to Ishii in Two Worlds it was the highest 
seller at UC Press. 


Having little experience writing and none for 
such an audience, I asked Maynard for his advice. 
He said, get it down on paper, don't worry about fine 
tuning , you can always revise it before submission. 
This was good advice for me because I tended to 
revise and revise early sections slowing me down on 
completion. Maynard, however, was quite resistant 
to suggestions for revision of his writing; the first 
draft looked very similar to the final copy. This was, 
of course, before computers and corrections required 
complete retyping. That Maynard could write in 
final form the first try reflected his ability to organize 
the complete manuscript in his mind before starting 
to write. He was, however, a tolerant coauthor and 
did not insist on putting his stamp on your chapters . 


[ " ... the nearest thing to the ideal general wine book" and 
winner of the Wine & Food Society Andre Simon Prize 


for the best contribution to the literature of wine 
and gastronomy in 1965. - Ed .] 


He believed in allowing even junior col
leagues to "do their own thing." When Maynard 
spoke at the retirement dinner for the long-term 
Department Chairman , A. J. Winkler , he said , "the 
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highest praise I can give Dr . Winkler is that he never 
told me what to do." I only heard him administer 
very pointed suggestions for improvement a few 
times, but he certainly could. 


Maynard's style of technical writing 
depended upon prodigious reading of "the literature" 
accompanied with many notes , usually on 3x5 scraps 
of white paper. These he would file in folders with 
topics like "red wine color" to be pulled out when 
needed. He always kept up with Chemical Abstracts, 
as well as applicable magazines and journals. He 
distributed snow flurries of similar notes to fellow 
researchers when a topic of interest to them came to 
his attention. 


He had worked for many years on publishing 
check lists covering all viticultural and enological 
literature . In the course of doing so he was 
personally familiar with libraries around the world 
as well as most of the authors. In working with him 
on our bibliography of bibliographies on grapes and 
wine (1971, 1988, UC Press), I learned just how 
thorough and informed he was about wine 
publications and libraries that had them. He was 
aided by many on the UC Davis library staff in 
raising our collection to national archive prominence 
in these fields. He donated his personal collection as 
well. The Maynard A. Amerine room and collection 
on Viticulture and Enology in Shields Library at UC 
Davis is a fitting memorial. 


Maynard was a complex man, always 
conscious of others. He was not flamboyant, but 
rather approachable, confident and somewhat 
reserved. Until Wickson Hall was built in 1960, our 
Department was housed in at least five different 
buildings on campus. Our Departmental office was 
about 15 x 15 feet and housed the one secretary, the 
Departmental library, and our tasting room. I 
shared an office with Maynard from my arrival in 
1958 to then and had considerable "hall time" as he 
conducted private Departmental business. Never
theless, I saw him welcome students, treat them with 
respect and helpful understanding, and gently termi
nate their visit in a most enviable manner. 


I never saw him disheveled. He always 
appeared suave and debonair, even when wearing a 
favorite seersucker jacket and pink and pastel blue 
plaid trousers! He is missed greatly. ~ 


[ Our thanks to Tendril member Professor Singleton 
- himself the modest author or co-author of some 
sixty publications (1959-1980), as listed in Amerine's 
1986 Bibliography of Publications by the Faculty, 
Staff ... of the University of California, 1876-1980, on 
Grapes, Wines and Related Subjects - for sharing 
with us his appreciation and memories of Maynard 
Amerine. - Ed.] 
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An HISTORICAL APPRECIATION 
of SWEET WINES 


by 
Jeffrey Benson 


[Wine author and Tendril Benson accompanied his 
article with a note: "I thought the enclosed would be 
of interest to Tendril readers-albeit not directly 
associated with wine literature. It however gives an 
insight into the historic side of sweet wines researched 
from numerous old and rare published literature . 
With the resurgenc e of Sauternes on the world 
market, together with escalat ing prices, there is 
renewed interest in this fascinating subject ." - Ed.] 


Part I 
~::--~--~~--~ ore than the dry wines , which 


are relatively independent of 
one another , sweet wines 
have a common history which 
is linked to world political 
and economic fluctuations . 
As with many other cultures , 
the traditions of French vine 
growing originated in the 
eastern Turkish highlands , 


and spread from there down to the warm areas of 
Syria , Greece and southern Italy . The vines of 
antiquity produced wines of a high alcohol content , 
often sweet , but lacking the acidity and mineral salts 
needed for preservation , and furthermore , they were 
kept in heavy pottery jars which did not allow for 
racking. Various methods were tried in an attempt 
to enrich and stabilise these wines , even the adding 
of water to them before they were drunk . They tried 
adding salt , resin , salves and various spices , sugaring 
or sweetening with honey , also concentration by 
boiling-in other words, every known trick . 


The European Middle Ages produced very 
ordinary wines which also fermented quickly. At a 
time when sugar was unknown and fruits poorly 
grown, people liked wines which we would now 
consider to be defective and which contained residual 
sugar (thereby giving rise to the traditional sweet 
wines of the country ). The only medieval wine 
worthy to be called a great wine , on account of its 
richness and maturity , was Cyprus wine , which was 
golden in colour and sweet . The method used to 
produce this wine , by means of straining , was famous 
in the 13th century. This method , which utilized the 
concentration of sugar and mineral salts in the 
grapes by drying them in the sun , was ha.µded down 
from the Knights Templar in the Holy Land . 


After the fall of Constantinople and the 
Greek Archipelago to the Turks in the 15th century , 


the tradition of making sweet wines was resumed in 
Venice, with a residual production still continuing in 
some Turkish territories , for instance Samos. Under 
the name of Malmse y (derived from Monemvasia
the last Venetian colony in Greece ), Muscat vines 
began to be grown from Dalmatia to Sardinia. 
Today's Italian appellation , Soave, perpetuates the 
tradition of this old Venetian viticulture , although 
the wine has now become dry , with the exception of 
the 'Passito ' appellation . 


The Turkish advance in the 16th century , 
and the decline of Venice and Ital y, meant that the 
production of these luxury wines was pushed towards 
t he West and North. Muscat vines spread to Spain 
(Malaga , Alicante , Perpignan) , and then to France 
(Frontignan ) as far as the Bordeaux region. (Muscat 
de St . Cricq was produced near Sauternes up until 
the end of the 18th century.) In Hungary the Tokay 
vineyards adopted the method of filtering and 
straining through straw but kept the local vine stock 
which , in the colder climate , led to the discovery and 
use of the pourr iture noble , a fungus which 
deh ydrates the grape into a shrivelled raisin thereby 
giving a high sugar content . This gave the r ich 
variety of aromas after the ageing process (as 
produced in the vineyards of the Rakoczy princes at 
the beginning of the 17th century) , and a sweeter 
wine (Eszencia). 


In Italy the invention of mutage (arresting 
the fermentation by the addition of brandy) changed 
the viticulture of luxury wines from the beginning of 
the 16th century onwards. The use of additives in 
wine then continued , and this development 
culminated in Piedmont , in the 19th century , with 
the modern aperitif industry. Spain and Portugal 
remained more moderate as far as these processes 
were concerned , and wine modifications, other than 
the addition of alcohol , were limited to the more 
natural actions of ageing or oxidisation by bacterial 
action (sherry , Madeira , and Port in the 17th and 
18th centuries). 


Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries the 
Dutch and German traders in France continued to 
add brandy , or other forms of alcohol , to all kinds of 
sweet wines , for instance Frontignan , Bergerac , 
Anjou and Langon (the future Sauternes). During a 
visit to Hamburg a Marquis de Lur-Saluces tasted 
some of his Preignac wines and found them quite 
unrecognizable , but approved of the merchants' skill 
at reinforcing wines. This sort of treatment could 
also be extended to red wines , and the Russians gave 
the name 'Kaourskaie ' to a fortified sweet red wine 
which was sometimes used as a tonic. The Lillet 
family still continue these processes at Podensac , 
near Sauternes , as a small concern making aperitifs 
based on sweet wines . 







The last Turkish invasion of Hungary at the 
end of the 17th century disrupted the production and 
distribution of Tokay , and various replacements 
began to appear. Johannisberg in Rhine adopted the 
use of pourriture noble , and further to the south , 
Arbois and Colmar continued the use of filtering 
through straw well into the 18th century. The 
practice of picking grapes in different stages , which 
was already being used for many of the great dry 
white wines , was now systematically adopted for 
wines made using the pourriture noble method . 


The rapid development of Northern and 
Eastern Europe favoured the spread of Rhenish and 
Tokay wines , and although the fashion of the day 
meant that these sweet wines commanded high 
prices, the addition of alcohol , sugar or blended wines 
was forbidden. Faced with prices which were often 
excessive-in 1788 Thomas Jefferson was outraged 
to see a Colmar wine which was twenty times the 
price of his best Frontignan , which itself was dearer 
than the d'Yquem of the day-Northern merchants 
spread the Rhenish methods to the various other 
vine stock which would be affected by the pourriture 
noble . 


At the end of the 18th century merchants 
seemed to give up adding brandy to sweet Bordeaux 
wines , thereby leading to the spread of the more 
stable white wines (white Graves). In contrast the 
Sauternes region is distinguished by the fact that the 
development of its techniques (fining, racking , 
sulphuring and more severe pruning and picking) 
meant that it could often obtain sweet wines which 
were equally stable by natural methods (Suduiraut 
1784 , Yquem 1808). It was not easy to effect the 
introduction of Sauternes wines into the commercial 
market of the best wines , affected as it was by the 
fashion and political trends of the day, and the 
recourse to less expensive techniques explains the 
various 'rediscovery ' dates ('{ quern 1808 or 1815, La 
Tour Blanche 1836, Y quem 184 7). The promotional 
effort in Sauternes resulted in the appellation 
spreading , after the Revolution , to neighboring 
communes , and even to England where the different 
sweet Rhine wines (hock) and muscats (Malmsey) 
gained popularity. 


The French Revolution impoverished the 
area of the 'great' white wines. All the Sauternes 
chateaux suffered, and many noble families were 
bankrupted or extinguished as early as 1794. War 
then halted trade , prices were frozen arbitrarily , and 
by the end , people were even compelled to uproot the 
vines and replace them with food crops . 


When the situation began to settle down 
under Napoleon , trade resumed and the fame ' of the 
great vineyards returned . In many cases the new 
owners reinstated their earlier names, a practice 
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which established the names that exist to this day. 
A few of the older families recovered part of their 
possessions and often grouped vineyards together 
through inter-marriage . Several branches of the Lur
Saluces family inter-married and established one of 
the most extensive land and vineyard estates of the 
time . These included most of the vineyards in the 
Sauternes commune. 


With the return of the French kings, trade 
slumped due to the establishment of customs 
barriers, and many vineyards fell into the hands of 
merchants or small vinegrowers, who put an end to 
the practice of picking the grapes in stages . This 
meant that the Graves type of wine spread and the 
sweet white wine vineyards of the area lost their 
eminence, except for Sauternes. The Revolution had 
abolished the obligation of giving parish classifi
cations to wine , and the merchant-owners of the 
vineyards neighboring Sauternes began to give that 
name to their best wines. 


[Part II will appear in the October Newsletter. - Ed.] 
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BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


WHENCE CAME THE NAME? 


THE BOOK: California Place Names. The 
Origin and Etymology of Current Geographical 
Names, by Erwin G. Gudde . Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1969 (3rd edition, revised and 
enlarged). 


Originally published in 1949, University of California 
Professor Gudde's "sound, scholarly and admirably 
thorough work .. .is likely to be consulted frequently 
by all who have occasion to write on California 
themes" [dust jacket]. Of particular interest to 
historians , the third edition includes a reference list 
of obsolete and variant names . 


With that recommendation , I dove into the 400 pages 
to see what the professor said about some familiar 
wine names , as of 1969 . 


SONOMA - The name is doubtless derived from the 
Wintun tribe's word for nose, "sonom ." It is said that 
Spaniards named the village and area after the local 
Indian chief who had a prominent protuberance . The 
interpretation "valley of the moon" is more poetic but 
less authentic. 


NAPA- There are probably more theories about the 
origin of the name "Napa" than about any other 
Indian name in California. The Patwin name for 
"grizzly bear" was "napa ," but it is not necessarily the 
source of the place name. "Napo" meant "house" to 
the Indians south of Clear Lake. One of General 
Vallejo's sons learned the language of the Suisun 
Indians and said "napa" meant "near home" or "near 
mother." 


DRY CREEK VALLEY - Pr~f. Gudde tells us that Cali
fornia has more than one hundred Dry Creeks that 
are normally dry in the summer but not the year 
round. 


SALINAS RIVER I SALINAS VALLEY - The origin of the 
name is found in the "salinas" (salt marshes) near 
the river mouth , which were commercially important 
in Spanish times . 


GUENOC - Many scholars believe "Guenoc" was a 
Spanish rendering of the Mi wok Indians' place name , 
"Wenock." However, no such place has been 
identified . Consequently , others believe the name 
came from an Indian who had been baptized for Saint 
Gwynoc (a Welsh saint of the 6th century), who then 
gave his name to the local village. [I expect Guenoc 
Winery will send us the results of their more recent 
research .] 


SOQUEL (Bargetto Winery) - Mentioned as early as 
1807, being spelled both Shoquel and Soquel , named 
after an Indian village near Santa Cruz. 


EL DORADO - The name , meaning "the gilded one," 
appears at the beginning of the 16th century as that 
of a mythical Indian chief in the tableland of Bogota, 
who was said to have been covered with gold during 
religious rites. In this tradition the name designated 
one of the golden utopias which played an important 
role in the conquest of America . With the discovery 
of gold in California , the name assumed a new 
significance , and first appeared on a map drawn by 
Charles Preuss in 1848. 


PLYMOUTH (Amador County) - Site of an old gold
mining camp called Puckerville , Plymouth's wine
makers today are grateful that the name was 
changed . A wine labelled "Made in Puckerville" 
does not sell! 


THE BOTTLES: From my recent tastings, here's a 
high-scoring bottle associated with each of the above 
names. 


SONOMA - Gundlach-Bundschu 1995 Sonoma 
Valley Merlot , $21. 


NAPA - Burgess Napa Valley 1994 Triere 
Chardonnay , $26. 


DRY CREEK VALLEY - Clos du Bois 1996 Flint
wood Chardonnay , $17. 


SALINAS VALLEY - Lockwood 1994 Merlot, $24. 
GUENOC - Guenoc 1992 Meritage Red Wine , 


Lake County, $15. 
SOQUEL - Bargetto Chaucer's Mead (NV), $9. 
EL DORADO - Chas . Mitchell 1996 El Dorado 


Cabernet Sauvignon , $11. 
PLYMOUTH - Deaver Vineyards 1994 Zinfan


del, $13. [Note: Ken Deaver wrote me about his 
family starting to grow grapes at Plymouth 130 years 
ago; he did NOT call it Puckerville!] 


[Tendril McMillin is a veteran wine writer who has 
taught wine history for 30 years on three continents. 
He currently teaches wine courses in San Francisco 
and has a daily wine page on the Internet. - Ed .] 







OAK IN WINEMAKING: A BIBLIOGRAPHY 


by Bo Simons 


his bibliography was pro
duced at the Sonoma County 
Wine Library , using grant 
funds received from the 
Sonoma County Wineries 
Foundation to produce a 
series of bibliographies on 


selected technical and business topics of interest to 
the wine industry. Additional subject lists in the 
making : "Canopy Management ," "Carbonic Macer
ation ," "Clonal Selection ," "Direct and Niche 
Marketing of Wine, " and "Terroir ." 


Included in these bibliographies are books , 
and scholarl y articles from peer-reviewed academic 
journals ; the lists draw as well from trade and 
practical magazines that cover the wine industry , 
some newspapers and popular periodicals that 
occasionally cover a wine-technical or wine-business 
subject in depth and with clarit y. 


Books and Parts of Books 


Brunet, Raymond. Manuel de tonnellerie. 2. ed. 
Paris : J.- B. Bailliere , 1948. 284 pages . 


A standard work in French on barrel making. It 
came out in two editions , this one and a first in 1925. 


International Oak Symposium . International 
Oak Symposium proceedings: June 1-2, 
1993. San Francisco State University , Seven 
Hills Center. Presented by Practical Winery 
& Vineyard and the International Wine 
Academy . [San Rafael , CA: Practical Winery 
& Vineyard?], 1993. 
Proceedings of the International Oak 
and Cork Symposium at San Francisco 
State University June 6-7, 1995. San 
Francisco State University , Seven Hills 
Center. Presented by Practical Winery & 
Vineyard and the International Wine 
Academy . [San Rafael , CA: Practical Winery 
& Vineyard?], 1995. 


Alan Young of the International Wine Academy , 
together with Practical Winery and Vineyard , put on 
these two symposia , one on oak in winemaking , and 
the other on oak and cork in winemaking . The 
presenters range from professors to winemakers to 
barrel brokers , and their pieces are fairly technical. 


Kilby, Kenneth. The cooper and his trade . 
London: J . Baker , [1971]. 192 pages. (re
printed: Fresno , CA: Linden Pub . Co., c1989.) 
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__ . The village cooper. Aylesbury: Shire 
Publications, 1977. 32 pages. 


Kilby , from a family of coopers in Bedfordshire , 
England, examines the craft and the history of the 
trade of coopering , building round wooden containers 
for all kinds of uses . He spends some time on the 
"wet coopering" as practiced by the French for wine 
barrels . 


Schahinger, Geoffrey, and Bryce Rankine. 
Cooperage for winemakers: a manual on 
the construction, maintenance and use 
of oak barrels. Adelaide: Ryan Publica
tions , 1992. 112 p . 


This straightforward Australian work on barrel 
making for winemakers gives a balanced technical 
presentation on barrels and contains a good recent 
bibliography. 


[Seguin Moreau]. The barrel and the wine: 
scientific mastering of a traditional 
know-how. Seguin Moreau Cooperage I 
Enology Institute of the University of 
Bordeaux. [Napa , CA]: Seguin Moreau USA, 
Inc. , 1994. 109 pages. 


Translation of a French transcription of a seminar 
given by Seguin Moreau and the Enology Institute of 
the University of Bordeaux on March 11, 1993, under 
the general direction of Professor Pascal Ribereau
Gayon . While not rigorously scientific, it is neither a 
puff piece for Seguin Moreau French Oak barrels . 
There are papers included on the wood used in 
cooperage , the importance of wood origin in wine 
barrels , mastering the heat intensity for tasting 
barrels , preparation and maintenance of barrels , use 
of S02 in ageing white wines in barrel , and the 
ageing of red wine in barrels . 


Soyez, Jean Marc. Les ebenistes du vin. Trans
lated by Michael Mills. Photographies de 
Jacques Guillard et Jean-Daniel Sudres. 
Lormont [France] : Editions de la Presqu'ile , 
c1991. 110 pages . 


This lush photographic study of the barrel making 
process in France , translated from the French , has 
great pictures and book production values. The text 
is discursive and not technical. Both text and 
pictures reflect the barrel making process from the 
perspective of Seguin Moreau, the book's sponsor . 


Articles 
Aiken, J. W. and Noble, Ann C. "Composition 


and sensory properties of Cabernet 
Sauvignon wine aged in French versus 
American oak barrels." Vitis . Volume 23. 
1984. Pages 27-36 . 
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Cabernet aged in similarl y coopered , lightl y charred 
French and American Oak barrels had increased 
titratable acidit y and decreased pH values over the 
control glass-aged wine , which was primarily due to 
acid extraction from wood; increase in total and non
flavonoid phenols extracted from the barrels was 
greater in the French than the American barrels. 


Appel, Ted. "Creating Casks of Flavor." Santa 
Rosa Press Democrat . Business Section . 
June 23, 1996. Pages El , E6 . 


Appel looks at Tonnellerie Radoux , a French cooper
age firm which recentl y opened a barrel-making 
facility in Rohnert Park (Sonoma County ), which 
joins three other North Bay branches of French 
cooperage firms , who together employ one hundred 
and produce 37,000 barrels . 


Baldwin, Gary. ''The over-oaked wine myth: 
Practical winemaking ." Australi,an Grape
grower and Winemaker . Number 367. Jul y, 
1994. Pages 22-23 . 


Baldwin , a principal of Oenotec Consulting , argues 
that it is important that a winery invest in new oak 
of good quality if they wish to make wine that can be 
sold at the top end of the premium market. 


Baltajiev, R.; Fartzov, K.; and Dimov, S. ''The 
effects of oak wood in Chardonnay wine 
production and maturation, as deter
mined by high performance liquid 
chromatography." Journal of Wine Re
search . Vol. 5. No 2. 1994. Pages 147-151. 


No differences were seen in chromatograms of wines 
from various oak treatments in relation to control. 
Inspections indicated the use of (micronized) oak 
chips during fermentation conferred the most 
favorable effects . 


"Barrel Management: Six Short Articles on 
Barrel Maintenance and Management." 
Vineyard and Winery Management . Volume 
22. Number 1. January I February , 1996. 


The articles include : Davis , Rick . "Barrel cleaning 
and maintenance." (pp . 27-28). Recht , Jacques. 
"Ageing and Fermentation in French Oak." (pp. 27+). 
Burton , Phil . "Repairing Leaks between Staves and 
Headboards ." (pp. 29-30). Rogers , Bob. "Renewing 
Oak Flavors with Inserts , Oak Chips and Remanu
facturing ." (pp. 31-32). Work , Henry. "The Econom
ics of Oak ." (pp . 51+). Reiger , Ted . "Oak Barrel 
Alternatives ." (pp. 52+). These suite of articles 
present a good practical overview of technical and 
money issues associated with barrels , geared to 
specific products and practices . 


Berger , Dan. "Oak is Trendy, Not Always 
Tasty." Los Angeles Times . August 17, 1989. 
Food Section . Part 8, p .38, col.3. 


Berger, writing at a time when overpoweringly oaky 
wines were the rage , strikes a cautionary note , and 
examines American oak versus French oak . 


Blazer, Richard M. 'Wine Evaporation from 
Barrels." Practical Winery and Vineyard . 
Volume 11. Number 5. January I February , 
1991. Pages 20-22. 


Blazer , enologist for Sterling Vineyards , designed an 
experiment to quantify the differences in wine 
evaporation between an air conditioned , unheated , 
unhumidified building (chai ) and a cave. 


Deves, Michael. ''Demystifying oak." The 
Australian and New Zealand Wine Industry 
Journal . Vol. 9. No. 3. August , 1994. 


Deves reports on research done by the Australian 
Wine Research Institute seeking to determine 
whether it is the origin of the oak (in this case France 
vs . Australia ) or some other parameter such as 
variation in toasting or MLF . 


Fish, Tim. ''The wood and the wine." Santa Rosa 
Press Democrat. April 8, 1998. Section D. 
Pages 1-2. 


Press Democrat staff writer Tim Fish generall y writes 
with knowledge on food and wine , and this article , 
pitched at a general audience , provides a comfortable 
entry into the increasingl y important role that 
barrels and wood flavors are having on wine . Fish 
attended an oak seminar by Beaulieu and Seguin 
Moreau 's Napa cooperage and reports back on the 
main points concerning the marriage between oak 
and wine . 


Francis, I. L.; Sefton, M.A.; and Williams, P. J. 
"A Study by sensory descriptive analysis 
of the effects of oak origin, seasoning 
and heating." American Journal of E,wlogy 
and Viticulture. Vol. 43. No. 1. Pages 23-30. 


Aroma properties of model wine extracts of different 
oak woods-American , Limousin , Vosges and 
Troncais - were determined by quantitative sensory 
descriptive analysis . Oaks were assessed as green 
timber or after seasoning for 12 months , either in 
their countries of origin or in Australia. Heated and 
unheated samples were investigated . 


Gomez-Cordoves, C. "Correlation between 
flavonoids and color in red wines aged 
in wood ." American Journal of E,wlogy and 
Viticulture. Volume 46 . Number 3. 1995. 
Pages 295-298. 


Principal component analysis and discriminant 







analysis were applied to the data of anthocyanins, 
flavonols and color of red wines aged in wood and 
collected from various wineries in the Ribera de 
Duero Appellation of Origin region (Spain). 


Heimoff, Steve. 'Winemakers over a Barrel." 
Wine Business Monthly. Volume 1. Number 
10. December , 1994 . Pages 16-18 . 


Quick overview of wine industry practices regarding 
oak barrels and the substitutes for it. 


Humphries, J. C; Jane, T. M. and Sefton, M.A. 
''The influence of yeast fermentation on 
volatile oak extractives." Australian 
Grapegrower & Winemaker . Number 343 . 
July , 1992. Pages 17-18. 


"In-House Winery Cooperages" Practical Winery 
and Vineyard. Volume 13. Number 5. 
Pages 56-57 . 


PWV reports on the barrel restoration efforts at 
Fetzer Vineyards (Mendocino County , CA) and on the 
staff cooper at Robert Mondavi Winery , Napa Valley. 


Laszlavik, Marta. "Phenolic compounds in two 
Hungarian red wines mat ,ured in 
Quercus robur and Quercus petrea 
barrels: HPLC analysis and diode array 
detection." American Journal of Enology 
and Viticulture. Volume 46 . Number 1. 
1995 . Pages 67-74. 


Several Hungarian red wines were investigated 
during barrel ageing (Q. petrea and Q. robur wood) . 
Effects of oxidative conditions and volume I surface 
ratio on wine quality were studied and antioxidant 
and medicinal properties of the wines and their 
components evaluated. Results of routine wine 
analyses obtained at the start and at the end of the 
ageing process are presented . 


Meyer, Justin. ''Barrel Talk" Vineyard and 
Winery Management. Volume 17. Number 6. 
November I December , 1991. Pages 33-34 . 


The owner and winemaker for Silver Oak Cellars 
(Napa Valley) talks about using all new French oak 
with his premium Cabernet. This article was taken 
from a presentation Meyer gave at a Vineyard and 
Winery Management workshop on "Barrel Fermen
tation and Ageing ," in Santa Rosa, CA in May, 1991. 


Moutounet, M.; et al. "Analysis by HPLC of 
extractable substances in oak wood. 
Application to a Chardonnay wine." 
Sciences des Aliments . Vol. 1989 . pp . 35-51. 


The investigation involved the study of four dµferent 
extracts of oak wood , viz. oak chips with model wine 
and a Chardonnay wine , a new barrel (225 1) with 
model wine for 12 months , and a new barrel with the 
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same Chardonnay wine for 12 months. Twelve of 27 
components identified in the wine were attributed to 
oak extraction. 


N audin, Rene. "A French view of Barrel 
Ageing." Wines and Vines. November , 1990 . 
Pages 48-55 . 


Naudin, Director of the Center for Enological 
Experiments at the Institute of the Vine and Wine at 
Beaune , France , goes into the chemistry of what 
happens when wine is aged in oak. This article was 
translated from the French by Donna Bernheim of 
Sonoma Cutrer Vineyards, and appeared under the 
title "Ageing Chardonnay in Oak Barrels" in Focus 
on Chardonnay. (Organized and sponsored by Sono
ma Cutrer Vineyards . Beaune, July 23-26, 1990). 


"Oak in Winemaking'' Australian Grapegrower 
& Winemaker. 


Each year in the July issue , this publication runs a 
series of articles under the title , "Oak in Wine
making. " 


Number 403. July, 1997. A Series of 
related articles including: Swan, James S., 
et al. "Oak and Chardonnay. " Pages 41-50. 
Baldwin , Gary. "Bungs , staves, lids , seals 
and other animals ." Pages 51-52. "Oak 
adjunct systems for the future . Page 53. 
Number 391. July, 1996. A Series of 
related articles including: Royal, Tony . 
"French Oak - the resource explained ." 
Pages 11-12 ; Baldwin , Gary. "What do you 
do when it is empty?" Pages 13-14; 
Schahinger , Geoff . "Oak 'seasoning' - What 
does it mean?" Pages 17-19; "Ageing of red 
wines in oak barrels ." Page 20; Watson, 
Kevin . "Are you looking for an alternative to 
French oak?" Pages 21-24. 
Number 379. July, 1995. A Series of 
related articles including : Spillman, Phil. 
"Non-adhesion of oak flavour compounds to 
microbial cells. " Pages 19-22. Chester , 
Jason. "What size barrel should I purchase?" 
Page 23. Oak Barrels: revisiting old issues. " 
Pages 25-27. 
Number 367. July, 1994. A Series of 
related articles including : Schahinger , Geoff. 
''You want to grow oak in Australia?" Pages 
17-18. Gregurek , Graham. "Distinct charac
teristics. " Page 18. Spillman , Phil. "Making 
sense of the oak flavor description of a white 
wine ." Pages 19-21. Baldwin , Gary. "The 
over-oaked wine myth." Pages 22-23 . 
Chester , Jason. Re-heading of barrels - a 
cost-effective alternative for the winemaker." 
Pages 24-25 . 
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Pocock, K. F.; Sefton, M. A and Williams, P. J. 
''Taste thresholds of phenolic extracts of 
French and American oakwood: The 
influence of oak phenols on wine 
flavor." American Journal of E,wlogy and 
Viticulture. Volume 45. Number 4. 1994. 
Pages 429-434. 


Phenolic concentrations in extracts from green and 
seasoned oak, and in both white wines and model 
wines stored in barrels from the same woods, were 
measured. 


Robinson, Jancis. "Spreading the Gospel of 
Oak." The Wine Spectator. Volume 16. 
Number 9. August 31, 1991. Page 20. 


Robinson examines Germany as the last holdout in 
proclaiming the virtues of oak in winemaking, and 
what is happening to change their minds. 
Ross, Jordan P. "Rethinking American vs. 


French oak." Wines and Vines. November , 
1992. Pages 44 - 48. 


Ross, the Metro-New York manager for Chateau St. 
Jean (Sonoma County), gives a non-technical over
view of how oak affects wine flavor and the more 
aggressive flavors and aromas imparted by American 
oak. He quotes several California winemakers
some who favor American and some who favor 
French oak. Among the former, Justin Meyers of 
Silver Oak and Paul Draper of Ridge, maintain that 
American oak is getting better 


Sefton, Mark A; Francis, I. Leigh; Williams, 
Patrick J. "Volatile norisoprenoid 
compounds as constituents of oak 
woods used in wine and spirit 
maturation." Journal of Agricultural and 
Food Chemistry. Volume 38. Number 11. 
Pages 2045-2049. 


Thirty-one norisoprenoid compounds were identified 
for the first time in model wine extracts of American 
and Vosges oak woods. Only one compound of this 
type, BETA-ionone, had been previously reported an 
oak constituent. 


Shulman, Eli. ''Barrel Care." Practical Winery 
and Vineyard. Vol. 10. No. 5. March I April, 
1990. Pages 41-42. 


Shulman gives hints on breaking in and caring for 
barrels, aimed at amateur winemakers. 


Singleton, Vernon L. ''Maturation of wines and 
spirits: Comparisons, facts and hypoth
eses." American Journal of Enology and 
Viticulture. Volume 46. Number 1. 1995. 
Pages 98-115. 


A wide review of the effects of maturation in oak 
barrels on the quality of wines and spirits is 


presented (138 references). The following factors 
influencing oak barrel effects on wine and spirits are 
discussed: wood choices, tree age and growth rate, 
composition of barrel heart-wood, barrel size, 
cooperage considerations, effects of evaporation, 
temperature and humidity during maturation of wine 
and spirits, effects of different compounds of the oak 
on wine and spirit quality. 
_ _ . "Some aspects of the wooden container 


as a factor in wine maturation." 
Chemistry of Winemaking. Advances in 
Chemistry Series. Volume 137. (Washing
ton: American Chemical Society, 1974.) 
Pages 254-277. 


The relationship of modern wine styles to ageing 
wines in wooden barrels is described. Data pre
sented: the density and extractable phenol content of 
summer and spring oak wood, characteristics of 
rapidly vs. slowly grown oak, surface/unit vol. effects 
of container size and shape, variability among trees 
in flavour and extract content, analysis of wood 
extract in wine, and depth of penetration of wine into 
staves. 
__ . 'Wood and wine: the lasting marriage." 


American Wine Society Journal. Volume 23. 
Number 3. Pages 94-96. 


Singleton addresses his remarks in this article to a 
non-technical audience, giving a good general over
view on barrel ageing in winemaking. 


Swan, James S. 'What's Best for Barrels: Air or 
Kiln-Drying?" Wines and Vines. Volume 
74. Number 7. July, 1993. 


Swan, Operations Director for Penlands Scotch 
Whiskey Research, examines not only air-drying 
versus kiln-drying, but also compares barrel woods 
by origin (American, French, Spanish, Eastern 
European). 


Towey, John P. and Waterhouse, Andrew L. 
"Barrel-to-barrel variation of volatile 
oak extractives in barrel-fermented 
Chardonnay." American Journal of Enol
ogy and Viticulture. Volume 47. Number 1. 
1996. Pages 17-20. 


The concentrations of volatile oak extractives were 
determined in Chardonnay wines in two lots of 
French oak barrels and two of American oak, each 
containing ten barrels. 
__ ; __ . ''The Extraction of volatile com


pounds from French and American oak 
barrels in Chardonnay during three 
successive vintages." American Journal of 
Enology and Viticulture. Vol.47. No.2. 1996. 
Pages 163-172. 


Fifteen barrel lots-seven American, six French and 







two Hungarian-each containing ten barrels were 
used for the fermentation and sur lees ageing (seven 
months) of Chardonnay wines in three consecutive 
vintages (1992, 1993, 1994). Significant differences 
in oak volatile concentrations between European and 
American oaks and between years one and two of the 
experiment were observed. 
__ ; __ . "How many barrels are needed in 


barrel trials?" Practical Winery and 
Vineyard. Volume 17. Number 5. January
February , 1997. Pages 45-48 . 


Suppose you are a winemaker considering changing 
coopers , and you want to know how many barrels 
from each cooper to buy to get an adequate sample. 
This practical article distills the research reported in 
the AJEVarticle (47:17-20) mentioned above. 
__ ; __ . "Oak lactone isomer ratio dis-


tinguishes between wines fermented in 
American and French oak barrels." 
Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry . 
1994 . Volume 42. Pages 1971-1974. 


By analyzing the ratio of cis-/trans-lactone of oak in 
wines , it was shown that a procedure involving 
solvent extraction , evaporation , and GC analysis 
allows to distinguish between the sources of wood 
(American or European oak) of barrels used for 
fermenting white wine . 


Vicard, Jean. ''The barrel beyond the year 
2000." Australia and New Zealand Wine 
Industry Journal. Vol. 6. No. 1. February, 
1991. Pages 64 , 84. 


Vicard of Tonnellerie Vicard, a Cognac barrel maker , 
talks about the history of barrel making in France , 
asserting that nothing will change except the price. 


Vivas, Nicolas and Glories, Yves. "Research 
Note: Role of oak wood ellagitannins in 
the oxidation process of red wines 
during ageing." American Journal of 
Enology and Viticulture. Vol. 47. No. 1. 
1996 . Pages 103-107 . 


Ellagitannins speed up the condensation of pro
cyanidins of red wines while limiting degradation 
processes . The authors demonstrate oak wood 
ellagitannin oxidative abilities compared with wine 
procyanidin oxidative ability as well as consequences 
on colour and phenolic composition . 


Work, Henry. ''The economics of oak." Vineyard 
and Winery Management. Volume 22 , No.I. 
January I February , 1996. Pages 51, 56 . 


Work looks at the numbers associated with oak 
barrels and their alternatives: oak chips, shaving , 
new heads , inserts. The cost can range from $2.44 I 
liter with French oak , to 2 cents I liter with oak chips. 
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Older Works on the subject ... 


Kelly, Denis. "Small Oak Cooperage and Cali
fornia Wine." Vintage Magazine. March, 
1981. Pages 28-37. 


A vintage article that traces the evolution of the use 
of small oak barrels in California; discusses Ameri
can vs European oak, wine styles using oak, and 
tasting for oak. Illustrates with photographs how 
barrels are made. 


Gramateus, Heinrich [Heinrich Schreiber]. 
Kunstlich zuberaitung visier ruten 
durch den quadrat und triangel. Nurn
berg: J. Stuchs, 1518. (31] pp. With tables 
and geometric diagrams in the text. 


Written by a professor of mathematics at Vienna, it 
is considered to be the first book on barrel gauging. 


[Title page illustration from Gramateus Ku11stlich ... ] 


Baker, Torn. C. Rhymes of an Old Cooper. A 
Collection of Poems of the Trade . . . London: 
Arthur Stockwell, [ca 1935]. 47 pp. With a Foreword 
by George Elkington. 


Elkington, George. The Coopers: Company and 
Craft. London: Sampson, Low, Marston & 
Co., 1933. 310 pp. 


Not a how-to book on cask making, but a scholarly 







history of the trade from the pre-Roman period to 
contemporary times . "The history of the Coopers ' 
Company was first written by James Francis Firth in 
1848 [The Coopers ' Company, London. 1396-1848.] 
It was privately printed and is now rare. 
... Elkington's book is an entirely new study on the 
subject." (Gabler , p .84) 


Fougeroux de Bondaroy, Auguste-Denis. Art 
du Tonnelier. Paris: H. L. Guerin and L. F . 
Delatour , 1763 . 68 pp . with six engraved 
plates showing barrel making activities. 


One of the seventy-five works that formed the 
ambitious 18th century work on handicrafts, 
Description des Arts et Metiers , sponsored by the 
Academie Royale des Sciences of Paris in an effort to 
present a scientific picture of all the industrial 
processes employed ~n France in the 18th century . 


Hardman, William. The Wine-Growers and 
Wine-Coopers' Manual. London: Wm. Tegg 
& Co., 1878. 166 pp . Illustrated . 


The author felt a need for a book that "would be of 
service to a wine-cooper, one cognizant of all 
appertaining to the trade , from the culture of the 
vine to the shipment of the wine ... ". 


Paulin-Desormeaux and Ott, H. Nouveau 
Manuel Complet du Tonnelier et du 
Jaugeage. Paris : Librairie Encyclopedique 
de Roret , 1875. Nouvelle edition. 319 pp. 
with 172 illustrations , 2 folding plates. 


Thibaut, Lucien. Manuel de Tonnellerie. 
Societe des Mutiles et Reformes de 
Guerre de Verzenay . Epernay: Sparnac
ienne , 1924. 70 pp . 


In listing the above book in a recent catalogue , Remi 
Flachard , the Paris bookseller who specializes in 
gastronomy and wine books, stated that books on the 
subject of coopering are "particularly scarce ." 


[We are grateful to the Sonoma County Wine Library 
and its Associates who have given us kind permission 
to reproduce, in a slightly altered version, this excel
lent reference source. -Ed.] 


"THE COOPER" 


I sing to the jolly Cooper , 
A song to the grand old trade, 
For the Cooper bold , has a heart of gold , 
That ceaseless years have made ; 
And where can an ancient craft be found 
More rich in its history cast , 
Than our trade renowned , the wide world 
round, 
And long may the old trade last. 


And long may our busy hammers ring 
To the barrel 's merry chime , 
The same old noisy clanging song 
They heard in the olden time ; 
For its music sweeps to a joyous rhyme, 
And its every note inspires 
Gay mirth to flow, in a sparkling glow 
Through the smoke of our crissit fires . 


"THE OAK" 


The Emblem of our Trade 


Oh the old Oak stands in its giant pride 
In its native forest green , 
And it towers aloft o'er the countryside , 
Where it reigns a King supreme . 


While its giant arms spread broad around 
Each love-lit English glade , 
Then long may the Oak in its grandeur stand 
The Emblem of our Trade. 


And long may each English Cooper stand , 
As firm as the old Oak tree ; 
May his principles of honour grand 
Be sound as his heart shall be. 


Until , when the toils of his day are o'er , 
And the evening shades grow fast , 
May the kindling light of Friendship bright 
Be ever around him cast . 


To cheer life's way, in a golden ray , 
With a spirit bold and free , 
And keep up the fame of a Cooper's name 
Till he sleeps 'neath the old oak tree. 


- Rhymes of an Old Cooper 
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WINES at the FRENCH COURT in 1820 
by 


Maynard A. Amerine 


[As we have noted in a prior issue, Maynard Amerine 
(1911-1998), esteemed professor of viticulture at the 
University of California at Davis and a man of many 
talents, was a passionate collector and scholar of the 
literature of wine. The following article first 
appeared in the August 1958 issue of Wine and Food. 
We extend our sincere thanks to the I. W. & F.S. for 
permission to reprint this fascinating account of a 
work-though a familiar title to collectors of cook
books-is not likely known to many wine book 
collectors. - Ed.] 


apoleon was emperor in 1806 
when a M.A. Viard published 
Le Cuisinier Imperial, ou l 'art 
de faire , et la patisserie pour 
toutes les fortunes . ... His 
cookbook was an immediate 
success . A second edition 
followed in 1807, and a third 
revised and enlarged edition 


in 1808. Vicaire and Bitting , those indefatigable 
recorders of gastronomical bibliography , record 
thirty-two editions . From the fifth to the twenty-first 
the title was Le Cuisinier Royal ... , corresponding to 
the reigns of Louis XVIII , Charles X, and Louis 
Philippe. With the twenty-second edition , dated 
1853, but published in 1852, the title had become Le 
Cuisinier National, corresponding to the end of the 
Second Republic in 1852 . From the twenty-third 
edition of 1854 to the thirty-first edition the title is 
once again , Le Cuisinier Imperial (adding de la ville 
et de la campagne ), corresponding to the empire 
under Napoleon III. Finally , the last (thirty-second) 
edition of 1875, reverts to the title Le Cuisinier 
National , a change obviously dictated by the start of 


the third Republic in 1871. 
The authors also changed a number of times. 


M. Fouret was co-author of the ninth edition of 1817, 
and M. Pierhugue, sommelier du roi, added a list of 
wines to this edition. This list was continued in later 
editions . Delan became the third author with the 
fourteenth and enlarged edition of 1832. This edition 
also includes a section on the serving of wines by M. 
Grignon , a Parisian restaurateur . Finally, starting 
with the twenty-second edition of 1852 a M. Benardi 
participated . 


The recipes are elaborate as befitted the 
period and the Court. In the fourteenth edition, 
there are 561 pages of recipes, and only nine are 
devoted to wine . But these few pages give us a 
considerable amount of information regarding the 
wines which Pierhugue , as sommelier to the king, 
considered acceptable at the table of Louis XVIII. 


A brief review by Pierre Andrieu of the tenth 
edition of 1820, in La Journee Vinicole for 31 
January 1957, brought this volume to our attention. 
The rarity of the book is attested to by the fact that 
only the third edition of 1808 and the fourteenth 
edition of 1832 are in the Library of Congress in 
Washington. (Bitting gives 1831 as the date of 
publication of this edition, but ·1832 is given on the 
title-page .) 


CD INSIDE THIS ISSUE 
• BRADY on VINOUS COLLECTIBLES 


• SAUTERNES APPRECIATION (Part II) 


• DR. LUCIA on WINE & OLD AGE 


• IN THE WINE LIBRARY with BOB FOSTER 


• 1998 WINE BOOKS by BO SIMONS 


• INDEX : VOLUME 8 


The real importance of Pierhugue's notice on 
the wines recommended for service to the king is 
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their eclectic nature . Of Pierhugue 's original list , 
fifty-four wines are French , fifteen Spanish , eight 
Portuguese (including Madeira) , seven Italian , four 
Greek , two South African (Cape and Constance) , and 
one each from Cyprus, Hungary , and Persia . The 
sources of the roses and vermouth listed are not 
stated . Thus thirty-nine of the ninety-three 
identifiable listings are of non-French origin. Note , 
moreover , that German wines are omitted although 
Rhine is mentioned in the text . This eclectic 
selection also reflected Pierhugue's personal 
philosophy that there is something good in each 
wine . 


Pierhugue also commented learnedly about 
the character and proper service of the various wines. 
The Bordeaux reds are described as apre and austere 
and good for the stomach , still Champagne is delicate 
and perfumed and potent , Burgundy is very odorous 
and aphrodistic , Languedoc wines are alcoholic , etc. 
Burgundy was preferred over Bordeaux , and still 
Champagne to sparkling . Reds were often served 
before whites , except when oysters were served first . 


Of course , France was more internationally
minded at that period . Napoleon 's empire had 
extended over most of Europe. This would not 
account for the importation of Greek, South African , 
or Persian wines but the "empire" obviously did not 
prejudice the French against non-French wines . 
Finally, this listing demonstrates again the extent of 
the wine trade of Europe and the reputation of many 
minor wines. There is still another possible ex
planation for this extensive listing of wines, but this 
can only be deduced from a footnote in the fourteenth 
edition of 1832, referring the reader to the third 
edition of Jullien 's encyclopedic Topographie de tous 
Vignobles connus .. . published in the same year and 
previously published in 1816 and 1822. This and the 
same author's Manuel du Sommelier , published in 
1813 and 1817, undoubtedly provided Pierhugue 
with adequate material for his "selection" of wines . 
Perhaps we shall never know how many of the wines 
were listed in tribute to Jullien's eclectic listing or to 
Pierhugue's eclectic experience as sommelier of the 
king . 


In Grignon's 1832 list of foods , Pierhugue's 
wines (selected in 1817) are assigned to what he 
considered their proper place in the meal. In 
addition several new entries appear: for Bordeaux 
(Petit Medoc, Segur , Leoville, and Mouton-Lafitte as 
well as Lafitte) ; a section on sparkling wines is given 
(including Champagne rose. Nuits , Romanee , and 
Volnay!) ; vin de paille and rancio are added to the 
French section; Syracuse to the Italian and 
Carcavello to the Portuguese listings . 


The recommended order of service of the 
dishes and wines reflects the gargantuan dinners 


which prevailed in France at the time. Absinthe and 
vermouth are recommended before the soup , no less 
than twelve wines may accompany oysters , eighteen 
or more are suitable for the first service , Madeira and 
rhum are for the coup du milieu , forty-eight can be 
used for the second service (including port) , six 
sparkling wines may accompan y the third service, 
and thirty dessert wines are suitable for the end of 
the meal. Naturall y, not all those suggested were 
served at one time , but the number available is 
impressive . 


No one needs to discuss the pre-eminent 
place of French concepts in gastronomy . It is well 
known how they adapted and adopted recipes from a 
dozen countries in developing their cuisine. It may 
come, then , as a surprise to some that 138 years ago 
the French Court was also accustomed to drink 
appreciatively a large number of wines of the most 
diversified sources-a concept which all wine 
producers could take to heart today. Provincialism 
should not be allowed to affect our wine service . ~ 


[Editor end-note : In add ition to the informati ve 
bibliographical notes of Bitting and Vicaire 
mentioned by Amerine , William Cagle, in his 1990 
bibliography, A Matter of Taste, identifies M. A. 
Viard as Alexandre Viard. Cagle also notes that in 
the 18th edition of 1842, Viard has become Viart on 
the title pag e.] 
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'1C> NEWS. 
& NOTES • 


Welcome! new members: A collector with a special 
love for the Nicolas wine lists joins us: Robert 
Muzzy (1550 Loring Street, San Diego, CA 92109-
1329; 619-488-1233, FAX 619-488-0147 . Member 
Sean Thackrey introduced Mel Knox (505 - 29th 
Avenue , San Francisco, CA 94121; 415-751-6306, 
FAX 415-221-5873) to our group . He has been 
collecting English-language wine books for some 
twenty-five years . Membership also has been 
extended to John R. Curtis, Jr. (P.O. Box KP, 
Williamsburg, VA 23187) . And, we welcome back 
Steve Sztukowski (16 E. Division St. , Fond du Lac, 
Wisconsin 54935; 920-921-9449, FAX 920-921-4023), 
who was an original 1990 Tendril. He notes his 
special interests are books on France, California, 
Wine Antiques and Corkscrews, and he is happy to 
be "reinstated ." Please add these new members to 
your rosters . 


• Roster Update : Tendril Isaac Oelgart writes 
that having recently survived a move, he may never 
buy another book (don't believe him!) . His new 
address: Two Spencer Road, Hanover , N.H. 03755. 
All other numbers remain the same. 


FOR SALE 
WINE BOOK COLLECTION 


A fine library of over 600 wine and other alcoholi 
beverage books, most dating from 1940 to 1990, i 
being offered by Tendril Richard Robin. H 
wishes to sell the books as a collection, an 
welcomes offers. Contact him at 7900 Loyol 
Blvd, Los Angeles , CA 90045-8300; Fax 310-338 
2766. 


• Our thanks to Leonard Bernstein for providing 
the grand rear-cover of this issue . He is curious if 
anyone can tell us more about "Invalid Port" featured 
on this Gilbey's poster . 


SO. CALIFORNIA WINE HISTORY 
• Tom Pinney sent a note about the new wine 
collection project of the library at California Poly
technic University, Pomona . They have decided to 
undertake a collection on the history and activity of 
the winemaking industry in Southern California, an 
often-neglected area of California's wine history. 
They hope to mount an exhibit this fall. If any 
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Tendrils have materials they wish to donate to this 
worthy effort, get in touch with the Special 
Collections Librarian: Danette Cook Adamson, 
University Library, Cal Poly Pomona, 3801 W. 
Temple Ave, Pomona, CA 91768-4080. Fax 909-869-
6922 ors 909-869-2087. 


• Sandra Holtkamp of Holtkamp Books, a general 
used bookstore in St. Paul , Minnesota, contacted us. 
She has some three dozen 20th century books on 
wine that she would like to sell. For a list and prices, 
contact her via e-mail: HoltkampBk@aol.com or s I 
fax 651-227-8057. 


NEWWINE BOOKS of NOTE 
• Our spirited Tendril in London, Hugo Dunn
Meynell, sent information on some recent releases. 
(See also Bo Simons' list of new wine books in this 
issue.) Hugo, in particular, notes "even in this era of 
proliferating wine literature, a new work on Madeira 
is an event" and highly recommends Madeira by 
Alex Liddell (Faber, 1998). He praises Italian 
Wines 1998, edited by Gambero Rosso (Slow 
Food/Grub Street), the first English language edition 
of the "most comprehensive · guide to the estates 
producing the best that Italy makes." Included in its 
600 pages are tasting notes on over 8,500 wines 
vintaged between 1970 and 1995. And, Tom 
Stevenson gets a salute for The New Sotheby's 
Wine Encyclopaedia, six hundred pages of complete 
satisfaction. 


GWYNN'S BURGUNDY: A Follow-up 
• Special thanks to Paul Cerza for sending a photo
copy of a Stephen Gwynn book in his collection. (See 
article by Gordon Jones on Gwynn and Burgundy in 
our July 1998 Newsletter.) Paul's heretofore 
unknown printing is a lovely, privately printed 22-
page booklet in hand-sewn wrappers entitled 
Burgundy and Its Wines (Reprinted by permission of 
the Proprietors of Blackwood's Magazine), inscribed 
by the author . A very nice treasure. 


? 
u 


- THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not-for-profit organization 
jollTlded in 1990 for Wine Book Collector11. Yearly 
Membership/Silh&eription to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS 
Newsletter is SI 5 USA and Canada; $20 Overseas. Permi.sllion to 
reprint is reque11ted Please addre1111 all co"espon<knce to THE 
WAYWARD TENDRILS, Box 9023, Santa Rosa, CA 95405 USA. 
FAX 707-544-2723. Editor: Gail Unzelman. Assilltant EdiJor: Bo 
Simons. -
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An HISTORICAL APPRECIATION 
of SWEET WINES 


by 
Jeffrey Benson 


[ Continued from our last issue, we conclude Benson 's 
distinguished essay on the wines of Saut ernes 
"researched from num erous old and rare publ ished 
literature." - Ed .] 


he major sweet wines from 
Central Europe were fashion
able in the numerous princely 
houses of the day , but it was 
difficult to persuade this 
clientele to buy from revo
lutionary France. Despit.e the 
efforts taken by several 
Sauternes producers after 


1830 to promote quality , prices remained low until 
the enormous success of the 1847 Yquem at the 
Russian Court , after which the fashion for Saut.ernes 
was launched throughout Europe. 


During this period the mildew disease known 
as Oidium swept through the vineyards least 
disposed to the production of sweet wines . At the 
same time Bordeaux trade was entering a period of 
great expansion under Napoleon III. The demand for 
sweet Sauternes very soon increased and prices 
showed a considerable rise (2000 - 4000 gold Francs 
per barrel). The production of dry wine in the 
Sauternes region virtuall y ceased except for those 
years when conditions were not favourable enough 
for the production of sweet wine. 


The fame of the Sauternes was recognized 
with the Imperial Classification of 1855 which 
selected, for the first Universal Exhibition , only 
Sauternes , Bommes , Barsac , Preignac and Fargues 
from the entire Gironde area. 


The 1855 classification preserved the "Grand 
Vins Blancs" appellation and the district appel
lations , but the merchants spread the use of the 
Sauternes appellation. Towards 1860 the Sauternes , 
Bommes and Barsac appellations were still being 
used; by 1870 they had been reduced to only 
Sauternes and Barsac , and after 1880 all sweet 
Bordeaux wines were referred to as Sauternes , and 
this eventually extended to wines from Russia , South 
Africa , Canada and California . 


By the end of the 19th century , phylloxera 
and then mildew had run down the production of 
Sauternes wines , helped by the general social crises 
which were putting a brake on the wine trade. As a 
result some of the vineyards ceased to exist , for 
example the Pinaud growth at Sauternes. 


At first prices remained stable , but the return 
to normal production , due to improved techniques for 
disease control , led to a general slump after 1900 . 
Legislation was then introduced to protect wine 
appellations . 


With the divergent points of view of wine 
merchants who treated Sauternes like any other 
sweet white Graves wine , and consumers seeking a 
return to the old local classifications , producers in 
1908 started up a wine producers ' association for the 
Sauternes and Barsac areas , which required that the 
Sauternes appellation should be reserved for wine 
producers from the five following communes: 
Sauternes , Bommes , Barsac , Preignac and Fargues. 
However , Barsac kept its own appellation which was 
interchangeable with that of Sauternes. 


Various lawsuits , then laws enacted between 
1909 and 1936, defined the scope of Sauternes 
appellation and eliminated Sauternes products in 
neighboring communes not accepted by the 
association. Numerous laws and regulations 
prevented the Saut.ernes appellation being used , even 
in Sauterne s itself , for wines from badl y sited 
vine yards , wines which were not sweet enough , 
wines which did not come up to standard when they 
were tasted , and for wines which were over-produced , 
etc. From 1935 onwards , wines meeting all the 
necessary requirements carried on their label 
Appellation Sauternes Controlee. These wines still 
require a considerable amount of manual labour and 
therefore are not produced in large quantities. 


In the present day the development of the 
sedentary way of life , the increased consumption of 
sugar , and the spread of central heating have 
reduced the special euphoria which used to be linked 
to drinking the sweet white wines of Western Europe . 
However , the less sophisticated way of life prevailing 
in Eastern Europe means that there is a much more 
developed market there. The regulations and 
limitations which still affect the many appellations , 
which are more or less in competition with each 
other , are the results of a laborious compromise 
between politicians and vinegrowers. 


In spite of all the legislation and divergence 
in our social habits , it is the high reputation of a few 
great vintages that has given Sauternes its world
wide fame . The Sauternes vineyards are one of the 
wonders of the world , a wonder upheld by just a 
small number of dedicated winegrowers working 
under precarious and difficult conditions , due to the 
fact that they require the right climatic conditions to 
produce the pourr iture noble , and in addition the 
appellation for the area only allows the production of 
twenty-five hectolitres per hectare , as compared to 
the Medoc which is allowed forty hectolitres per 
hectare , The variety and antiquity of some of the 
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REFERENCE SOURCES Sauternes properties somewhat hinders the 
adaptation to modern economic conditions, but they 
add charm to an area which is already picturesque 
and well merits a visit , indeed the connoisseur of 
wine should take the opportunity to sample its 
products . 


Association Francais . Bordeaux et la Gironde, 1895 . 
Denman, James L. The Vine and Its Fruit, 2nd.ed., 


rev . & enlarged, London, 1875. 


A return to the economisation of energy 
resources , and to a more traditional approach to 
gastronomy , will mean that the great sweet white 
wines will be appreciated once again, but there is no 
need to wait for these more stoical times, for a 
fondness of the great wines of Sauternes can be 
considered a true sign of cultural refinement . 


Du Breuil, Alphonse. Vineyard Culture, Cine ., 1867. 
des Ombiaux, Maurice. Le Gotha des Vins de France, 


1925. 
Roger, J.-R. The Wines of Bordeaux, London,1960. 
Roudie , Philippe . Le Vignobles Bordelais , 1973. 
Vizetelly , Henry. Wines of the World, London, 1875. 
Webber, Alexander. Wine ... with Some Important 


References , London , 1888. 
Wine & Spirit Trade Record . Clarets & Sauternes, 


London, 1920. 
J . Benson & A. Mackenzie . Sauternes , London, 1990 


[of course, a must for suggested reading]. 


'{l,f1,e, '{l,=ce,, 
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CALIFORNIA WINES . 


IICD WINCS. Qts. Pts . WHITC WINES. Qta. Pta. 


Table d ' Hote Souveuir . .. $1 oo $ 50 Sauternes Souvenir . . . • • $1 oo $ 50 
St . Julien " . . . I 50 70 Haut Sauternes Souvenir • • 2 oo 1 oo 
Margaux . . . 2 oo 1 oo ChAtcau Yquem . • 2 50 t 25 


Hock .. 
Riesling' : . 


SCHRAMSBEAGER (NAl"A) WINES . 


• · · · S• oo $ 50 I Golden Chassclas .•. 
. . . . 1 oo 50 Burgundy . . . .. . . . 


KORDT AHD LANGMACK (S0No1u. ) 


.$100$50 


. 100 50 


Burgundy . . . . ... . . • $1 oo $ 50 I Gutedel .. . .. .• ~ . . . $I oo $ so 
GOLDBERG, BOWEN .. LEBENIIAUM . 


Ex V. V. Zinfaudel 


St. Julien ... . 
St. Estephe .. . 
Chllleau Larose . 


• $ 50 $ 30 I The Terrace Zinfandel . . • $ ~o $ 30 


BORDEAUX WINES. 
A , DI: LUZI: • ,.,Le, 


. $1 50 $ 75 j Sau ternes .. . . . . . . . . $2 oo $1 oo 


. 1 50 75 j Haut Sauternes . ... . .. 2 50 1 25 
, 2 oo I oo Ch!l.teau Yq uem , 1883 .• , , 4 oo 2 oo 


CHAMPAGNES. 


Gold Lack, Sec . . . . . . . k oo $ 2 50 j G . H . Mu ;nm , Extra Dry · . . 4 oo 2 50 
L. Rocderer, Carte Blanche . 4 oo 2 50 I Moel & Chandon , White . . $4 oo $2 50 


· Delbeck , F.xtra Dry .•.. $4 oo S2 50 


The Terrace Blue Seal 
Schlitz Milwaukee 


Appolinaris . 
Napa Soda . 


MALT LIQUORS, ETC • 


. $ 30 20 I Bass ' Ale . . . . . 
so 25 Gu inness ' Porter . 


MINERAL WATERS, 


, , , $ · 50 $ 25 I Genoveva . . . . 
. . . 25 . 15 Coronado Water 


IMPORTED AND KEY WEST CIGARS. 


$ 3" 
30 


. $ •s 15 
•s 1s 


CORKAGE ON STILL WINES, i50 CTS, CHAM l"AGN t*, $1.00, 


M.&.UIOCW.&• COMf'AN'f" 1 . ,, 


'· 
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Zinfandel • Bordeaux • Portugal 


IN THE WINE LIBRARY ~~ 


by Bob Foster ~ 
Zinfandel, A Reference Guide to Cali


fornia Zinfandel by Cathleen Francisco, 1998. 
Wine Key Publications, Post Office Box 14999, Santa 
Rosa, CA. Softback, 274 pages, $14.95. 


This book is exactly what the title states. It 
is a reference guide to nearly 100 producers of 
Zinfandel. For each of these wineries there is a data 
block giving the address, the phone number and a fax 
number. This is followed by a section briefly 
describing the history of the winery and a listing of 
the owner and the winemaker. A short section sets 
forth the winery's guiding philosophy. Next come 
detailed blocks of information on the wines they 
released in 1997 (primarily from the 1995 vintage). 
The information includes appellation, vineyard 
designation, composition (varietals used in the final 
blend), vinification techniques and maturation. This 
is followed by the technical details on the wine such 
as alcohol, residual sugar, brix at harvest, harvest 
date, bottling date, release date, production and 
suggested retail price. Finally, a section giving the 
winemaker's notes and suggested food pairings is 
given. 


The author is merely a data gatherer and 
offers no personal evaluations or comments on any of 
the wines. As such, she is no better than her sources. 
Sometimes the winemaker's comments are 
interesting, sometime little more than public 
relations babble. Consider the suggestion of the 
Heitz Wine Cellars on food pairing for its Zinfandel: 
"Heitz Cellars Zinfandel belongs on sociable dinner 
tables in all seasons with a wide array of foods." To 
say this is useless pablum may be an under
statement. I wish the author had pushed her sources 
for more relevant, helpful material. 


Having said all of this, the question arises as 
to what use a winelover can make of this book? It 
certainly presents a vast amount of data, but without 
tasting notes and containing only self-serving praise 
for each wine, there is little to spark an interest in 
trying a particular bottle. And since it is so specific 
as to certain wines, it will soon be outdated as the 
wines mentioned disappear from the retail shelves. 
On the other hand, it offers an interesting glimpse 
into current winemaking techniques that may prove 
useful in the future as an accounting of the 
winemaking activities in the 1990s. Recommended 
with reservations. 


The Bordeaux Atlas and Encyclopaedia 
of Chateaux by Hubrecht Duijker and Michael 
Broadbent. St. Martin's Press, New York, 1998. 
Hardback, 400 pages, $50. 


Bordeaux lovers rejoice! This book is the 
definitive work on the chateaux of Bordeaux. If you 
buy only one reference book this decade on Bordeaux, 
buy this book. It is superb! 


It is as if the authors seamlessly melded 
together ideas from two earlier works: the maps from 
The World Atlas of Wine and the detailed factual 
material from Cocks et Feret's Bordeaux and Its 
Wines. The result is stunning. The book opens with 
short essays on Bordeaux in context to the world of 
wines, the zones and classifications, and the 
environment. The introduction finishes with an 
analysis, often overlooked in other works, on the 
wine trade in Bordeaux and its impact on prices. But 
the core of the book is the following twenty sections 
on each of the major producing regions within 
Bordeaux. For each section there is an opening 
essay, normally by Michael Broadbent, discussing the 
region, its history and geography , an overview of 
vintages in this century and a listing of his personal 
favorites. As is always true with Broadbent the 
material is lively and interesting with a warmth and 
charm. This is followed by a detailed map for each 
region, showing the location of each chateaux and its 
holdings. The maps are so detailed that virtually 
every building in each region is shown. The colors 
are vivid and the detail stunning. In accompanying 
text there is an entry for each chateaux. The entry 
includes its classification, the name of the owner, the 
phone number and fax, the total area, the total case 
production, the grapes used, and any second wines or 
other wines produced. This is followed by a short 
paragraph describing the wines that are produced. 
In reading this evaluative paragraph readers must 
remember that the authors are unabashed Bordeaux 
lovers not given to strident criticism. They seem to 
always find something nice to say about each 
producer. For example in the entry on Ch. Manyot 
(St. Emilion) they write, "Somewhat rustic wine, 
rather dour, a little bitter, with no very long 
finish-but it is aromatic." While there are many 
gorgeous photographs of the chateaux, there is nary 
a single wine label in the entire work. 


Interspersed within these encyclopedic 
entries are data blocks with additional information 
on the region or on the grapes of the region or on 
sources for more information on a region. But often 
all that is given is the name and the telephone 
number for a local syndicat viticole. While such 
information might be quite useful for a bilingual 
Englishman calling from across the channel, it is of 
limited value for an American half a globe away. 







Addresses to write for information would have been 
more helpful for U .S. readers. 


These small matters aside , this book is 
glorious. It is studded with excellent , readable maps , 
gorgeous color photos and top notch text . The best 
reference book on Bordeaux in decades. Very highly 
recommended. 


Portugal's Wines & Winemakers, Port, 
Madeira & Regional Wines by Richard Mayson. 
The Wine Appreciation Guild, San Francisco , 1998. 
Hardback , 250 pages, $34.95 . 


With the first edition of this book in 1993, the 
author Richard Mayson , a young British writer , 
established himself as the expert on the wines of 
Portugal . This new revised edition of the earlier 
work shows again the depths of his knowledge and 
understanding for this emerging region. 


Given the escalating wine prices from better 
known regions, more and more wines from Portugal 
are turning up on American shelves and this book 
provides an excellent guide to the entire country . 


Mayson begins with a brief overview of 
Portugal's history and its impact on the wine 
industry . He discusses the modern trends , including 
the rapid growth of single quinta wines (both in port 
and elsewhere in the country) . He then has a section 
on the major vineyards , grapes and styles of wine 
produced throughout the country . There is a detailed 
and well illustrated section on winemaking tech
niques used in Portugal. Within this section there is 
a detailed discussion on port including the new 
techniques being introduced to make production less 
labor intensive . There are several detailed chapters 
on port production , producers and vintages ; and the 
emerging regions , including the table wines of the 
Douro, are covered. 


I found the final sections detailing the 
emerging table wine industry to be particularly 
intriguing. Mayson covers each of the regions , 
evaluating the major producers in a very frank and 
candid manner . He never hesitates to note poor wine 
making or absurdly high yields . An added plus for 
these regions are short sections on places to stay and 
places to dine (with notes on particularly enticing 
regional dishes ). Portugal is a region to watch and 
Mayson is the man to chronicle its emergence. There 
is a wealth of solid , interesting information here. 
Highly recommended. 


[Bob Foster, a founding member of the Wayward 
Tendrils , writes a regular wine book review column 
for the California Grapevine. We appreciate their 
generous permission to reprint Bob 's reviews. - Ed .] 
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WANTED for 1999: ARTICLES!! 


The Newsletter asks Wayward Tendril members to 
consider submitting articles on the following 
suggested subjects. (The Editor has a file on many of 
these - contact her.) 


Cocks & Feret-the authors and the editions of their 
"Bordeaux bible ." 


Wine Museums and their Literature/Publications 
(Martini , Christian Bros/Seagrams, Harvey's, 
Mouton-Rothschild , Cooper-Hewitt, Beaune 
Museum of Wine, Bratislava , etc .). 


Fetes de Vevay and the Programs. 
Nicolas Wine Lists-the story, the issues, the artists. 
Ampelographies. 
Wine Countries : A Selective Bibliography of Wine 


Literature, country by country. We have 
covered Madeira ... we should begin now on 
the rest of the world! Choose a country and 
send a checklist . 


Collecting Wine Ephemera -Stamps , Postcards , pre-
20th century periodical illustrations, & such . 


Book Auctions-Buying & Selling ; important past 
auctions (Schraemli, Simon , Crahan, Lam
bert, Fritsch ... ). 


Wine and Grape Book Illustrators . 
Wine in Art. 
Wine & Early Medicine . 
Writings on Wine in Antiquity. 
Wine Libraries of the World (personal, private or 


public). 
Wine Author Series----continue our coverage of wine 


authors: select your author and tell us about 
him/her, with a checklist of works. 


Crossword Puzzle: Wine Books, Authors, Quotes. 
Wine Book Reviews: New books, old books, rare 


books . 
OR, ANY OTHER TOPIC THAT COMES TO MIND! 


Editor Note: A while back Tendril Millard Cohen 
told a little story in the W & F Society Newsletter , 
as he reminded the members "this is your 
newsletter" and as editor I publisher he could only 
work with what he received . As a friendly jostle for 
us Tendrils , we reprint the story entitled THAT'S NOT 
MY JOB. "There were four people named Everybody, 
Somebody , Anybody and Nobody. There was an 
important job to be done and Everybody was sure 
that Somebody would do it. Anybody could have 
done it , but Nobody did it. Somebody got angry about 
that because it was Everybody's job. Everybody 
thought Anybody could do it , but Nobody realized 
that Everybody wouldn't do it. It ended up that 
Everybody blamed Somebody when Nobody did what 
Anybody could have done ." 
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~~~-~I SOME NEWWINE BOOKS: 
~ A List Compiled 


by 
Bo Simons 


[Founding Tendril Bo Simons is wine 
librari,an at the Sonoma Coun ty Wine 
Library in Healdsburg . - Ed .] 


Aged in Oak : The Story of the Santa Barbara 
County Wine Industry. Otis L. Graham, Jr. , et al . 
Santa Barbara : Graduate Program in Public 
Historical Studies , University of California , Santa 
Barbara , Santa Ynez , Calif . Published by Santa 
Barbara Count y Vintners' Association , 1998. 


Handsome trade paperback focusing 
on the Santa Barbara wine industry . 


Beckett , Fiona. Wine by Style: A Practical Guide 
to Choosing Wine by Flavour, Weight and Color. 
London: Mitchell Beazle y, 1998. 


Ms. Beckett , a British wine journal
ist , take s four basic white wine and 
five basic red wine styles and 
explores the world of wine through 
them . 


The Barrel and the Wine II: Scientific Advances 
of a Traditional Art: Recent Findings on Aging 
and Stabilizing Wine Barrels . Napa , CA: Seguin 
Moreau USA, 1995. 
The Barrel and the Wine III: The Taste of 
Synergy: Continued Study Regarding the 
Influence of Oak and Barrel Aging of Wines . 
Napa, CA: Seguin Moreau USA, 1998. 


I include these partly out of guilt. In 
an earlier offering in the Wayward 
Tendrils Newsletter , I cited, in a 
bibliography on oak in wine making , 
the first volume of this series which 
came out in 1994. I was unaware of 
the second two volumes . Then 
someone in Trieste , Ital y, saw the 
bibliograph y on the Sonoma County 
Wine Library's web site , 
http ://www.Sonoma.ca. us/wine.html 
and called me , expressing interest in 
The Barr el and the Wine. Trying to 
get a copy for the man in Trieste , I 
called Seguin Moreau USA in Napa , 
and was made aware of the two sub
sequent volumes. These are great 
compilations of technical infor
mation , of interest mainly to profes
sional wine makers. 


Chappellet , Molly. Gardens of the Wine Country. 
San Francisco : Chronicle Books , 1998. 


Several years ago Molly Chappellet 
came out with A Vineyard Garden , a 
lavish wine-lifest yle book centered 
around her garden at Chappellet 
Vineyards in Napa Valley . In this 
new offering she explores other 
vineyard gardens . 


Cusick , Heidi Haughy. Mendocino: The Ultimate 
Wine and Food Lovers Guide . San Francisco : 
Chronicle Books , 1997. 


Cusick looks lightly at the Mendocino 
wine country . It is interesting that 
she missed my favorite Mendocino 
winery while Hugh Johnson (see 
below ), with a world-wide focus , 
included it . 


Johnson , Hugh. The Modern Encyclopedia of 
Wine . 4th Edition. New York: Simon & Schuster , 
1998 . 


The usual professional and complete 
offering from Johnson. 


Johnson , Linda . The Wine Collector's Handbook: 
Storing and Enjoying Wine at Home . New York : 
The Lyons Press , 1997. 


Kenned y, Philip F. The Wine Song in Classical 
Arabic Poetry: Abu Nuwas and the Literary 
Tradition. Oxford : Clarendon Press , 1997. 


For the serious scholar only. 


Markham , Dewey . 1855: A History of the 
Bordeaux Classification. New York: John Wiley & 
Sons , 1998. 


Mayson , Richard. Portugal's Wine and Wine 
Makers: Port, Madeira and Regional Wines . 
New Revised Edition . San Francisco: Wine 
Appreciation Guild , 1998. 


Another edition of Mayson's knowl
edgeable look at Port and other 
Portuguese wines . 


McGinty , Brian. Strong Wine: The Life and 
Legend of Agoston Haraszthy. Stanford , CA: 
Stanford Univer-sit y Press , 1998. 


Mondavi, Robert . Harvests of Joy: My Passion for 
Excellence. With Paul Chutkow . New York: Har
court , Brace & Company , 1998. 


Mondavi's autobiography reveals his 
·engaging personality. 







Mondavi , Robert , and Margrit Biever Mondavi . 
Seasons of the Vineyard: Celebrations and 
Recipes from the Robert Mondavi Winery. New 
York: Simon & Schuster , 1996. 


Peters , Gary L. American Winescapes: The 
Cultural Landscapes of America's Wine 
Country. Boulder , CO: Westview Press , 1997. 


Peterson-Nerdy , Judy . Oregon Wine Country. 
Portland , OR: Graphic Arts Center Publishing , 1998. 


Very pretty photographs of the 
Oregon wine country. 


Pintarich, Paul . The Boys Up North: Dick Erath 
and the Early Oregon Winemakers. Portland , 
OR: The Wyau Group , 1997. 


A very detailed , almost chatty look at 
the history of winemaking in Oregon . 


Sebastiani , Vicki. Cucina Viansa: Viansa Winery 
and Italian Marketplace: A Collection of 
Recipes from Viansa Winery. Sonoma , CA: 
Viansa , 1996. 


Simon , Joanna. Wine With Food. New York: Simon 
& Schuster , 1998. 


Sterling, Joy . Vineyard: a Year in the Life of 
California's Wine Country. Photography by Andy 
Katz. New York: Simon & Schuster Editions , c 1998. 


Sterling of Iron Horse Vineyards in 
Sonoma County penned A Cultivat,ed 
Life a few years ago ; here we follow 
her work-year around the winery 
and vineyard. 


Stevenson , Tom. The New Sotheby's Wine Ency
clopedia. New York: DK Publishing , 1997. 


The new edition of Sotheby 's is 
accomplished and authoritative . 


Sullivan , Charles L. A Companion to California 
Wine: An Encyclopedia of Wine and Winemaking 
from the Mission Period to the Present. Berkeley: 
University of California Press , c 1998 . 


This will be the handbook that all 
turn to for quick reference on the 
California wine industry. 


Ulin , Robert C. Vintages and Traditions: An 
Ethnohistory of Southwest French Wine 
Cooperatives. Washington , DC: Smithsonian 
Institution Press , 1996 . 
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Wine: Nutrition and Therapeutic Benefits. Tom 
R. Watkins, Editor. American Chemical Society Sym
posium Series , Number 661. Washington , DC: 
American Chemical Society , 1997. 


Zraly , Kevin. Windows on the World Complete 
Wine Course. 1998 Edition. New York: Sterling 
Publish-ing Company , 1998. 


Zraly's fourth edition of this popular 
work. It's the one I usually reach for 
when someone wants a quick intro
duction to wine. 


Zraly , Rosemary . Champagne Uncorked! An 
Insider's Guide to Champagne. Nashville: 
Favorite Recipes Press, 1998. 


A Companion to 
CALIFORNIA 


WINE 
AN ENC YCLOPEDIA O F WINE AND 


WIN EMA KI NG FRO M THE MISSION 


.P ER I OD TO THE PRESE N T 


CHARLES L. SULLIVAN 


wi1/, aj(Jf'rv.:crd by HUGH JOHNSON 


The MAD RIDDLER Informs ... 


i just met a visitor from new Orleans 
he told me that people from the ninth 


parish there 
are called YATS because they greet you 


with a loud WHERE YAT DAHLIN 
i told him that i just read the famous new 


Orleans biography of RUBY YAT 
by omar kayam 


he wasn't impressed 
[COURTESY of GORDON JONES] 
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BALM FOR THE 
AUTUMNAL YEARS 


by 
Salvatore P. Lucia, M.D. * 


[This article by Dr. Lucia (1902-1984) originally 
appeared in the May, 1963 issue of Western Medicine. 
He gives an interesting look at some early medical 
writers who encouraged the daily use of wine. - Ed.] 


HAT IS AGE? Is one as old 
as his arteries or as old as his 
desires? Many have dis
coursed on the subject, its 
diseases, and its methods of 
treatment. Age is a period of 
involution which arrives at a 
specific time for each indi
vidual. It occurs when senile 


changes become apparent to the observer or the 
subject. Most involutional changes occur insidiously . 
We begin to climb stairs more slowly, play less 
tennis, and read our books at arm's length. It is not 
until later that it becomes apparent that the 
constructive period of growth and development has 
long since passed. 


There are many recompenses for aging - it 
allows us time for reflection and meditation, and it 
gives us an opportunity to dwell upon and admire the 
bounty of nature. Certainly youth moves too fast for 
the appreciation of those things which age permits us 
to enjoy. "Autumn hath all the summer's fruitful 
pleasure." (Thomas Nashe) As men grow older they 
become more philosophical, and their distilled wis
dom could save youth many a pang, but youth is too 
busy to listen. Also, youth is too impatient to 
appreciate that wisdom comes only with the years , 
and is understood only by the wise, and that there is 
no bridging of the gap between the young and the 
old. The appraisal of youth by the elderly is more 
accurate, although it may be intolerant, than the 
appraisal of age by youth, which is impossible . 
Therefore , age should take its rewards with proper 
understanding and with the knowledge that only the 
elderly can appreciate age , and that the hasty 
decisions of youth are inconsequential. The braying 
of youth is definite evidence of insecurity; the 
measured silence of age, the acknowledgment of its 
humility . 


Jane Ellen Harrison said: "Old age, believe 
me, is a good and pleasant time. It is true that you 
are gently shouldered off the stage, but then you are 
given such a comfortable front stall as spectator, and, 
if you have really played your part, you are more 
content to sit down and watch." It may be that age 


should also be defined as the time for contemplation. 
After the decision of what constitutes age and 


what diseases are characteristic of it, we come to the 
consideration of care and management. Nearly all 
geriatricians are in accord that older people do not 
take kindly to radical methods of treatment. William 
R. Houston , in that provocative monograph The Art 
of Treatment, said: "Generally speaking, aggressive 
treatments are not of good counsel for elderly 
people." Sufficient fluid, food, warmth, sleep, a little 
alcohol, and a mild sedative are enough. The phrase, 
"a little alcohol" brings me to my subject: Balm for 
the Autumnal Years. 
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Let me begin with the story of Luigi Cornaro, 
whose detailed report of his personal experience with 
the use of wine made him famous enough to be 
granted a place in the Encyclopedia Britannica. 
Cornaro was a Venetian nobleman who lived from 
1467 to 1566. His youth was rather free and dis
solute, and at the age of 40, after a severe illness, his 
medical advisors predicted an early demise, unless he 
mended his ways. He reduced his diet to a daily 
allowance of 12 ounces of solid food and 14 ounces of 
wine, and later further reduced his solid food, until at 
times he was taking only a liberal measure of wine 
and an egg daily; he found that he could support his 
life and strength readily on this fare. At the age of 83 
he wrote his treatise on The Sure and Certain 
Method of Attaining a Long and Healthful Life, the 
English translation of which went through numerous 
editions . This successful book was followed by three 







others on the same subject , composed at the ages of 
86, 91 , and 96 , respectively. The English author 
Addison said of them that they are written "with 
such a spirit of cheerfulness , religion , and good sense , 
as are the natural concomitants of temperance and 
sobriety." Cornaro died at Padua late in his nineties . 


His two premises, that older people need 
little solid food and that wine is of benefit to them 
have received some scientific corroboration. It i~ 
known that after a period of growth is passed , it is 
quite unnecessary to eat large quantities of food, and 
it has been demonstrated that the beneficial action of 
alcoholic beverages on the body in general and 
particularly on the blood vessels and heart in the se
nescent are more effective than many medications. 
Cornaro said that he found his daily glass of wine a 
necessity , and when he did not have it , he felt an 
inner uneasiness which gradually developed into a 
distinct feeling of being unwell . He further states 
that before the new vintage, when the preceding 
year's wine had become scarce , he acquired a 
facultative ullage (the air space above the wine 
enclosed in a cask) , so to speak , and he became so 
weak and languid that his physicians declared he 
could not possibly survive many days and gave him 
up; but with the advent of the new vintage , and 
taking the same quantity of its wine , he very quickly 
recovered his usual strength and spirits. 


This is reminiscent of another story told of an 
old monk, Brother Francois , who lived a happy life 
and enjoyed a generous daily measure of wine. 
Following a change of abbots , the new abbot , Brother 
Vincent , reduced the daily allowance of his charges ; 
whereupon Brother Francois became unhappy , grew 
weak , and finally died. There was no demonstrable 
cause of death , but one of the monks suggested that 
Francois' death was due to too much ullage . 


Dr. M. W. Thewlis has said: "Brandy or wine 
will usually improve the digestion in the aged if 
taken a short tim:e before eating . Old people who do 
not take much exercise often suffer from weak 
digestion, and alcohol will improve it ... Many old 
persons suffer from indefinite symptoms which do 
not point to any definite disease . .. This is 
particularly observed in town-dwellers who lead a 
sedentary life , spending most of their time indoors . 
In these cases wines or brandy , taken in small doses 
with food, will suppress many of these disagreeable 
symptoms ." Either as a food, or medicine , or for its 
comfort-giving qualities , alcohol , properly admin
istered , is one of the greatest provisions for the jour
ney through old age. Some physicians even consider 
it absolutely necessary. Reflectively , Gratiano , in the 
Merchant of Venice, says: 
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"With m irth and laughter let old wrinkles come, 
And let my liver rather heat with wine , 


Than my heart cool with mortifying groans." 


The artful physician must study his prep
arations of alcohol as he does those of digitalis , and 
he must accord to his study of wines , ales, and spirits 
the same serious attention he devotes to diet and 
hygiene . 


Wine is a "ready-energy" food which requires 
the minimal metabolic effort on the part of the body . 
It not only brings warmth and a roseate outlook to its 
aged host , but it increases the flow of the digestive 
juices, acts as a diaphoretic and as a diuretic
functions apt to be defective in old age. Wine is 
quickly abs9rbed, utilized , and excreted - all of 
which are desirable effects - and because of its 
agreeable taste , it is pleasurable too. The often
quoted Armand Trousseau regarded it as "the milk of 
the aged" in recognition of the fact that the beneficial 
physiologic reactions and effects of wine have long 
been appreciated . In his 1828 work [Dictionnaire des 
Alimens , Paris] Dr. Gardeton praised it by saying, 
"Wine is salutary for old persons, and feeble persons, 
because it strengthens and fortifies them greatly. In 
moderation , it dissipates melancholia and produces 
sleep." A century later (1928) Harlow Brooks com
mented that in disorders of the myocardium in old 
age , especially those associated with tachycardia , 
considerable relief may be afforded by the discreet 
use of alcoholic beverages. That these afford comfort 
to the patient should alone suffice as a reason for 
their use , provided of course that they do no harm. 
We may thus not only prolong life and comfort, but in 
addition materially add to the output of work in old 
age. 


The nineteenth century English physician, 
Francis Anstie , in his book , On the Uses of Wine in 
Health and Disease [1870], said : "As a dietetic aid in 
the debility of old age , the more potent wines are 
even more remarkably useful [than in youth] . More 
particularly in the condition of sleeplessness , 
attended often with slow and inefficient digestion , 
and a tendency to stomach cramps , a generous and 
potent wine is often of great value. One very 
important effect of the highly etherized wines , which 
are at the same time of rather high alcoholic 
strength , is their power to produce tranquil and pro
longed sleep in aged persons. Considering how 
simple a prescription this is (four glasses of sherry 
daily-one-half with some light food at supper time) 
it is surprising how often its value is ignored by 
medical men, though the popular custom of a 
nightcap or toddy for old people, even when they 


_ have been little accustomed to alcohol in their 
younger days , shows the existence of a need of this 
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kind." Later, physician Sir William Roberts (1897) 
corroborated this impression: "Persons who during 
their youth and prime have only used alcohol 
occasionally , or have abstained entirely from it, find 
advantage in their declining years in a more 
systematic use of wine or spirits." Sir Humphrey 
Rolleston, who advised against the excessive use of 
alcoholic drinks , did have to admit in his monograph 
Medical Aspects of Old Age, that "Many centenarians, 
perhaps from inherent vitality , have been able to 
take alcohol in quantities that would be too much for 
ordinary mortals." He further stated: "No doubt total 
abstinence may suit some better and others worse , 
and while it certainly eliminates the problem of what 
is moderate, it may deprive some aged people of the 
help and comfort they would thus gain." Raymond 
Pearl, who harbored the same prejudice as Rolleston , 
had to admit after a detailed study , that longevity 
was not influenced negatively by the consumption of 
alcoholic beverages. 
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Even persons who otherwise would prohibit 
the use of alcoholic beverages are forced to admit 
that wine is good for the aged. The Yale group (now 
at Rutgers University) which has been working on 
alcoholism , and which therefore carries a bias 
against the possible beneficial effects of alcoholic 
beverages, has come to a conclusion with which it 
would seem proper to close . Stated by doctors 
Howard Haggard and E. M. Jellinek , it is: "There is 


one condition, however , in which the utility of 
alcoholic beverages , in suitable moderation and low 
concentrations , is generally admitted and that is the 
bodily discomforts brought about by old age. The 
desire for food is increased ; there is a mild euphoria, 
a cheerfulness, and decrease of anxiety; the feeling of 
chilliness is lessened by the flow of blood to the skin, 
and the mild sedative action of the alcohol relieves 
some of the aches and pains . Very small amounts of 
alcoholic beverages may add greatly to the comfort 
and peace of mind of the aged ." 


*Professor of Medicine and Preventive Medicine and 
Chairman of the Department of Preventive Medicine at the 
University of California School of Medicine , San Francisco ; 
Lecturer of Medical History and Bibliography , Dr. Lucia 
has been interested in the medical and nutritional value of 
wine for many years and is the author of "Wine as Food 
and Medicine ." His interest has led him to a wide search of 
the medical literature concerned with wine and he has 
established a 15,000-item bibliography on the medical 
aspects of wine . His practical application of wine in 
medicine is based on his scholarly knowledge as well as on 
years of clinical experience. 


[Editor's note : Professor Lucia, in a "major bib
liographic effort dealing with an assembly of 
references relative to the effect of wine . . . on . . . the 
human body," (Introduction , Wine & the Digestive 
System) lists, in his several monographs on the 
medicinal therapy of wine, many authors and titles 
familiar to wine book collectors. He often gives brief 
biographical sketches of the authors and describes the 
wine-related medical contribution of the cited work. 
See his Wine as Food and Medicine (New York, 1954), 
History of Wine as Therapy (Philadelphia, 1964), and 
Wine and the Digestive System (San Francisco, 1970) 
for informative and valuable references to numerous 
works on wine, including those of Arnald of 
Villanova, William Turner, Tobias Whitaker, John 
Croft, William Sandford, Peter Shaw, Alexander 
Henderson, Thomas McMullen, Charles Tovey, James 
Denman, Edward Beckwith, Francis Anstie, Gaston 
Derys, Sir Edward Barry, George Saintsbury, H. 
Warner Allen, C. Walter Berry, Dr. Robert Druitt, 
Pliny, Columella, and an a,wnymous 18th century 
work entitled Observations Concerning the Medical 
Virtues of Wine in a Letter to Dr. Buchan, late 1785, 
by a Gentleman of the Faculty (London, 1786) .] In 
his popular book, Wine and Your Well-Being (New 
York, 1971), Lucia provides, in addition to the 
medical references, a wine book list that "contains 
most of the titles presently available from publishers." 
As to the 15, 000-item bibliography mentioned in the 
above ,wte, your Editor has never been able to locate 
a copy. Does such a reference document exist?] 







BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


CALIFORNIA'S CENTENARY WINE MEN 


The Book: Robert Mondavi , Harvests of Joy. My 
Passion for Excellence, with Paul Chutkow . New 
York: Harcourt Brace & Co., 1998, $27 . 


• 18th Century - Father Junipero Serra , born 
1713. His team brought the first wine vines 
into California and , about 1782, the Spanish 
missionaries made the State's first wine . 


• 19th Century - Count Agoston Haraszthy , born 
1812. A man of great vision and action: he 
brought 100,000 European cuttings to Cali
fornia in his efforts to promote the planting 
of varietals , especially Zinfandel , that were 
superior to Father Serra's Mission grape. He 
founded the State 's raisin industry with the 
introduction of the Muscat of Alexandria . 


• 20th Century - Robert Gerald Mondavi , born 
1913. No other California vintner has come 
close to his combination of technical 
improvements (French oak , cold fermen
tation , etc.) and promotional achievements 
(the 364-page book covers this nicely). 


Why people call me "Rapid Robert" 


In his own words , the essence of Robert Mondavi: 
"Too many corporate executives look for reasons to 
say no to new ideas. This is wrong. Business 
involves constant , unavoidable risk . Sometimes I 
decide right on the spot , in a matter of seconds . This 
can drive people around me nuts." 


"Oh, how my way of working used to exasperate the 
[great] Andre Tchelistcheff! Andre was a scientist , 
patient , methodical . But as a business man , I needed 
answers I could implement today , now, this minute." 
Andre recalled , 'Bob came to me during the crush at 
Beaulieu .. . excited , looking around with open eyes , 
absorbing everything. Quicksilver . He was quick
silver right from the beginning . He was very 
insistent with his ideas . Bob was too speedy for me.'" 
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Another time , Baron Philippe de Rothschild 
invited Bob to meet him in Hawaii during a 
wholesalers convention . Bob went to the Baron's 
room , and was "totally taken aback" when Philippe 
asked if they could work together on a Cabernet 
Sauvignon project. Yet , in forty-five minutes they 
had agreed on a joint-venture which we know today 
as Opus One , certainly one of the most celebrated of 
California wines . 


And then, "the crisis bit deep" (p.283): "I was 
just turning eighty years old . My company was in 
turmoil." Sorry, but to find out how Robert Gerald 
handled this one , you must get the book! 


The Bottles: Those Mondavi decisions included the 
production of wine in many more areas than the 
Napa Valley : the Central Coast of California, the 
Midi of France , central Chile , etc . Here are the best 
of the Monda vi group from each area, recently tasted 
by my panel. 


7th - Chile, '95 Caliterra C.S., $12 . 
6th - Woodbridge Winery, '93 Portacinco 


(dessert) , $15. 
5th - France (Midi), Vichon , '96 Mediter


ranean Syrah , $10 . 
4th - Italian varietals grown in California: 


La Famiglia, Pinot Grigio, $16. 
3rd- CA Central Coast , '97 Merlot, $11. 
2nd- Napa Valley Reserve Chard., $30. 
Winner-Napa Valley , '95 Opus One , $100. 


Postscript: Who will be the leading California wine 
man of the 21st century? If history is any guide, we 
have two clues. First , watch the birth announce
ments in 2012 and 2013: the previous "centenary 
wine men" were born in 1713, 1812 and 1913. 
Second , check the candidates when they hit their 
fifties. Father Serra was fifty-four when he was 
chosen to take the cross (and .the first vines) into 
California . Agoston was fifty when he catalogued 
those 100,000 vines from Europe and published his 
landmark Grape Culture, Wines and Winemaking in 
1862. Robert Mondavi was fifty-two when he decided 
to found his own winery , which is so well documented 
in his autobiography , Harvests of Joy . 
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VINOUS COLLECTIBLES 


by RoyBrady 


[Wine lover Roy Brady (1918-1998) was a consum 
mate collector, organizer and writer. Some time ago 
he gave your Editor, for use in our Newsletter. several 
typed manuscripts of his thoughts on collect ing . We 
shall enjoy them, piece by piece, and raise a toast to 
Brady. The following art icle combines two essays, 
one written in 1975, the other in 1983. - Ed .] 


ssociated with wine is a host 
of highly collectible objects. 
Almost anyone should be able 
to find something to his taste. 
Some objects are common and 
inexpensive , some are rare 
and costly . 


BOOKS 
Books come first to mind. It is no great 


expense to keep up with the best of the current 
books, but collecting old books is another thing 
entirely. In the last couple of decades the classics of 
wine have appreciated twenty to a hundred fold. The 
highest price I have seen for a book was for Grapes 
and Grape Vines handsomely printed by Bosqui of 
San Francisco in 1873. It is one of the rarest of wine 
books , less than ten copies being known , and it 
fetched $13,500 . 


CATALOGS 
Old wine merchants' catalogs can be very 


interesting as a picture of another day , and older 
ones are sometimes sumptuously printed. They turn 
up in antiquarian bookshops at generally reasonable 
prices. Many interesting examples are in the $5 to 
$25 range. Restaurant wine lists are good, too . 


Early nursery catalogs of grapevines were 
occasionally beautifully illustrated and in a few cases 
were practically treatises on the grape , even to 
having hard covers. Most notable were those of Bush 
& Son & Meissner's Bushberg Vineyards and Grape 
Nurseries near St . Louis in the late 19th century and 
of William R. Prince of New York earlier in the 
century. I believe the biggest collection of nursery 
catalogs is in the U.S.D.A. library at Beltsville, 
Maryland. Equally interesting are old, illustrated 
catalogs of winemaking equipment. Twenty years ago 
one could, with persistence , find a good many 
catalogs of these various kinds , but they have become 
very scarce and correspondingly expensive. Auction 
catalogs , too, are interesting but old ones seem to be 
exceedingly rare . Although Christie 's has been 
holding wine auctions since the 1 700s , and although 
I have been reading antiquarian bookseller's catalogs 


for more than thirty years , I believe I have never 
seen a pre-1900 wine auction catalog offered . 


EPHEMERA 
A collector of exceptional diligence could 


collect wine periodicals including newsletters and 
house organs . In time he would have a fascinating 
collection - and a compelling need for a warehouse. 
Ephemera tend to disappear quickly unless a distinct 
effort is made to preserve them . Certain issues of 
early California wine periodicals are not known to 
exist. 


WINE LABELS 
Label collecting has grown rapidly fr•m 


practically nothing half a dozen years ago. It can be 
a pleasant record of ones own drinking or it can take 
a more systematic course . One might try for a 
complete collection of Napa Valley labels or even of 
California labels . One can go for long vintage runs of 
particular labels . I have , for example , every Dom 
Perignon label since the first vintage of 1921 and all 
Beaulieu Vineyards Private Reserve Cabernet labels 
since 1939. Enormous efforts have gone into label 
design in recent times , and many delightful labels 
have emerged (along with even more poor 
specimens). Labels , from Italy to Australia , have 
gone modern . 


PRINTS 
Prints make a very attractive collectible and 


can be found at almost any price level. But, one 
should be aware of his dealer before laying out any 
substantial sums. I was offered an "early 16th 
century" print which didn 't look right . An expert put 
it ca.1800. The leading collection is in the San 
Francisco Wine Museum [subsequently sold to 
Seagram's , now dispersed-Ed .]. 


BOTTLE TICKETS 
Bottle tickets have been collected for a long 


time and have a literature of their own (which also 
may be collected). They are the little silver or enamel 
tags bearing wine names and intended to be hung 
around the necks of decanters . Antiques tickets are 
in great demand and the finest examples fetch 
thousands of dollars . 


CORKS 
Some people collect branded corks . One 


might keep label , cork, and capsule together , but that 
would be a troublesome collection to house. Back 
before the German wine law of 1971 simplified 
things , I began a collection of German capsules . 
Some of the great estates like Schloss Johannisberg 
and Schloss Vollrads had elaborate coding systems to 
identify the level of the wine by the colors of the 







capsule. Our hyper-active cleaning lad y threw out 
the budding collection so I decided to quit . [Brady's 
study from that time on was off-limits to the 
dedicated cleaning lady. - Ed.] 


CORKSCREWS 
Corkscrews have become so popular a 


collectible that they regularly appear at auctions . 
Several books have appeared , and there is an 
international society of collectors . Again , certain 
antique examples can run into a good deal of money . 


GLASSWARE 
· Wine glasses and decanters are a related 


field. Antiques are both expensive and difficult to 
house . Even modern glasses and decanters can 
absorb a fair amount of mone y, but one can , at least , 
have the pleas\ll"e of using them-if one has a strong
enough stomach . I once saw two guests in a friend's 
home clink Baccarat glasses together breaking both , 
and , incidentally , dropping a hundred dollars worth 
of old Bordeaux on the tablecloth. 


Though I do not know of any devotees, an 
interesting and inexpensive variet y of glass collecting 
would be of the various special event glasses in 
scribed with the name and, it is to be hoped , the date 
of the event. Many fairs, tastings , restaurants, clubs , 
ships , and suchlike have their own glasses . There 
are many dated glasses for the meetings of the 
American Society of Enologists and graceful copas for 
the sherry vendernia in Jerez every September. 


POSTAL 
I don't know of anyone else who does it, but 


because I receive a lot of mail with postal meters of 
a vinous theme I began saving them. There is also a 
fair number of postage stamps with wine or grape 
themes -though none American. 


OLD WINERY EQUIPMENT 
Old winemaking equipment is probably best 


left to museums , or wineries , since it is scarce and 
takes up a lot of room. 


VINEYARD SOILS 
A friend started a collection of vineyard 


soils , but I think he has dropped the project. In little 
phials on the mantel the soil of Romanee-Conti 
doesn't look any more exciting than that of east 
Bakersfield . Besides , there is probably some 
dreadful penalty for appropriating la belle terre de 
France . 
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COLLECTING WINE ARTIFACTS 
The wine lover with collecting instincts has a wide 
choice of things to collect. They run from things that 
would make decorative little collections (a run of 
vintages of Lafite corks mounted on a plaque and 
hung on the cellar or dining room wall) to things that 
would make a very serious collection (rare books). 
Anyone can find some collectible suited to his tastes 
and resources. Consider the following. 


• PUBLICATIONS 
1. Books (current , rare, German, ampelographies, 


etc.) 
2. Pamphlets 
3. Postal cards (showing wineries, vineyards) 
4. Wine merchant catalogs 
5. Restaurant wine lists 
6. Menus 
7. Equipment catalogs 
8. Advertising brochures 
9. Maps 
10. ·cartoons (cut from magazines & newspapers) 
11. Magazines 
12. Ephemeral magazines (newsletters, winery 


house organs , merchant's periodicals , club 
newsletters, etc.) 


13. Articles (cut from magazines & papers; partic
ularly interesting if organized and from 
obscure sources that would not easily be 
found in the future .) 


• LABELS 
1. From wines .drunk 
2. All possible 
3. California 
4. Bordeaux 
5. Old (very scarce) 
6. Etc. (the possibilities are boundless) 


• BOTTLES 
1. From memorable occasions, signed by participants 
2. Old , with labels if possible 
3. Stenciled vintage Madeira bottles 
4. Magnums and laz:ger 
5. All classified Bordeaux 
6. Etc. 


• SOILS or ROCKS from FAMOUS VINEYARDS 


• PICTURES (Self-taken ) 
1. Wineries 
2. Wine people 
3. Vines and vineyards 


• CORKS (Branded) 
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Vinous Collectibles, cont'd . 


• CAPSULES 


• PRINTS I PAINTINGS 


• BOOKPLATES with WINE THEME 


• CORKSCREWS 


• BOTTLE TICKETS 


• SERVING UTENSILS 
1. Glasses 
2. Decanters 
3. Coasters 
4. Wine buckets and cisterns 
5. Funnels 
6. Etc . 


• BRANDED WOOD CASE ENDS 


• OLD VITICULTURAL TOOLS 


• WOOD from VINES of FAMOUS VINEYARDS 


• AUTOGRAPHS of WINE PEOPLE 


• POSTAGE STAMPS with WINE or GRAPE INTEREST 


• SEDIMENT (I wouldn't have thought of this myself, 
but I know a man who saves the sediment 
from notable old wines.) 


• EXPERIENCES 
1. Tasting (e.g., all the classified Medocs) 
2. Travel (e.g., every winemaking town on the Mosel) 


Cl 1111.lm 
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. .. Bookish passions. 


"The one best and sufficient reason for a man to 
buy a book is because he thinks he will be happier 


with it than without it. - A. Edward Newton 


OLD BOOKS ARE BEST 
What though the print be not so bright, 


The paper dark, the binding slight . 
Our author , be he dull or sage, 


Returning from that distant age 
So lives again, we say of right: 


OLD BOOKS ARE BEST. 
- Beverly Chew 
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WINE WRITING: MORE Means DIFFERENT 
and SOMETIMES WORSE 


by Nicholas Faith 


[This essay originally appeared in Wine Perspectives , 
a 1987 advertising booklet of the British publishing 
firm, Mitchell Beazley. Nicholas Faith began his 
writing career as a financial journalist and is the 
author of several notable books on wine, including 
The Winemasters (1978) , Chateau Margaux (1980), 
Victorian Vineyard: Chateau Loudenne and the 
Gilbeys (1983), Pocket Guide to Cognac & other 
Brandies (1987), and Latour (1991). His comments 
can be read with interest today , and we appreciate his 
permission to reprint them . - Ed .] 


GIVEN HOW MU CH THERE IS of 
it about , it is surprising that 
writing about wine has been a 
professional business for only 
a relatively few years. That's 
not to say there wasn't any 
wine writing before every 
paper and magazine felt 
obliged to offer advice on the 


subject . Yet , obviously , the ability to earn your living 
depends on the size of the audience . And the recent 
growth in regular wine buying (and only regular 
buyers will want advice enough to read about the 
subject) started from a tiny base . 


This is not just a British phenomenon . The 
French had virtually no tradition of writing abou t 
wine at all until very re cently - in 1960 Roger Dion 
had to dig into hi s own pocket to finance the 
publication of his great book L 'Histoire de la Vigne et 
du Vin en Franc e. They naturall y produced a great 
many technical works on cultivating the vines and 
making the wine , but works aimed at the general 
public were (and largely ar e) confined to tastes and 
tasting . The French , like the Americans , lack that 
body of general wine literature involving history , 
geology, viticulture and honest , dispassionate 


opinions that are the chief glory of British wine 
writing . 


Unfortunately the very growth of"profession
al" wine writers here may have stunted wine writing 
itself. For "professional" in this sense does not 
necessarily mean being good at your job but simply 
depending on it for your living , not the same thing at 
all . 


Unfortunately , too , the vast majority of the 
readers of wine columns (and, alas, wine books) are 
interested only in well-presented, crisply written 
information and advice. They are not interested in 
the story of wines, how they came about, how they're 
made , the remarkable personalities behind each 
bottle . It is as though travel writing, another genre 
traditionally dominated by British writers, had been 
confused with guide books . There is obviously a need 
for both . When I went around Yugoslavia, my head 
deep in Rebecca West's masterpiece about the 
country , Black Lamb and Grey Falcon, I knew jolly 
well I needed a guide book as well. 


" ... the British owe their incomparable 
heritage of fine writing about fine wines 
to a long line of ... wine merchants ... " 


It would be tragic if we failed to admit the 
need for both types of writing, for the British owe 
their incomparable heritage of fine writing about fine 
wines to a long line of "amateurs ," wine merchants 
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and connoisseurs , with the former making far a'nd 
away the greatest contribution. Neither group, of 
course, depended on its scribbles for its living. That's 
not to say they weren't scholarly in their approach . 
The real pioneers were a handful of Victorian wine 
merchants, notably Cyrus Redding and Charles 
Tovey, who were providing guidance to the 
bewildering multiplicity of wines already available to 
British drinkers. Today's wine writers owe a great 
debt of gratitude to these merchants. They wrote 
vigorously and clearly, and their opinions (and their 
facts) are still invaluable . So are those of the nearest 
to a professional wine writer in Victorian times , 
Charles Dickens' friend Henry Vizetelly , who wrote 
splendid (and beautifully produced) books, most 
notably on Champagne. But he was primarily a 
general journalist , and his wine writings came 
second to his prodigious output of books and articles 
on other subjects. 


The second - and to me rather nefarious -
tradition was set by Professor George Saintsbury , the 
patron saint of wine bores. His own compilation , 
Notes on a Cellar-Book, remains a delightful browse , 
but unfortunately became a model for many other , 
less tolerant, less all-embracing talents. Saintsbury 
himself was an enthusiast, able to convey his likes 
and dislikes over a wide range of alcoholic beverages, 
quite prepared-pared to discuss such esoteric subjects 
as Spanish cider with some seriousness. His 
successors, such as the Irish barrister Maurice Healy , 
H . Warner Allen and the journalist Morton Shand, 
largely confined themselves to a handful of great 
wine-growing areas , above all Bordeaux. Un
fortunately, too, their styles were somewhat florid, 
and what Cyril Ray, that superb journalist-turned
wine-writer , called the Baroque School of wine 
writing transformed wine drinking itself into so 
pretentious an affair that whole generations were 
deterred from taking the subject seriously. 


But it was Andre Simon who cast his spell 
over the entire wine business for the first 65 years of 
this century . His long · life divides into two: the 
nearly 30 years during which he represented the 
then-great house of Pommery & Greno; and the even 
longer period after 1932, when he was sacked by the 
head of the firm , the ineffable Marquis Melchior de 
Polignac . 


While with Pommery, Simon produced a 
number of scholarly works including a history of the 
champagne trade in Britain and, even more 
important, the only attempt ever made at a history of 
the wine trade in this country (unbelievably , despite 
the ever-growing interest in the subject , no one has 
ever attempted to bring Simon's work, which fades 
out in the 18th century , up to date). But after 1932 
he had to live off his wits. He founded the Wine & 


Food Society, but relied largely on his writings, which 
inevitably became thinner and more repetitive in his 
old age (he was over 50 when he was sacked, and 
dominated the wine writing scene until he died in 
1970) . 


At the time, his only competition came from 
Saintsbury's disciples . As a result the best books of 
the inter-War years were written by two wine 
merchants . Charles Walter Berry's accounts of his 
travels In Search of Wine (1935) were straight
forward and well-written - although he could have 
written a much more fascinating book on his family 
firm, Berry Bros. & Rudd. And another wine 
merchant, Ian Maxwell Campbell, provided us with 
a splendid evocation of the world of the Chartrons in 
Bordeaux, its delights rather hidden by the coyness 
of its title, Wayward Tendrils of the Vine (1947). 


A new strain emerged immediately after the 
war with Raymond Postgate's Good Food Guides. 
Postgate was more interested in wine than food, and 
was the true pioneer of consumer guidance to wine 
drinking. He was that rarest of animals, a British 
socialist unashamedly interested in wine. 


" . .. the first serious wine critic 
ever employed by a national paper." 


But it was the sacking of another fifty-year
old - this time Eddie Penning-Rowsell, formerly 
managing director of a by-no-means unsuccessful 
publishing company - that marks the start of the 
modern era of more professional wine writing. Eddie 
was first hired by the editor of Country Life; then, in 
1964, he was taken on by John Higgins, himself a 
notable wine lover, to write a regular wine column for 
the Financial Times . Eddie immediately established 
himself as the first serious wine critic ever employed 
by a national paper. He combines a deep love of wine 
with total outspokenness (whenever two or more 
wine writers are gathered together they invariably 
swap the latest "Eddieism") and a ferocious integrity . 


None of these virtues would have been 
adequate without an enormous depth of knowledge 
and an articulate pen. His Wines of Bordeaux (the 
first edi tion in 1970, the fifth in 1985) managed to 
combine what I would call the "guide book" tradition 
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with considerable insight into the history behind 
Bordeaux's wines. Without such insight, even a 
guide book is really rather pointless, an aid to those 
not truly interested in the subject, but merely trying 
to keep abreast of a fashionable social trend. 


" ... there is room for every type of wine 
writing, apart from the semi-literate listing 


of different vintages." 


This is not to be exclusivist, for there is room 
for every type of wine writing, apart from the semi
literate listing of different vintages. · The past couple 
of decades have witnessed some extraordinary 
achievements. The first, of course, was Hugh 
Johnson's World Atlas of Wine (1971) which, literally, 
transformed the world's perceptions of wines almost 
overnight. The second was that marvelous book by 
Burton Anderson, Vino (1980) which, miraculously, 
managed to combine a love and understanding of 
Italian wines with an equal appreciation of the 
individual wine-makers (who in Italy, more than any 
other country, matter far more than the descriptions 
on the labels). 


Moreover, one old tradition has continued. 
The Master of Wine examination obviously includes 
an element of fluency in expression (and also, I 
suspect, of showmanship), and many a newly 
qualified MW assumes that the magic letters make 
him or her a writer as well as an authority on wine. 
It's not necessarily true, even though the merchant
writer still flourishes, as witness the two excellent 
recent books, Life Beyond Lambrusco (1985) by Nick 
Belfrage and Anatomy of the Wine Trade (1985) by 
Simon Loftus. Indeed, because MWs have mastered 
the making and tasting of wine they can, at their 
best, take these for granted and look at the subject 
more broadly. 


But the every-MW-is-a-writer assumption 
also helps to blur the distinction between knowing 
about wine and writing about it, and in the past the 
strength of the association between wine merchants 
and wine writing was that not every merchant felt he 
was equipped to put pen to paper. 


"He was" equipped, the male usage, reveals 
another, and this time wholly welcome, revolution: 
the present superiority of women (in numbers 
anyway) in the wine-writing business. It is difficult 
to convey to the mass of well-equipped, confident, 
successful young women wine writers just how lucky 
they are, how much they owe to pioneers, notably 
Pamela Van Dyke Price, who were treated very much 
as second-class citizens even twenty years ago. The 
upper-class chaps who then dominated the wine 
trade were, as a class, misogynists, wanting to keep 
women in their place . 
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The women were lucky as well as clever. 
Wine writing was not then a highly regarded 
business, so the women, were, in general, simply 
brighter and more articulate than their male 
counterparts. They also brought to the business a 
sense of the importance of looking at wine and food 
together. 


So, there is richness in the mix, room for 
everything from guide books (of which, possibly, we 
have too many) to writing about wine for its own 
sake, without mentioning the price or the availability 
of the wines discussed - a genre which, alas, has 
almost disappeared. ~ . 


~ =N=E=W.=S=. & NOTES . 


With joy we Welcome! our new members: Anne 
Dickerson Lind (California), Robert H. Smith 
(Connecticut), Michael Channing (California) and 
from Japan, Shigeru Kai. See the enclosed updated 
1998 Wayward Tendrils Roster for new and old 
member information. 


With great sadness we announce the recent loss of 
two special wine friends, Roy Brady (1918-1998) 
and Maynard Amerine (1911-1998). Their con
tributions to the literature of wine, and its collection 
development, are aµnost immeasurable. (See per
sonal appreciations following.) 


A CATALOG OF CHILEAN WINES 
• Three inscribed copies of the 1997; 3rd edition of 
this 68-page informative catalog/book, written by 
Thomas McDermott, Gerwin Neumann, and Tendril 
Michael Amorose (extraordinary educational 
missionary of wine), have been generously donated 
by Michael to be awarded to the winners of our 
"QUOTABLE QUIZ'' contest in this issue! Privately 
published in a limited supply and not readily 
available, the book is chock-full of wine ratings (by 
variety) and first-hand information on the wineries. 
Many of these Chilean wines are now being 
distributed world-wide and are true values. But, fair 
warning, we have only three copies of the book for 
the first three winners! 


NEW ZEALAND WINE BOOK 
• Lucky Joseph Lynch recently visited the 
beautiful wine country of New Zealand and sends 
word of a recommended publication, Te Mata: The 
First Hundred Years (1997, written by Keith 
Stewart), celebrating the centennial anniversary of 
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this premium wine estate. Joe added that John 
Buck, Te Mata's owner, was a most gracious host 
whose wines are now available in the U.S. Copies of 
this full-color, glossy, soft-covered book can be 
ordered from the publisher, Godwit Publishing Ltd., 
P. 0. Box 34-683, Birkenhead, Auckland, New 
Zealand. 


RARE WORK ON TOKAY REISSUED 
• Possibly one of the rarest and most important 
writings in the English language on Tokay, the 
unique Hungarian sweet wine, is "An Account of the 
Tokay and other Wines of Hungary" written by 
Sylvester Douglass and published in the 1773 Philo
sophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London. 
It was this 11-page essay that provided Sir Edward 
Barry with most of what he wrote about Tokay in his 
classic 18th century wine book, Observations ... on 
the Wines of the Ancients (1775). A limited edition of 
100 hand-numbered, soft bound copies of this rare 
essay has been reprinted by Mannie Berk and his 
Rare Wine Company, and are available for $12.50 
each. 1-800-999-4342 


Underground Wine Journal DISCOUNT 
• Tendril member, Christine Graham, publisher 
of The Underground Wine Journal - "The Inde
pendent and Definitive Guide to the World's Finest 
Wines and Spirits and Much More!," is offering a 
special discount-subscription rate to all Wayward 
Tendril members. Regularly $48/year for six issues , 
Tendrils can sign up for a new one-year subscription 
for $36 . Contact Christine w 626-441-6617 or fax 
626-441-6765. 


PUBLISHER WANTED! 
• London Tendril member and noted wine author, 
Jeffrey Benson (Sauternes: A Study of the Great 
Sweet White Wines of Bordeaux, 1979; The Wines of 
Saint-Emilion and Pomerol, 1983, both co-authored 
with Alastair MacKenzie), has ready for publication 
a revised edition of Saint-Emilion, but is having bad 
luck in finding a publisher . Perhaps a Wayward 
Tendril member might have knowledge of a party 
interested in such a project? Jeffrey would 
appreciate all thoughts and suggestions, and can be 
reached at w 0181-673-4439 or fax 0181-675-5543. 


"ENOPHILA TELY" 
• Chris Wirth, Research Director at the Wine 
Institute in San Francisco, sends news of two very 
interesting articles that he recommends to Tendril 
members. In the Nov/Dec 1997 issue of Wine East 
is a great article, "Enophilately" by James Crum, on 
collecting postage stamps with wine-related images. 
Here's another exciting printed-wine-collecting area 


for us to explore! The other article (in the Spring 
1998 issue of the Newsletter of the Friends of the 
Bancroft Library) is a scholarly look at "The Digital 
Scriptorium" where, with "new-fangled technology," 
ancient manuscripts can be studied on the Internet. 
A truly amazing concept! The Digital Scriptorium's 
web site address is: sunsite.berkeley.edu/Scriptorium. 


1855 CLASSIFICATION: 
The MYTH & The FACTS 


• In our January 1998 Newsletter, Marts Beekley 
gave us a pre-publication profile and interview with 
Dewey Markham, Jr.,the author of the recently 
published 1855: A History of the Bordeaux 
Classification (in French, 1855: Histoire d'un 
Classement des Vins de Bordeaux )[New York: John 
Wiley & Sons, 1998, 535 pp; Paris I Bordeaux: Feret]. 
Now, with apologies for an over-crowded schedule 
that did not permit time for an intended full review 
of the book for our Newsletter, Tendril Gerard 
Crochet, professor at the Lycee Agricole et Viticole 
in Bordeaux and friend of the author , kindly sent 
along a few words (biased as they may be, he warns) 
about Dewey Markham's new book: "In two words, 
let us say that it is not intended to be a polemical 
piece of writing; there are no extraordinary 
revelations. This is maybe the disappointment about 
the book! No trial in sight, no headline in tabloids, 
no material for a talk show on TV!. Who wants to 
write such a book nowadays? Its immense merit lies 
in the fact that Dewey has unambiguously and once 
and for all written the true story and facts about this 
mythical classification . 


1855 
A HISTORY OF THE 


BORDEAUX 
CLASSIFICATION 


1855: A Classification is going to be the reference 







book on the subject. From now on, nothing can be 
written without mention of this publication. As an 
archeologist, he has un-earthed all available first
hand informations, brushed them clean of all the 
dust accumulated over the years through hearsay, 
and here they lie on display for everybody to 
contemplate. No one can complain about that!" 
With his letter, Gerard enclosed the following brief 
review of 1855 which appeared (in English) in the 
prestigious French wine quarterly, L'Amateur de 
Bordeaux, published by Nicholas Faith. Faith writes, 
"So what did happen in 1855? It took a young 
American historian and wine-lover, Dewey Mark
ham, to explore so quintessentially French a subject. 
He discovered that the whole process was a great 
muddle, the accidental by-product of the 1855 
Exhibition, so much so that the wines were displayed 
in an annex devoted to preserved foods . The choice 
was imposed by the Bordeaux trade, anxious to 
recover from the chaos of the previous few years, 
when the old order - reinforced in the classification -
had largely broken down, at a time when the French 
bourgeoisie was aching for order to be reestablished 
after the revolution of 1848. Markham brings to 
light the strenuous , albeit ultimately unsuccessful, 
efforts made by the improbably-named Monplaisir 
Goudal of Lafite to establish his estate's inde
pendence from the trade. He also shows how what 
had originally been conceived as simply one 
classification amongst many others , was transformed 
into the monument we know today. Finally , and 
amusingly , he shows how Madame Villeneuve of 
Cantemerle managed to ensure that her wine was 
included in the classification after the Exhibition." 


[Dec '97 issue, which also contains a lengthy review 
in French. Our sincere thanks to Nicholas Faith for 
allowing us to reprint his review . Contact him at 22 
rue des Reculettes , 75013 Paris; fax 01 43 31 41 15 
for subscription information. -Ed.] 


DUPLICATES! DUPLICATES!! 


• Christopher Fielden has available for exchange: 
Rozier , Frarn ;ois. Memoire sur la meill eure mani ere 


de fa ire et de gou verner les vins. Paris , 1770. 
In original wrappers , rather frayed. 


Beguillet, Edme . Nou veau Traite de la Vigne. 3rd.ed . 
Dijon , 1773. 


Stehlin, Paul et al. La Route du Vin - Alsac e. Paris , 
1966. #1030/3500 , in slipcase. 


Klein , G. L 'Art du Vignoble Alsacien . Garnier , 1979. 
In slipcase. 
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• Linda Walker Stevens offers these duplicates: 
Lamb & Mittelberger . In Celebration of Wine and 


Life , p .b. 
Schoenman , Theodore. The Father of California 


Wine: Agoston Haraszthy. 
Munson , T.V. Foundations of American Grape 


Culture . As new , leatherette bound . 
U .S.D.A. Patent Office Report , 1860. Also, Report for 


the Year 1904, and .. .for the Year 1925. 


• Charles Sullivan has duplicate numbers of 
several issues of the American Journal of Enology & 
Viticulture and is happy to send them to the first 
Tendril who wants them for the shipping cost. There 
are 61 numbers total, some duplicates, from 1960 to 
1988, but are most heavily concentrated in the period 
1965 to 1972. Most are in excellent condition, but a 
few copies have tell-tale marks of wine-lab splashing. 


• Joseph Lynch has a five-page list of duplicates, 
hard-bound and paper-bound , mostly 20th century 
titles and a few 19th century. Contact him for a copy 
of the complete list. Here are a few: 
Adams, Leon. The Wines of America. sev.eds . 
Allen , H . Warner. Natural Red Wines . (other titles) . 
Boswell , Peyton. Wine Maker's Manual. 
Churchill , Creighton . The World of Wine . 
Fadiman , C. Dionysus. 
Halasz, Zoltar . Hungarian Wine. 
Hedrick , U .P. Grapes & Wine from Home Vineyards . 
Johnson , Hugh. (several titles, editions) . 
Rainbird , George. Sherry & the Wines of Spain . 
Ray, Cyril. Compleat Imbibers #1, #3, #5, #16. 
Rogers , J .R. Wines of Bordeaux. 
Schoonmaker , Frank. (several titles, eds.) 
Seltman , Chas . Wine in the Ancient World. 
Simon , Andre. Wine & the Wine Trade, 1934. 
Simon , Andre . A Wine Primer . (other titles). 
Teiser & Harroun . Winemaking in California . 
Thompson , Bob. Notes on a Calif. Cellarbook. 
Thompson, Bob. California Wines. (other titles) . 
Warner , Chas . Winegrowers of Franc e ... since 1875. 
Waugh , Alex. In Praise of Wine. 
Waugh , Harry . Diary of a Winetaster . 


WANTED, PLEASE!! 


• Fred McMillin is looking for Schoonmaker . He 
has American Wines and Encyclopedia , but would 
like copies of any other titles , in any condition. 
• Charles (Chuck) Barr would like all titles by 
Frederick Bioletti, U.P. Hedrick , and Chas. Wetmore . 
He also needs a copy ofldwal Jones' The Vineyard. 


[NOTE: See your 1998 Roster for contact infor
mation for all Tendrils .] 
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An APPRECIATION and REMEMBRANCE 
of MAYNARD A. AMERINE (1911-1998) 


by Axel Borg 


AN APPRECIATION: On September 14th , 1991, the 
room in Shields Library housing the grape growing 
and wine making collection was named in honor of 
Dr. Maynard Andrew Amerine , Professor Emeritus 
of Viticulture and Enology at the University of 
California, Davis . 


Dr . Amerine was an acknowledged authority 
on both the cultural and technical aspects of grape 
growing and wine making. Over the last half 
century, he made the most singularly significant 
contributions of any one individual to the California 
wine industry. His accomplishments have been a 
major factor in California wines gaining their present 
status in the world community. 


Born in San Jose, California , on October 30, 
1911, Dr . Amerine was raised in the San Joaquin 
Valley near the town of Modesto . He completed his 
bachelor of science degree at the University of 
California , Berkeley in 1932. Prior to completion of 
his Ph.D . in 1935, Dr . Amerine was hired by Dr . 
Albert J . Winkler to work in the newly formed 
Department of Viticulture and Enology at U.C . 
Davis , created to give assistance to the California 
wine industry, which was just recovering from the 
restrictions of prohibition. He was appointed full 
professor in 1952 and was chair of the department 
from 1957 to 1962. 


Dr . Amerine was initially engaged to explore 
the question of which grape varieties were best 
suited to the wide range of climatic conditions in 
California. The results of this work were published 
in the journal Hilgardia in 1944. Over time, the 
determination of grape growing regions and the 
adoption of recommended varieties resulted in a 
significant improvement in the quality of grapes 
grown for wine production and a corresponding 
improvement in the quality of California wine . 
Another major work , Wines: Their Sensory 
Evaluatwn, co-authored in 1976 with mathematician 
Edw ard B. Roessler, initiated the objective study of 
taste analysis. Dr. Amerine , a prolific scholar, had 
an extensive publication record which continued 
until just before his death , over twenty-five years 
after his retirement . 


Dr. Amerine is recognized as an outstanding 
teacher and he has left a legacy to the state of 
California and the world through the hundreds of 
students he has trained who have become wine 
makers and grape growers. 


One of Dr . Amerine's most important 
contributions to the Shields Library has been his 


enduring interest in the viticulture and enology 
collection and his dedication to its excellence. In 
1972, he donated to Peter J. Shields Library his 
personal collection of over 3,000 books and 
pamphlets, many of which are rare and significant 
works on grape growing and wine making. 


In 1951, Dr. Amerine co-authored a Check 
List of Books and Pamphlets on Grapes and Wine and 
Related Subjects with Louise B. Wheeler, a librarian 
at Shields Library. His most recent book, A 
Biblwgraphy on Grapes, Wines, other Alcoholic 
Beverages, and Temperance: Works Published in the 
United States before 1901 (1996), was also co
authored with a Shields Library librarian, Axel E. 
Borg. With his vast knowledge of the literature, he 
has also generously continued to assist librarians 
responsible for the subject areas of grapes and wine. 


Dr. Amerine was a distinguished scientist 
and scholar, a remarkable teacher, a prolific author , 
and an accomplished bibliographer . He died on 
March 11, 1998. 


A REMEMBRANCE: Maynard Amerine was a mentor, 
a teacher who took the time to also be a friend. He 
felt strongly that the Wine Bibliographer of a 
collection that was essentially his creation know as 
much as possible about the issues involved in the 
subject areas of grapes and wine as the books 
themselves. Not only did he advise me about the 
books and journals to be added to the collection, he 
took the time to teach me about the issues involved . 
I remember getting an hour-long lecture on relative 
resistance in terms ofphylloxera ; on another occasion 
he explained the various 'political issues' involved in 
the neo-prohibition movement. and on still another 
visit to the library we spent over an hour discussing 
the various histories of wine in California. 


Maynard was a bibliographer that would put 
most librarians to shame . He knew more about the 
intricacies of card catalogs, indexes and 
bibliographies than most librarians of the 'old school' 
and certainly all of the librarians of today's on-line 
catalogs and automated indexes . He knew that 
knowledge predated that what is on computers and 
for that reason his bibliographies, both in his books 
and those published separately , are invaluable to the 
scholar, book collector and eno-bibliophile. 


Maynard was a bibliophile who appreciated 
books; however, he did not feel that the book was 
inviolate. His marginal notes , scattered throughout 
his books are wonderful to read. I feel perhaps , that 
he did not intend anyone else to see the notes, 
because the kindness that he showed when critiquing 
others was not present. In other words , his notes 
were blunt and to the point . 


Maynard was very concerned about people, 







people that worked in the library, people that worked 
in the Department of Viticulture and Enology, and 
people that had worked for him or been associated 
with him. He took the time to remember people and 
to inquire about them. When my daughter was born, 
he sent her a copy of his little book on California 
Wine (Wines of the World Pocket Library series, 
edited by Andre Simon, 1951). I hope that someday 
she will have the sense of books, history and wine to 
truly appreciate the magnitude of his gift. 


Maynard's greatest gift to me was his time 
and intellect, something that I will always treasure 
and hopefully always use. 


[Axel Borg has been the Wine Bibliographer at the 
Shields Library, U.C. Davis since 1988. He earned 
his undergraduate degree in Ancient & Medieval 
History from Pomona College (where he took an 
expository writing class from Tom Pinney), and his 
Masters of Library Science from U.C. Berkeley . 
Descended from a fifth generation California family, 
Axel has a deep interest in California history, 
particularly its agricultural and printing past. Ed.] 


A Medical Friend of Wine Salutes 
Dr. MAYNARD A. AMERINE 


by Paul Scholten, M.D. 


Dr. Maynard A. Amerine, a long-time 
honorary member of the Society of Medical Friends 
of Wine (San Francisco) and a giant in the California 
wine industry, died at 87 years of age on March 11, 
1998. When Leon Adams and twelve local physicians 
founded the Medical Friends in 1939, Dr. Amerine 
aided them to make connections with the wine 
industry and to set the form of the Society's 
meetings . He addressed the Society on scientific 
subjects on four occasions, the last at the 40th 
Anniversary meeting in 1979. 


Dr. Amerine grew up in Modesto and went to 
school with the Gallo brothers, Ernest and Julio. He 
received his Ph .D. in grape science from the 
University of California, Berkeley, and in 1935 
became the first wine researcher at U.C., Davis. 
Prohibition had just ended and California wines 
ranged from ordinary to awful. If one man can be 
said to have revived the wine industry and made 
California one of the world's fine wine areas, it was 
Maynard Amerine through his research, teaching 
and writings. He was the author of sixteen books 
and over 400 scientific papers; his work is still used 
as text books by viticulture schools and vintners 
world wide. He measured the effect of climate on 
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different varieties of grapes and with Dr. Albert 
Winkler divided California into five regions and a 
number of micro-climates depending on the number 
of degree-hours that the sun shone during the 
growing season. This "region" system has been 
invaluable in showing which premium grapes will 
best produce in a certain area, and has been adapted 
all over the world. He researched sensory percep
tion in relation to taste and smell and was the co
author of the definitive book on the subject. 


Dr. Amerine's advice was sought by foreign 
governments desirous of improving their wine 
industries, and he surveyed and advised the vintners 
of Algeria, Australia, Brazil, Chile, Japan, New 
Zealand, Russia, South Africa and Yugoslavia. 


[Tendril Paul Scholten-San Francisco physician, 
long-time member and historian of the Society of 
Medical Friends of Wine, and well-known figure in 
numerous wine and food circles-has published over 
two hundred articles on medicine, wine, food, travel, 
history, politics, apiculture and Sherlock Holmes. If 
you want to know where to have a fine meal in the 
S.F. Bay area (or anywhere else!), Paul is the man w 
ask . - Ed] 


ENOLOGY,OENOLOGYor<ENOLOGY 
by 


Maynard A. Amerine 


ictionaries are not very 
consistent in their spelling of 
enology. Webster's Second 
New International (1934) and 
New Collegiate (1951) used 
oenology, oe,wlogical, and 
oe,wlogist. Webster's Third 
(1961) gives oenology only as 
a variant of e,wlogy. E,wlogy 
is the only word of this 
derivation, however, which it 
defines with this spelling. 
Inconsistently, it then lists 


"oenologist 1: fermentologist 1 2: one versed in 
enology." It also includes oe,wphile and oneophilist 
(a connoisseur of wine) and oenotherapy (use of wine 
for therapeutic purposes). 


On the other hand, the 1933 edition of the 
Oxford English Dictionary used the diphthong re and 
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defined amology, renological, renomancy (divination 
by means of wine), renomania (either a mania for 
wine or other intoxicating drink or a mania resulting 
from intoxication), renomaniac (the person suffering 
from the same), reoenometer (a hydrometer for 
measuring alcoholic strength), renophilist, 
amophobist (one who has a dread of, or aversion to, 
wine) and renopoetic (pertaining to wine). 


"Thudichum was called 'our 
medical renologist in 1865' . .. " 


The New Oxford gives the first use of 
oinological as 1824 in an article by ODoherty in 
Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine: 2 


" ••• the awful 
ignorance which most men manifest whenever the 
different branches of oinological science happen to be 
tabled in the common course of Christian 
conversation." In The School of Good Living in 1814, 
"cenology of British wines" is used and "oi" spelling 
seems to have disappeared. Thudichum was called 
"our medical cenologist" in 1865 in the London 
magazine The Saturday Review, and he used 
renological and renopoetic in his 1894 book on wines. 
Thackeray in The Virginian called himself a "modest 
cenophilist" in 1859. And in 1867 Blackwood's 
Edinburgh Magazine in a fine but unsigned article 
entitled "Intemperance and Intolerance" castigated 
"the English and American oinophobists." 3 Gaule in 
his book Magastrom in 1652 had defined oinomancy 
as divining by wine. CE,wmancy was used by Brande 
in his Dictionary of Science, Literature and Art in 
1842,4 and Webster's Supplement of 1880 lists 
cenomania. J. Miller in a book on alcohol written in 
1857 reports "a lady who had become a frightful 
oinomaniac," but the actual use of the word is 
inferred. The first direct use apparently was in the 
third edition of Bucknill and Tuck's Manual of Psy
chological Medicine in 187 4. 


The New Oxford notes that reno is the 
combining form of oinos or wine and that it is "used 
in a few scientific and quasi-scientific compounds of 
rare occurrence." For e,wlogy in the New Oxford the 
reader is referred to renology. The Concise Oxford 
Dictionary of Current English in it s third edition in 
1934, as in its earlier versions, did not consider any 
of these words of sufficient value to list! 


Funk & Wagnall's New Standard Dictionary 
(1946) used only enology, enological, and enologist. 
Their 1908 edition gave only enology, but listed 
oe,wlogy as an alternative spelling. Inconsistently it 
then defined re,wlogical, mwmancy, re,wmania, re1w
meter, renophilist ("one who is too fond of wine ; a 
wine bibber") and re,wphlygia (intoxication, drunken
ness , drunken apoplexy). The 1923 edition continued 
these and added renophobist. 


As late as the fifteenth edition of Cassell's 
New English Dictionary in 1949 the spelling re
mained re,wlogy, renologist, etc., obviously influenced 
by the practice of The Oxford English Dictionary. 


In other languages F. Helbach published 
Oenographia, Weinkeller oder Kunstbuch vo,n Wein 
in 1607; L. Meyssonnier his Oe,wlogie, ou discours du 
vin in 1636; H. Guarinonius Hydroenogramia 
triumphants, seu acquae vinique in 1640; and J. H. 
Mulphinium Oeno-logia id est Vini dissertation in 
1667. Many French books using oe,wlogie were 
published in the nineteenth century. 


The 1831 edition of Samuel Johnson's 
Dictionary of the English Language listed neither 
enology nor oe,wlogy, but Bailey's Universal 
Etymological English Dictionary of 1724 admitted 
oenopolist, "a vintner." 5 


"The etymology of these words 
is clear enough ... " 


The etymology of these words is clear enough: 
the Greek oinos or wine and logis or knowledge. In 
the 19th century, as English spelling began to be 
simplified, the ligatures re and re were simplified to 
oe or ae or simply toe alone . Thus reco,wmics became 
oeco,wmics, and later ec01wmics, and recology evolved 
to oecology and then to ecology. 


In France the ligature has been retained in a 
few words, and specifically in re,wlogie. It has been 
dropped in Italian, Portuguese and Spanish. In 
Great Britain the oe has been retained in many 
words. In this country the Manual of Style of the 
University of Chicago Press of 1904 led the way in 
simplifying the spelling of many words. Apparently 
Charles Mills Gayley, who was Professor of English 
at the University of California at Berkeley and a 
member of the Editorial Committee, recommended 
many of these new spellings to the University Press. 
Certainly oe,wlogy and re1wlogy were not used at the 
University of California. That institution seems first 
to have printed e,wlogy in an official publication in 
the Register for 1904-1905. Here Edmund H. Twight 
has the title of Lecturer in Zymology and Enology, 
"vinification and the manufacture of grape products, 
including unfermented grape juice [!], sparkling 
wines, etc." Following Repeal the word was again 
used officially in titles, for courses, and for a building 
at the University of California at Davis. After World 
War II the American Society of Enologists was 
organized and the word has been generally accepted. 


With the simplification of the diphthong re to 
e now nearly universal, there can be little justi
fication for oe,wlogy, still less for re,wlogy. The 
definitions of enology, enological, and enologist are 
clear enough and their use common enough to justify 







inclusion in even abridged dictionaries . Enomania, 
e,wmaniac, enotherapy, enometer, enophobist and 
enophilist (and enophile) appear to have very limited 
utility although enophilist might often be usefully 
employed. E,wphylgia, e1wpoetic, enamel (a mixture 
of honey and wine), and enopolist are probably 
obsolete and may well be allowed to stay that way. 


I. Fermentologist sounds like a coined Americanism . 
2. The article was a sixteen-page review of Alexander Henderson's 


famous book The History of Ancient and Modern Wines. 
Odoherty recommended that the reader might drink 


right through the book! 


3. "Moses and Mohammed forbade pork . . . while the English and 


American oinophobists set Moses and Mohammed at 
defiance .. . These people are as tolerant as inquisitors." 


4. "A mode of divination among the Greeks, from the colour , 


sound, etc . of the wine poured out in libations." The 


Century Dictionary of 1913 defined <Pnomancy in almost 


identical wording . 
5. Vintner is correctly defined here as "a Seller of Wine , or Tavern 


Keeper" from the Italian vi,w .tiere and the Latin 
uinarius. In California Vintner is frequently used 


incorrectly for a wine producer. Ash in his New and 


Complete Dictionary of the English Language of 1775 


also lists amopolist . 


[This studious essay by the distinguished Dr. Amer
ine is reprinted from Wine & Food: A Gastronomical 
Quarterly (No.122, Summer 1964), wiih the kind 
permission of the Wine & Food Society. For a less
scientific Amerine look at wine, see our W-T 
Newsletter (Vol. 4 No.4, October 1994), for his review 
of two vintage California wine ,wvels. - Ed.] 


IN MEMORY of ROY BRADY 
1918 -1998 


Colman Andrews, friend of Roy Brady and editor of 
the gastronomical magazine, Saveur, wrote a piece 
for the November/December 1995 issue called "The 
Last Madeira Tasting ," in which he paid tribute to 
his old friend and .. . 


" . . . madeiraphile extraordinaire Roy Brady, 
who is sort of a reluctant cult figure in the California 
wine community-a man who was buying , tasting , 
drinking and writing sensibly about wine when most 
of today's hotshot wine bozos were still working on 
chocolate milk. 


Brady , 77, is a laconic, avuncularly curmudg
eonly former systems analyst, with snow-white hair 
and whiskers . He has written scores of articles and 
scholarly papers on wine over the years , and was 
once the editor of a small Los Angeles-based wine 
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magazine. But he is perhaps best known in wine 
circles not as a writer but as what the French would 
call a personage-a "somebody." He's the guy you 
want to sit next to at a tasting if you really want to 
learn something (not that he'll make it easy); he's the 
guy whose dry wit-the only thing about him that is, 
he would probably interject-and no-nonsense 
assessments of wine you're likely to remember long 
after you've forgotten whether the pouilly was fuisse 
or fume. 


Don't expect long-winded, flowery decla
mations on the subject, however. If you ask Brady 
why he doesn't like a wine he's just dumped from his 
glass, he's apt to look at you as if you'd just asked 
him why he doesn't like toothaches, and then say, 
"Because it's no damn good." If you rhapsodize about 
a wine's "flavors" of, say, raspberry or mint, he'll ask 
you "How many flavors does a raspberry have?" And 
this is one of his favorite jokes: Did you hear the one 
about the wine writer who was so fat that when he 
died, they couldn't find a coffin big enough to bury 
him in? Well, they gave him an enema and buried 
him in a shoe box. 


Though he'll probably consider this libelous, 
Brady is the closest thing I have to a wine mentor. 
At countless meals and wine events over the years, 
he has taught me (by example, not pedagogy) to 
judge a wine by what it smells and tastes like, not by 
my expectations for it or by what the label says-and 
then to keep my mouth shut about my judgment 
unless I have something intelligent to say . This is 
much more difficult, and much less common--even 
(or maybe especially) among professional&--than you 
might think. 


There is a certain irony involved in Brady's 
love for madeira , because another of his trademarks 
is that he doesn't much like old wine in general. 
Once, he even wrote an article (later expanded into a 
limited-edition book) called Old Wine, Fine Wine? in 
which that rhetorical question was pretty plainly 
answered in the negative. But for madeira he makes 
an exception." 


[ Special thanks to Colman Andrews and Saveur for 
perm .ission to reprint this excerpt. Tendrils are 
invited to send Brady reminiscences for publication in 
our next Newsletter. - Ed.] 


ROY BRADY MEMORIAL SERVICE 
Saturday, June 6th, 1998 


11 a.m. at the University Club 
California State University, Northridge 
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ROY BRADY - MEMORIES 
and ANECDOTES 


by Darrell Corti 


[Tendril Corti, iconoclast scholar merchant of 
Sacramento, Calif. , is himself a unique figure in the 
world of food and wine. Roy Brady tells the story of 
their sharing the oldest wine he had ever had: "The 
oldest wine I have had was a 1769 Mountain Malaga 
from Christie's. The vintage is interesting because it 
is the year Fr. Serra made the first Spanish 
settlement in California. Several years ago Darrell 
Corti was down and wanted to see my cellar. I said, 
'If there's anything you'd like to try, feel free.' He did, 
choosing the 1769. I said something inspired like, 
'Aber natiirlich. ' I was in a good mood, having just 
got one up on the Corti. His license plate reads, 
'oinos.' Mine is 'woinos, ' the Mycenean form a 
thousand years older than classical Greek." - Ed.] 


can't remember exactly when I met 
Roy Brady . I knew of him long before 
we met. His article on wine collecting 
and building his cellar published in 
Gourmet magazine ("A Modest 
Cellar ," November 1965) had fasci
nated me . The account of the sale of 
Roy's collection of wine books to 


Fresno State College was unique at the time and 
garnered space in the few wine publications 
available . 


Our first encounter was probably at the Los 
Angeles County Fair wine judging . This would have 
been in the early 1970s. We ended up being put on 
the same panel tasting mainly dessert wines and 
brandies. From that time , the basis of the four
person panel was anchored by Roy, James Guymon, 
a U.C. Davis professor and California's distilling 
expert, myself and then a rotating fourth person. 


My knowledge of Roy's background was next 
to nothing. I had vague ideas of his being involved 
with math and the Rand Corporation. But in the 
int ervals at the tasting ses sions, waiting for the 
pan el to deliberate , or just plain waiting as happens 
on these occasions , we would talk and finally it came 
out that Roy was a mathematician. He would doodle 
on the pap er-covered table and they were often times 
mathematical formulas . Not knowing anything more 
about math than arithmetic, I was fascinated . His 
trying to explain to me some of the elegances of 
higher math was really casting real pearls! It was as 
incomprehensible to me as my trying to learn to play 
bridge , next to impossible . 


What was remarkable was that of the four
person panel, Roy, Jim and I would often give the 


best wine of the flight a similar score. Frequently, 
this lead to our championing a particular wine for a 
sweepstakes award, the merits of which we would 
then have to convince the other tasters. Generally it 
was Roy's and Jim's prestige that carried the day. 


In those early years it was disconcerting at 
times to try to get Roy to talk. He was usually more 
silent than talkative, and when talking to him, one 
never knew if he was off in another world, merely 
listening and digesting what you were saying, or had 
fallen asleep with his eyes open. One winemaker 
friend was so disconcerted by this habit that he 
remarked to me about one of Roy's visits, saying: "We 
sat in the living room for forty minutes , him not 
saying anything and me looking at him." When Roy 
did speak it was with the force of reasoned logic (the 
mathematician) and with such pithy comments that 
were so direct and pointed as to penetrate the 
rhinoceros-like hide of even the most obtuse. Wine 
writers, in particular, often fell prey to his stiletto
like wit. Most of the time you didn't even know you 
had been hit. It was rarely done maliciously, often 
times just out of his amused point of view. Even I 
was the object of such elegant, witty send-ups; one I 
will reproduce in its entirety . It has to do with a 
brief article about me written by an old friend Ruth 
Reichel, then writing for the Los Angeles Times. Roy 
read the article and sent the following note: 


Dear Darrell : 
I read Ruth Reichel's piece m the LA Times 
Sunday. It recalls one of my favorite stories about 
Johann von Neumann. 
Since mathematics is a trifle distant from the 
center of the area of your expertise I will venture 
a little explanation. Von Neumann had one of the 
most extraordinary mathematical minds of the 
century . Everybody was overwhelmed by his 
intellect and charmed by his personality (unless 
they happened to be married to him) . At the age 
of 24 he formulated quantum theory in terms of 
Hilbert space , and , like Luther, he loved "Wein , 
Weib und Gesang ," though doubtless he would 
have reversed the order of the first two. He was 
clever enough to have got the family fortune out of 
Europe ahead of Hitler so he could indulge his 
penchant for giving parties in Princeton where he 
was a professor at the Institute for Advance 
Study. 
The story : A colleague said , "Jonny is , of course , 
a demi-god , but he's studied humans so carefully 
that he can act just like one whenever he chooses . 


Yr. obt. svt , Roy ." 


Roy's passion for wine labels and wine books 
endeared him to me more than he would know. At 







most of the early tastings we both attended , he 
always left with empty bottles to remove the labels 
for his collection. He would then call me if a 
particular bottle I had supplied would not give up its 
label and ask for a copy. He generally was successful 
in removing labels and had devised ways of getting 
them off bottles. Only occasionally would he be 
stymied and then would come the call for a copy. The 
rigor with which he pursued his labels was 
remarkable. Even more so was their cataloguing. To 
a non-collector or a haphazard one, his systematic 
methodology was just short of mindboggling. On the 
other hand, what is collecting, real collecting, all 
about? 


" ... a remarkable piece of wine lore." 


Possibly even more astonishing than just col
lecting thousands of wine labels, was the fact that 
most of the labels in his collection were from wines 
that Roy had actually drunk. The notes that followed 
the labels and the various wines really are a 
remarkable piece of wine lore . Roy was one of the 
few people I have known to actually note what he 
had drunk , annotate , and then catalogue his 
impressions with the actual label. For most wines , 
especially in the vintages of the mid-part of this 
century, his notes would show how wines develop 
and then get old. They would show his appreciation 
of wines drunk over a long period , rather than just 
the fleeting impression of wines tasted once and then 
forgotten about. 


Roy came to Sacramento very infrequently. 
Two times that I remember quite well were in the 
early 1970s when he was the editor of Wine World 
magazine and we had a comprehensive Italian wine 
tasting at Montevina Winery in Amador County, and 
then in 1986 when he accompanied his wife, Betty , 
who was coming on academic business. It was this 
latter time that he was able to see my office library 
and I had the pleasure of showing off some of my few 
treasures. He was more impressed that I had a set of 
Atheneus' The Diep,wsophists than anything else. It 
was then that I began to share with him some of my 
early California labels that he had not seen . 


Forays into wine printing were a great 
pleasure for Roy. His truly magisterial pieces for the 
Sotheby/University of California Book of California 
Wine are models of their kind. His reasoned and 
carefully wrought date of 1782 for the first California 
wine vintage which appeared in that work has been 
used by only a few other writers. All of them have 
noted the reasoning behind it. California , however, 
still tries to use the patently incorrect , yet conven
ient , early date of 1769 as the beginning of viti
culture , if not to say also winemaking , in our State. 
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He had his hand in a few productions of wine 
literature, notably in resurrecting forgotten text.s 
that delighted him and that he wanted to see again 
appreciated . His reprint, in 1973, of Major Ben 
Truman's 1896 See How It Sparkles, the first wine 
book printed in Los Angeles, is a case in point. Roy's 
important contribution to the Corti Bros.' 1975 
reprinting of S. Weir Mitchell's A Madeira Party gave 
the edition a marked character. It gave it a reason 
for existing. I had asked him what he thought of our 
project and his remark was that he had both of the 
early editions and that he had paid probably ten 
cents for them. His love of Madeira, and his great 
experience with it, made him a natural to write the 
two essays which are in our reprint. What is 
interesting is that he had never been to Madeira and 
was only to go much after A Madeira Party came out . 
(Betty Brady asked me if I had ever seen his 
unpublished article on their trip to Portugal and 
Madeira and I never have. In itself, this would be an 
entertaining piece for the Wayward Tendrils News
letter to print. - DC) 


"You are a charmingly formidable chap." 


Possibly the greatest pleasure I had ever 
heard Roy enjoy in his wine writing was the 
exchange of letters he had with Michael Broadbent 
which originated with a letter to the editor of the 
Journal of Gastronomy regarding old wine . This 
exchange ultimately led to the printing of the elegant 
little book Old Wine, Fine Wine? printed at the Santa 
Susanna Press at Northridge in 1990. It greatly 
pleased Roy that Broadbent accepted his humorous 
reply and conceded to Roy's points. In a letter to me , 
Roy wrote, "Modesty almost, but not quite , prevents 
quoting from his letter. 'Many thanks, for your long , 
reasoned, reasonable , yet obdurate letter. You are a 
charmingly formidable chap.' Unfortunately only he 
and I know that." 


This was Roy's great gift with wine. He 
really was not impressed by a wine's label unless the 
wine was really excellent. The all too often sancti
fication of old vintages really bothered him. It was 
rare that he just didn't dismiss old wine as just not 
being drinkable. He often railed against the wine 
writer who , tasting clearly decrepit old wines, would 
write that they still "had five or ten years to go." 


At a very important dinner in 1972 to open 
the triple magnum of Lafite 1868, a purchase at 
Christie's in London spearheaded by Barney Rhodes , 
Roy's comment to my question of how he liked the 
wine was typical: "For an old wine it was good." At 
one of the Alta California Wine & Food Society 
dinners , the Society that he tacitly headed, I rem em -
her an occasion at Valentino restaurant when Sid 
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Greenburg, a member with an impeccable cellar, had 
contributed possibly the most holy trio of German 
wines for dessert: all J. J. Prum wines, W ehlener 
Zeltinger Sonnuhr 1938 Trockenbeerenauslese, the 
1949, and the Wehlener Sonnenuhr 1959. As is 
typical with these wines, their color had darkened 
and they had the impressive, scented bouquet which 
is their hallmark. I was looking forward to the wines 
with great anticipation, never having had the 
opportunity to have them all at the same time. At 
their serving, Roy smelled, tasted and pronounced, 
"Too old and oxidized." This salvo left me stunned. 
I thought they were super and having sold the 
younger two, was impressed. The rest of the group 
merely stopped drinking them. Roy could do this to 
wine. 


" ... never met a tannin I didn't like . .. " 


In recent years Roy began to decry the lack of 
tannin in today's red wines, especially those whose 
history he knew well. His comment of "never having 
met a tannin I didn't like" left him more perplexed 
than dismayed at current wine styles. His fondness 
for a particular wine, the Ficklin Raboso Piave made 
in the early 1950s, was often the paragon of how he 
liked his red wine. At the opposite end of the scale in 
California wines was the 1951 Beaulieu Private 
Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon, which he had cellared 
a quantity of and had enjoyed to the last bottle. He 
must have had six or seven cases of it, and in this 
Roy was like the old British wine drinker in that he 
bought a quantity of a wine he liked and then got to 
know it well over a long time by drinking it up. His 
only negative comments to me of that 1951 came 
toward the end of the supply when it, not Roy, 
started to get old. 


Madeira and Sherry, and to a lesser extent 
Port, remained favorites to the last. Roy admired 
these intense and quite long-lived wines not because 
of their age necessarily, but because they were so 
companionable. In one of the occasions when we 
were at a tasting together-in fact , a San Francisco 
tasting of a number of vintages of Calon Segur in 
magnums-and Roy was present in his guise of 
editor of Wine World, I brought along a new series of 
sherry that we had gotten from Gonzalez Byass. 
These were some very old Palma and Palo Cortado 
wines . Roy's note to me after the tasting simply 
commented that the Calon vintages were good, some 
not as much as he had remembered, but that the 
sherries were the best he had tasted. I was thrilled. 


In January of this year I picked Roy up and 
brought him with me to the Gambero Rosso tasting 
of the "Tre Bicchieri" awarded Italian wines at the 
Beverly Hills Hotel. We began at one end of the 


room and went to the other. The wines were both red 
and white and some Roy even liked. He would 
always ask the price. When I would tell him, he 
would move slightly in the wheelchair and then take 
another sip. Then, the silence. Then, the pronounce
ment: "Bought a whole case ofYquem for that price 
once." 


We will miss you, Roy Brady. 


The Collection of 
ROY BRADY 


[BRADY BOOKPLATE] 


Editor's Note: Several of Roy Brady's classic articles 
on book-collecting and other matters bibliographic 
have been published in our Newsletter . . . they are 
always worth a re-read . In the January 1996 issue 
Bo Simons featured our consummate collector (wine 
books, wine labels, wine lists, menus) and compiled 
a select check-list of Brady's wine writings. In the 
collection of the Sonoma County Wine Library is a 
printed oral history, Roy Brady: Wine Book Collector 
and Writer, one of the Wine Library Associates of 
Sonoma County Oral History Series, with Brady 
articles and correspondence bound-in. 


From Alexand er Webber, WINE, 1888 -


Demonax was a Cretan philosopher; 
he resembled Socrates in his mode of thinking, 
and Diogenes in his way of life. He was asked, 
if it was allowable for wise men to drink wine. 
"Surely," said he , "you cannot think that nature 
made grapes only for fools ." 







WHO said THAT?: A QUOTABLE QUIZ 


or fun and prizes, we present this list 
of quotations to be matched with their 
respective authors. The first five 
Tendrils who respond with the most 
correct match-ups will be declared our 
winners! Wine books are our prizes. 
One clue: all of the quotes appeared, 


or were referred to, in our Newsletter. Cheers! 


1. "A dyed-in-the-wool collector can no more survive 
without collecting than without eating. Collecting is 
like the gout-it may be controlled , but it can never 
be cured ." 


2. "I have received complaints , mild and other, of the 
frequency of my unexplained allusions ... .! can only 
plead that I follow the Golden Rule. Nothing pleases 
me so much as an allusion that I understand-except 
one that I don't and have to hunt up." 


3. "Previous writers on wine have all laboured under 
one serious disadvantage----they have had little 
practical experience of the subject of which they 
profess to treat. . .. facts should be confirmed by 
personal observation ... the present writer ... trusts that 
the result of his labours may operate as a check upon 
the fraudulent practices he has endeavoured to 
expose .. .. We do not care to drink chymical messes 
under the name of wine ." 


4. "Often, when I look back on the first feeble 
beginnings of a grape culture here , the struggle with 
poverty , ignorance and all other serious 
impediments , my heart throbs with satisfaction at 
the results already gained and with glorious hopes 
for the future." 
5. "My first bottle ofYquem was a 1906: a fairly good 
year. I decanted it ; and the room was filled with a 
perfume that recalled the Arabian Nights. There is 
nothing that is exactly like the bouquet of Chateau 
Yquem ; no garden could do it justice, and to talk of 
spices were an impertinence, or I would say that it 
embalms the air. There is nothing like it ; nothing; 
nothin g. It is the most beautiful wine God ever 
allowed man to make ... " 


6. "It seems to me that most of the writers on 
drunkenness smell more of the library and the 
laboratory than they do of the saloon. And I am not 
willing to accept observations made in the "tank" at 
the local hoosegow , or in the Monday morning lineup 
at magistrate's court , as having any relevancy either . 
One might just as well study copulation in a 
maternity ward!" 
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7. "My God, he's an impudent fella! 
- That girl that he showed round the cellar 
Lost her status quo ante Between the Chianti 
And the magnums ofValpolicella." 


8. "Works published at home are totally inapplicable 
to this colony in their general practice, and are 
calculated to mislead if acted upon ; the present work 
has ... been undertaken with the view of obviating this 
evil." 


9. "The best wine known in France ... is the wine 
called claret. What are called the first growth clarets 
were twenty or thirty years ago most excellent wines 
but now are very much altered for the worse .... The 
following are what are now reckoned the first 
growths , viz. Hautbrion, La Tour , La Fitte, Chateau 
Margaux . ... of all the wines of Burgundy, that called 
Romanee is most valued . It is cultivated on a spot 
near Dijon , the sole property of the Prince of Conde , 
and was usually laid up for his use." 


10. "The ways of the tendril are tortuous and 
indeterminate; it clings to any chance object that 
takes its fancy, but only to help it to reach a further 
and higher one: eventually it finds itself twisting and 
turning in the air with nothing more to cling 
to ... having accomplished its task as guide ... " 


11. Although "Grapes are, of course, dicotyledonous 
angiosperms ... wine is far more than ... just a 
commodity. It contributes to sophisticated dining, 
enhances social interaction , challenges the senses 
and the intellect, and makes glad the heart of the 
moderate and well-balanced man or woman." 


12. " ... people who will live long, who will drink of the 
cup to the bottom , must expect to meet some of the 
usual dregs ... ". 


13. "Nothing is so effective in keeping one young and 
full of lust as a discriminating palate thoroughly 
satisfied at least once a day ." 


14. "The obstacles that prevent regular wine use 
from becoming nationwide are outmoded state laws, 
relics of Prohibition, that hamper both the growing 
and distribution of wine . ... The obstacles will be 
removed only when enough Americans and their 
legislators come to realize that wine belongs with 
food. For table wine is used principally at mealtimes; 
it is the only true mealtime beverage. This can not 
be said of water , coffee, tea, soft drinks , beer, or of 


ilk II m . 


15. "I visited the principal cellars, and have 
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attempted to describe a few of the best known kinds. 
For above a week I lived within half an hour's walk 
of the most celebrated vineyards in Burgundy ... At 
Beaune, I went to the Hotel du Chevreuil, which I 
can confidently recommend for its strong smells , and 
excellently-cooked frogs." 


16. "What really excited me .. .is you are allowed to 
exercise editorial discretion and stamp your 
personality on it, and some of your judgments, and 
you can shape it the way you think. I hope that I 
became a whiz at cross-referencing. It's not an 
unopinionated book. I hope that it is not a dry book. 
It was lovely taking wine outside just geography and 
varieties and include other disciplines: history and 
art and literature ." 


17. "We possess several good books on the culture of 
the vine and on the best procedures to follow in wine
making; but none, to my knowledge, deals with the 
characteristics which distinguish the wines of 
different vineyards, and still less the nuance of 
quality which is often noticed in the produce of 
adjacent crus .. .I have tried to fill this gap ... " 


18. " ... the mellow lusciousness, the melody of 
intricate sweetness , the magic scents woven into one 
oblivious fragrance ... one sip of that wine silences all 
criticism, for it enchants the senses ... " 


19. "As a book collector of catholic tastes and some 
years' standing , it will be evident that I value very 
highly my small collection of Restaurant Wine Lists . 
I view with admiration, but without envy, my friend's 
superb Pliny, printed by Jensen, as I recall my Cecil 
'92 or Cafe Royal '08 .... Every collector, I suppose, 
when looking over his treasures is chastened by the 
memory of missed opportunities and glaring 
vacancies. I wonder if at the sale of the Cafe Voisin 
any bid was made for their famous Wine List, that 
fat , grubby volume where clarets seemed to range 
back almost to the days of Noah?" 


20. " ... and how grateful I am to have still with me, 
on my shelves, so many old friends, the books which 
I have been collecting all my life." 
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EVERYTHING 


THAT"SOLD-


FRIENDS, 


TIME, BOOKS & 


WINE." 


·- Oliver Goldsmith 







BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


THE VIEW IN 1872 


THE BOOK : A Treatise on the Origin, 
Nature, and Varieties of Wine: being a Complete 
Manual of Viticulture and Oenology by J. L. W. 
Thudichum , M.D. and August Dupre , Ph.D ., (London 
I New York: Macmillan & Co.), 1872. 


Dr . Dupre was "a lecturer on chemistry at 
Westminster Hospital." His brother-in-law and Lon
don physician , Dr . John Louis William Thudichum , 
lectured and wrote about wine, emphasizing its 
health benefits . They collaborated on this "most 
comprehensive modern treatise on the vine and its 
fruit in the English language" [Simon Vinaria], 
which gives an engaging overall view of wine in 1872. 


• Chianti - The 760-page volume contains 
but one line about today's Tuscan favorite: "A good 
red wine is made at Chianti, from a peculiar grape." 
Today we know the dominant "peculiar grape" was 
the Sangiovese . 


• Carbenet Sauvignon - "While also spelled 
'cabernet' we are inclined to consider 'carbenet' the 
commonest spelling , and add that the 'b' is 
pronounced so softly by the Girondais as to resemble 
an 'm'. The surname of 'Sauvignon ' is derived from 
the similarity of its leaf and wood to the vine of that 
name ." 


• Merlot - "The grape has its name from 
merl e (a thrush) , because this bird was a particular 
friend of the grapes of this vine." The authors 
already knew what I teach my classes today: "Merlot 
wine is lighter and earlier ready than that of the 
Carbenet; it wants durability , but its great property 
is to be soft and tender." 


• Profitability - The book reports the 
economics of making wine on one acre of land in 
Cincinnati count y , where there are 1,200 acres of 
vine s. [The figures will make a strong vintner weep.] 


Annual interest on $250/acre land----- $15. 
Annual cultivation costs ------------------- $60. 
Cost of making the wine ------------------- $25. 


Total expense --------------------- $100 . 


Sale of 200 gals of wine @ $1/gal ------- '$200. 
Profit --------------------------------- $100 . 
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Sounds easy, but these times were more difficult. 
The authors tell of the Jesuits planting a vineyard on 
the Mississippi; the French government "of the day 
caused it to be destroyed for fear of its making 
competition for the wines of France ." 


Wine history buffs may come across 
something new , too . 


• Champagne - The doctors mention a little 
1718 book which indicates that "devil's wine" (i.e., 
effervescent) was first made by Dom Perignon in 
1695. The author, a M. Perrier, acknowledged that 
some believed the bubbles were achieved by bottling 
at a particular phase of the moon, others felt drugs 
were used. However, Perrier knows the true secret, 
given to him by Dom Perignon on his death bed. 
(Alas , it is not revealed.) 


• Discovery of Wine - The authors tell the 
Persian legend of grapes stored in a jar forming a 
bubbling, poisonous fluid. A distraught member of 
the king's harem attempts suicide by drinking it; the 
results are so pleasing that even the king becomes a 
"patron of wine." Details you might not have seen 
elsewhere: 1) The name of the lady who discovered 
wine was Gulnare, the Beautiful. 2) She was one of 
King Dschemschid's [sic] 700 wives! 


Now, back to 1872 . "The Persian vines grow 
low, and are rarely tied to stakes." I lived there 
exactly one hundred years later , and the grapes still 
grew beneath the leaves on the ground . Of course , 
the best known Persian grape is the Syrah, which 
rose to fame on France's Ermitage [sic] Hill . 
Surprisingly, our authors say that in 1872 the best 
grade red Ermitage is never sold as such - it is more 
profitable to ship it west for use in adulterating 
Bordeaux wines . 


Postscript: Note that our book is the 1872 
first edition, not the 1894 abridged version. Andre 
Simon was not impressed by the latter, commenting 
that it omitted most of the scientific data, "but 
retained the majority of the errors ." [from James 
Gabler's Wine into Words] 


THE BOTILES: Here's a good example of each 
of the five kinds of wine -
Chianti - Castello di Gabbiano, Classico Riserva Oro, 


$23 . 
Cabernet Sauvignon - Field Stone "Convivio", 
Alexander Valley, $12 . 
Merlot - Cakebread Cellars '94, Napa Valley , $28. 
Champagne - Perrier Jouet "Fleur de Champagne" 


Brut '90 , $85. 
Syrah - Sierra Vista '95, El Dorado Co., CA. $9.50. 


[Tendril Fred McMillin lives in San Francisco and is 
an avid "historical wine taster" and lecturer. For a 
fun-filled, informative wine-tasting evening, contact 
him at 415-563-5712 . - Ed.] 
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A Wine Librarian Reports on the 
SONOMA COUNTY WINE LIBRARY: 
Ten Years of Growth and Service 


by 
Bo Simons 


..---~~-----, n October 1988, the new 
ii.i~~~D1 Healdsburg Regional Library 


opened its doors, and with it 
the Sonoma County Wine 
Library began life. This birth 
of the wine library followed 
fifteen years of hard work . 
The idea sprouted with the 
formation of the "Russian 
River Wine Road" in the early 
1970s, and out of this group 1,:;;;;=----------~ ..... came the seed idea of a co-


operatively-financed library to celebrate the area's 
rich wine history and serve as a business and 
technical library to the wine industry. 


Millie Howie, a publicist then working for 
Geyser Peak Winery and who had helped form the 
"Wine Road ," nurtured this idea. Some wanted the 
library to be located in this winery or that one, while 
others held that it should be in a neutral site like a 
shopping mall. Millie convinced those involved that 
the proper place for a wine library was in a library, 
a public library. With the wine industry signed-on , 
Millie set out to convince the Sonoma County 
·Library . 


She approached David Sabsay, the Director 
of the Sonoma County Library system. Sabsay, a 
diminutive soft-spoken man with the face of a 
pensive bulldog, had built a library system from a 
bookmobile, with idealism, political savvy and an 
incredible will. In 1958 he became one of the 
youngest public library directors ever when he took 
command of the moribund Sonoma County 
Library-then only serving to supplement school 
libraries and provide rural library service to the 
unincorporated areas of the county. One liy one , he 
absorbed all the city libraries in the county into the 
Sonoma County library system , and built the Library 
into an autonomous county agency. Between 1958 
and 1983 he built seven new libraries and 
strengthened the library system. 


Yet Sabsay was cool to the idea of a wine 
library. One can imagine what he must have 
thought: a collection of books devoted to alcoholic 
beverages in the public library? But Millie Howie 
had done her homework. Grapes and wine were in 
the process of passing dairy farming as the biggest 
industry in the county; the library , in the grand 
tradition of cooperative agriculture in Sonoma 
County, would reflect and support the county's main 


industry. It would be the crown jewel in the Sonoma 
County Library system. 


Once convinced, Sabsay became an ardent 
supporter. He conceived and implemented winery 
subscriptions whereby wineries and grape growers 
would pay annual dues, or subscriptions, based on 
size. But, most of all, Sabsay was able to provide a 
home for the wine library. The Healdsburg Library 
was the one remaining library in Sabsay's master 
plan for replacing the county's older wineries. With 
the support of the wine industry subscriptions, an 
extra 1,300 square feet was added to the drawing 
plans of the new Healdsburg library to house the 
Sonoma County Wine Library . 


During the gestation period of the library 
between 1974 and 1988, the Sonoma County Wine 
Library Association (now called the Wine Library 
Associates of Sonoma County) was formed to be the 
"Friends of the Library." If subscriptions were the 
industry support for the budding library, then this 
group was the venue for individuals to help, and have 
a grand time doing it. Over the years the Association 
put on some stellar events and raised hundreds of 
thousands of dollars. They paid for $30,000-worth of 
custom, pale oak bookcases and cabinets that house 
the wine library collection. They helped the library 
to acquire the prestigious Vintner's Club wine book 
collection, some one thousand books on wine in nine 
languages. The big fund raiser that the Association 
mounted for a number of years was "Polo, Wine and 
All that Jazz," an event that Henry Trione, an owner 
of Geyser Peak Winery, helped fashion. This popular 
event combined a polo match, a jazz concert, and a 
wine tasting-held each June throughout the 1980s . 
Beginning in 1995, the "Sonoma County Odyssey"
a day of food, wine, book sales and music in an oak 
grove setting surrounded by vineyards - has become 
the Associates' biggest fund raiser. 


An interesting sidelight in the Wine Library's 
history is the Sonoma County Wine Auction. This 
event started as a Healdsburg Kiwanis-sponsored 
fund raiser for the library, but it soon out-grew their 
group and the Sonoma County Wineries Association 
was formed to produce the auction and promote 
Sonoma County wines. Proceeds from the auction 
have helped the Wine Library in many ways, 
including funding for an Oral History Series and 
"Ghost" Wineries photographs that record vanishing 
winery architecture, bibliographies on selected topics, 
book purchases, and a microfilm reader-printer. 


I came to the Wine Library just before it was 
ready to open in 1988. I had been working at the 
Santa Rosa Central Library for about five years when 
the word reached me that they were looking for a 
librarian for this special library. I pitched myself to 
Sabsay as a prospective wine librarian, grossly 







inflating my qualifications. Despite my hyperbole, I 
was given the assignment. For about a month, 
beginning in September 1988, I unpacked and 
shelved boxes of books and magazines, unboxed and 
filed mounds of clippings that would comprise the 
Wine Information Files . A wine library was being 
born before my eyes. 


As wine librarian over 
the next six years, I 


~ Camry-helped acquire new 


• 


books, old books, rare 
· books, videos, wine la


bels, prints, microfilm 
and CD-ROMs with the 
guidance of the Wine 
Library Book Selection 


WmeLibrnry Committee (whose mem-
bers included county 
grape growers and wine 


makers). I also answered countless questions about 
wine, and in the process became familiar with such 
subjects as wine chemistry, ampelography, canopy 
management, phylloxera, sulfides, sulfites, winery 
waste-water treatment, label approvals , the 
prohibition movement, the neo-prohibition move
ment, the history, geography, art, law and politics of 
wine . 


Other duties, including a stint as Internet 
Librarian, called me away from the Wine Library 
from 1994 to 1997, but now I am back , and grateful 
to be returned to this special collection. 


In 1994 Zita Eastman became the wine 
librarian and stayed through the end of 1997. With 
a fresh spirit and new ideas, she reorganized the 
Wine Information Files, became passionate about 
historical photographs, compiled bibliographies, 
helped tirelessly with fund raisers, and became 
dedicated to finding the right answers about wine. 


The Sonoma County Wine Library has come 
a long way in its ten years of existence . Since the 
library opened in 1988, the number of books in the 
collection has tripled . Use and support from the 
industry has steadily increased . The library's rep
utation has grown. It has gained a web page and 
computer access to search the books. But the best 
lies ahead: technology beckons to make all the 
library's holdings accessible and interactive 
worldwide , and the support to insure that bright 
future lies there, waiting to be plucked like clusters 
of ripe Zinfandel. 
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DUE TO ARRIVE SUMMER, 1998!! 


Alex Liddell, author of Port Wine Quintas of 
the Douro (London: Sotheby's, 1992), the first de
tailed study of the estates of the Douro region of 
Portugal, has now written Madeira, the first serious 
book on Madeira and its wines since Noel Cossart's 
1984 Madeira: The Island Vineyard (now out of print 
and already highly collectible). The latest in a series 
of wine books published by Faber & Faber (London), 
the book skillfully narrates the history of the wine 
and of the island, gives a detailed account of wine 
production on the island today, profiles the leading 
madeira shippers, and provides tasting notes on over 
seventy vintage madeiras dating from 1715 to 1972. 
The U.K. publication price is £22.50 hardbound, 
£12.99 paperback. Of special interest to Wayward 
Tendrils members is a 100-copy limited edition 
produced by the Rare Wine Company (by an 
exclusive arrangement with the London publisher) . 
Printed on acid-free paper and housed in a distinctive 
binding and slipcase, the edition will be hand
numbered, and signed by Alex Liddell. List price for 
this limited edition is $100, but Tendril Mannie 
Berk, proprietor of The Rare Wine Co., is offering 
the book to all Tendrils at a pre-publication price of 
$80 per copy, plus shipping. Orders can be phoned 
800-999-4342 or faxed 800-893-1501, for delivery this 


[FROM THE BOOK OF THE WINE LABEL BY N. M. PENZER , 1947) 
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OUR TEN TREASURES 
by 


Gail U nzelman 


[In the first issue of our Newsletter in March 
1991, Jeffrey Benson suggested we run a regular 
column by Tendril members listing their "Top Ten 
Treasures" - ,wt necessarily high-lighting the most 
expensive, or rarest, books in our collections, just our 
favorites, for any reason, or no reason! Perhaps our 
,nembers were shy , or too busy, or couldn't decide on 
their top ten favorites-for whatever reason-the 
series never mater ialized. But it sounds like good 
fun, and good reading, doesn't it ?! 


We are pleased to reactivate the series with 
Ron and Gail Unzelman 's "Top Ten," and extend a 
special invitation to all Tendrils to share their 
treasured wine books ... - Ed .] 


FOR US, choosing ten favorites from our 
2500-or-so books on wine is not that difficult; it is the 
stopping at ten that causes consternation . Our 
library reflects more than thirty years of collecting 
experiences-almost every book has a special story to 
tell. I can already see that another ten books yearn 
to explain why they are also considered among our 
favorite treasures . Perhaps we'll give them their say 
at a later date , but for now we list, in no particular 
order , our "Ten Treasures ." 


1. Aunt Laura's A Bunch of 
Grapes (1863) is the smallest 
book in our library . The 
striking gilt-decorated cloth ., 
cover and gilt edges of this 
1 'l-1" x l W' miniature gem 
caught my eye in the 
bookseller's display case. 
What was this tiny book with 
the words "Bunch of Grapes" 
on the cover? The first few 
pages tell you it is an old
fashioned Sunday-School-lesson-type story: Little 
Johnn y, "who was a very good boy, always trying to 
help his [widowed] mother , and to be kind to 
everybody around him," saved his hard-earned 
pennies to buy a bunch of grapes for his sick friend . 
For this act of kindness , he was rewarded by th e 
grape growing farmer with a twig from the grape 
vine and instruction on how to grow his own grapes . 
The young boy became a successful , well-to-do grape 
grower and nurseryman ... 


2. We both clearl y recall the day in Januar y 1982 . 
A chilly , wintry afternoon in San Francisco, a small 
bookshop out in the Avenues . "Do you have any old 


wine books?" "Sorry , no." (Pause) "Oh , yes, we just 
got this one back from having the spine repaired." It 
is undoubtedly the one book in our collection that we 
are the most attached to ... sentimental, really. An 
aged , leather bound copy of Louis de Saint Pierre's 
small book, The Art of Planting and Cultivating the 
Vine (1772), with an inscription that made my heart 
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race - "To Basil Warfield , from his dear friend, John 
Hamilton Drummond , June 25th , 1888, Glen Ellen ." 
A note in Warfield's handsome script, dated Jan. 
1890 , "Mr. D. left for Ireland on March 20th , 
1888 ... He visited London and while there picked up 
this old book at an old bookstore on the Strand. He 
got back to Glen Ellen again on the 18th day of June , 
1888. This was his last trip home as he died on 
December 20th , 1889." Both gentlemen were highly 
respected pioneer winegrowers, and neighbors, in 
Sonoma valley , one of our favorite historical 
California wine districts . (St.Pierre wrote this book 
for the practical use of th e British colony at New 
Bordeaux , South Carolina ; had he chosen to have it 
published in America rather than in London, it could 
be called the first U .S. book on wine.) 


3. Because we realistically thought we would never 
own a copy, our first edition of John Adlum's Memoir 
on the Cultivation of the Vine in America (1823), the 
first American book on grape culture, enjoys the 
status of one of our most treasured . After you have 
wanted and searched for a book for so many years , 
when you finally acquire the elusive little rascal, it 
automatically becomes a treasured possession! 







4. With our long-time affection for vintage Port, its 
history, and its literature, a cherished prize is Baron 
Joseph J. Forrester's own copy of The Prize Essay on 
Po rt uga l _,,__ , ___ ™"'~""'·-----
(1854, 2nd 
ed). The 
bulging 
book is 
interleav
ed . with 
pages of 
notes by 
the author, 
clippings, 
etc ., and is 
graced 
with his 
bookplate. 
Itis indeed 
humbling, 
and awe
inspiring, 
to be able 
to handle a 
book that 
was so 
intimately 
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connected with its admired author.[Forrester Bookplate) 


5. When Ron and I made our first visit to Europe in 
1983, we arranged for a tour of the Harvey Museum 
in Bristol (Gail locked the car keys in the trunk of the 
rental car, we got to stay an extra day) . The jewel of 
the tour, brightly displayed in a glass case, was the 
opened ampelography ofB. C. Cincinato da Costa, 0 
Portugal Vinicola (1900), the most beautiful book we 
had ever seen. "Someday, I hope we find a copy of 
that book," was all I could say. Although still hard 
for us to believe, that same Harvey copy of Portugal 
Vinicola has come to reside in our library today. We 
have given it an honored spot. 


6. Edward Antill's eighty-page Essay on the Culti
vation of the Vine, and Making and Preserving of 
Wine... was published in the first volume of the 
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society 
in 1771, and is the first American printing on the 
vine or wine. It is also the only book we successfully 
bid on at the infamous 1984 Sotheby auction in New 
York of the Marcus Crahan Collection of Books on 
Food & Drink. Unbeknownst to the gathering bid
ders, there was a three-man consortium (repre
senting a Nevada oil-heiress who wanted the 
collection and an instant library of gastronomy and 
wine literature) who were prepared to go to 
outrageous limits , and did, to acquire the books . A 
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miracle of heaven (or had they slipped-up on their 
homework?), they did not continue bidding on this 
book. Elisabeth Woodburn was seated in front of me; 
she and I dueled it out. Exciting memories ... 


7. When you walked into Leon Adams' apartment in 
Sausalito overlooking San Francisco Bay, you 
immediately smelled his ever-going pipe-it 
permeated the room and everything in it. We had 
come for a visit and to buy books (he was dispersing 
his collection). We brought home Leon's copy of the 
magnificent 1877 Edward Bosqui printing of Grapes 
and Grape Vines of California. Its full leather 
binding still offers, and probably always will, that 
stale-sweet aroma of smoked pipe tobacco. 


8. Another California treasure is a copy of George 
H usmann's Grape Culture and Wine Making in 
California (1888), signed by him. Its attractive and 
distinctive Victorian-style binding-dark chocolate 
brown cloth with the spine lavished in gilt and a 
steel-engraved grape cluster boldly gilt-stamped to 
the front cover-gives a stylish appearance to this 
practical book on grape matters . With our special 
fondness for George Husmann, his life and his work, 
this signed copy is indeed treasured. 


9. When we first began to seriously collect wine 
books in the mid-1970s, we happened upon a copy of 
the eye-catching, masterful John Henry Nash 
printing of Robert Louis Stevenson's Silverado 
Squatters (San Francisco, 1923). We fell in love with 
the book and the flamboyant printer. For many 
years we had a dual collecting passion, until we 
wisely sold the Nash books to concentrate on wine 
books. But his several wine-related book productions 
that we kept merit appreciation and bring joy. 


10. Naturally, the most difficult selection is No.10. Is 
this the copy of Frona Eunice Wait's very elusive 
1889 Wines and Vines of California we found at the 
local flea market for $1.50? Or perhaps, the first 
book we purchased written in a foreign language 
(Bertall's La Vigne)? We had always promised to buy 
only what we could read, but i.t was too beautiful and 
we broke the rule, and forever opened the door to 
innumerable riches . Or, the first "box of books" that 
we ever bought-knowing we couldn't really afford 
to , but had to-books from the famed Inglenook 
Winery Library of Gustave Niebaum formed in the 
1880s? And, there are, of course, others ... 









